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MISMISMISMISMISSION STSION STSION STSION STSION STAAAAATEMENTTEMENTTEMENTTEMENTTEMENT

“ICWAI Professionals would ethically
drive enterprises globally by creating value to
stakeholders in the socio-economic context
through competencies drawn from the
integration of strategy, management and
accounting.”

VISION STVISION STVISION STVISION STVISION STAAAAATEMENTTEMENTTEMENTTEMENTTEMENT

“ICWAI would be the preferred source of
resources and professionals for the finan-
cial leadership of enterprises globally.’’

DISCLAIMER

The views expressed by the authors are
personal and do not necessarily represent
the views and should not attributed to
ICWAI.

CONGRATULATIONS

Mr. Chandra Shekhar Verma, Fellow Member of the
Institute of Cost & Works Accountants of India, on
his taking charge as Chairman, Steel Authority of
India Limited (SAIL)
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Editorial

India is facing a peculiar problem. While the rest
of the world grapples with the spectre of deflation,
Indian policy makers are fighting a tough battle against
the menace of inflation. In fact leading economists
have identified a major structural weakness of Indian
economy, namely the tendency of the economy to
overheat at very early stages of its growth cycle.

One important reason behind this phenomenon is
supply side constraints namely the limits placed on
growth due to infrastructural bottlenecks. Thus when
growth places demand on resources, the unavailability
of resources puts a brake on the growth process and
thereby feeds inflation. Hence it is felt that if India
is to grow by double digits, one of the prerequisites
is to increase the absorptive capacity of the economy
through improvement in the infrastructural sector.

Transport and logistics is the backbone of the
infrastructure of any economy. Poor transport facility
and weak supply chain delays completion of projects,
results in time and cost overruns, makes coordination
more difficult, raises prices increases wastages and
reduces profitability. Hence transport and logistics
is an important cog in the wheels of growth.

Broadly, transport and logistics management is the
management of a network of interconnected businesses
involved in the ultimate provision of product and
service packages required by end customers.  It spans
all movement and storage of raw materials, work-
in-process inventory, and finished goods from point
of origin to point of consumption.

Transport and logistics can be integrated with
business development through : (a) customer service
management process (provides the customer with real-
time information on scheduling and product avail-

ability through interfaces with the company’s pro-
duction and distribution operations); (b) procurement
process (activities related to obtaining products and
materials from outside suppliers involve resource
planning, supply sourcing, negotiation, order place-
ment, inbound transportation, storage, handling and
quality assurance many of which include the respon-
sibility to coordinate with suppliers on matters of
scheduling, supply continuity, hedging, and research
into new sources or programs); (c) product devel-
opment and commercialization (coordinate with cus-
tomer relationship management to identify customer-
articulated needs, select materials and suppliers in
conjunction with procurement, and develop produc-
tion technology in manufacturing flow to manufacture
and integrate into the best supply chain flow for the
product/market combination); (d) manufacturing
flow management process (concerns activities related
to planning, scheduling and supporting manufactur-
ing operations, such as work-in-process storage,
handling, transportation, and time phasing of com-
ponents, inventory at manufacturing sites and
maximum flexibility in the coordination of geographic
and final assemblies postponement of physical dis-
tribution operations); (e) physical distribution (this
concerns movement of a finished product/service to
customers); (f) outsourcing/partnerships (managing
and controlling this network of partners and suppliers
requires a blend of both central and local involvement)
and (g) performance measurement (on parameters
of cost, customer service, productivity measures, asset
measurement and quality).

In this issue, we have compiled articles regarding
how Cost and Management Accountants can contrib-
ute their knowledge and expertise to the development
of this crucial transport & logistics sector.
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When someone like Lord Krishna, the master of Yoga & embodiment
of knowledge, and a sincere devotee like Arjuna, come together, there
shall be all kind of prosperity, victory, happiness and steady resolve,
this is my conviction.

Shrimadbhagvadgita

B. M. Sharma, President

profession and Institute. I look forward to their continued support in my endeavour to take the profession
and the Institute to greater heights.

Today, we are living in dynamically changing and challenging times that offer new opportunities for
growth as well as many challenges. While the world has been badly affected by the economic meltdown,
India has shown admirable resilience and robustness. We, as a responsible and responsive stakeholder,
will take the growth story forward as we are fully geared to meet the challenges. On this aspect, I take
this opportunity to thank the qualified graduates and members of our Institute who are truly the pillars
of this great Indian success story. Silently they make their contribution towards conservation of national
resources leading to optimum usage for productive purpose. Through this communiqué, I would like to
assure my professional friends that your Council will continue to let its work speak for itself.

The entire cost and management accounting community is seized of many issues vital for the profession
which are very dear to us. Through my first communication with you, I wish to briefly share them with
you. We all know, these originated, were sustained, got nurtured and are reaching their logical conclusion
during the current term of your Council. The entire Council has worked hard to see that the issues culminate
to the advantage of the cost and management accounting community.

Name Change :
All of you are aware that the Central Government introduced Cost and Works Accountants (Amendment)

Bill, 2010 in the Rajya Sabha, on 28th April 2010. The Rajya Sabha has referred the Bill to the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Finance for its examination. The Institute was asked to present its views before
the Standing Committee on 7th July 2010 and we have made strong representation before the Standing
Committee. We are actively following up on the matter. As all of you are aware, the earlier Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Finance in 2004 had also recommended change in the name of our Institute, in
line with global practice and need of the day, to the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of
India.

Companies Bill 2009 :
As you are aware, the Companies Bill 2009 is also under consideration of the Parliamentary Standing

Committee on Finance. The Council had sent its suggestions to the Ministry of Corporate Affairs as well
as the Standing Committee. The Council was asked to present its views before the Standing Committee
on 24th May 2010 and we have been actively following up the relevant issues with the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs as well as the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance.

My dear Professional Colleagues,
It is my honour and privilege to be elected as the President of the

Institute for the period 2010-2011. At the outset I express my gratitude
to all members of the Council for reposing trust and confidence in
me as the President of our esteemed Institute. I thank all of my predecessors,
especially Shri G. N. Venkataraman for their kind help, guidance and
cooperation during my stint as Vice–President for 2009-2010. I would
also like to place on record the salutary work of all my illustrious
predecessors and their contribution towards the development of our
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In addition to above, the following key issues are also to be concentrated upon:
● Wider participation for members of the Institute under the new regime defined by The Company Bill,

2009
● Implementation of Expert Group Recommendations
● Greater role for CMAs in upcoming GST and DTC
● Bringing out more Cost Accounting Standards and updating the existing ones
● Issuance of Guidance Notes on Cost Accounting Standards
● Support Research in Management Accountancy topics
● Equitable role for our members in new regime of multidisciplinary LLPs
● Well-designed courses on Valuation, IFRSs, etc.
● Representation to the Government for enhanced role for our members in service and practice, both.
● Seek strategic tie ups with more Domestic/International Institutions for mutual benefit
● Win-Win relationships with other professional institutions.

Friends, in addition to addressing the above objectives, your Council is also fully aware of the
necessity of preparing the organisation to meet the challenges. Towards this end, focus areas will be :
● Prompt and timely service to students and members;
● Improved efforts for placement of our graduates/members
● Address difficulties and concerns of members – in Employment and Practice;
● Making practice as a Cost and Management Accountant a lucrative option
● Greater interaction with International Accounting and Management Bodies for benefit of the members

and profession
● Bringing Head Quarter, Regional Councils and Chapters on a common IT platform to achieve inter-

connectivity. This will bring about marked improvement in efficiency and effectiveness of the entire
organization

● To take effective part in all the initiatives of The Ministry of Corporate Affairs in enhancing corporate
governance and address the needs of all stakeholders.

I am confident that with the help and support of Vice-President Shri M. Gopalakrishnan, colleagues
in the Council, Regional Councils, Chapters, members, students and employees of the Institute, your
Council will be able to achieve the above goals.

I solicit your suggestions for uplifting the Cost and Management Accounting Profession and Professionals.
Wishing you happiness, success and prosperity.

With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

(B. M. Sharma)
President

Date : August 02, 2010
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OurOurOurOurOur
New PNew PNew PNew PNew Presidentresidentresidentresidentresident

ICWAI is pleased to announce the appointment of Shri B. M. Sharma
as the new President of ICWAI for the year 2010-11. An M.Com from
Pune University, Shri Sharma is a Fellow Member of ICWAI and
has been a Central Council member of the Institute for the periods
2004-07 and 2007-till date. He is a practicing Cost Accountant with
over 19 years of professional experience.

Shri Sharma has previously held the post of Vice-President of ICWAI
in the year 2005-06 and 2009-2010. Prior to being elected as Vice- President for the year 2009-10, he
was the Chairman of Professional Development (Technical) Committee of ICWAI in the years 2004-
05 and 2008-09. He has been the architect behind publication of various professional development publications
like Guidance Notes on Cenvat Audit, Valuation Audit under Central Excise Act, VAT- Its Accounting
& Auditing, Input Tax Credit in Service Tax, Guidance Note for Valuation fro CAS-4 under Excise
etc. He was also instrumental in bringing out four Management Accounting guidelines—Implementing
Benchmarking, Valuation Management -A guide to Management Accountant, Implementing Corporate
Environmental Strategies and Tools & Techniques of Environmental Accounting. He has represented
ICWAI and India at various international fora of accountants like South Asia Federation of Accountants
(SAFA), Confederation of Asian and Pacific Accountants (CAPA) etc.

Shri Sharma was President of Tax Bar Association of Pune for the period 1994-98. He was also
on the Board of Directors of Maharasthra State Warehousing Corporation as nominee of Central Warehousing
Corporation (Central Government) for the period 2005-08. At present, he is a member of the State
Level Taxation Committee of Maratha Chamber of Commerce & Agriculture, Pune.

Shri Sharma has undertaken many training programmes on VAT organized by NIPFB and sponsored
by Government of Maharasthra. He has been a faculty on VAT for various seminars organized by
Regional Councils of ICWAI, ICSI, branches of ICAI and other professional and trade bodies. Apart
from this, Shri Sharma has also presented papers on VAT, Sales Tax, Corporate Laws and Effective
Vendor Planning for management of Sales Tax/VAT leading to cost reduction. Widely traveled, Shri
Sharma has participated in many seminars and conferences as paper writer, moderator, Chairman as
well as organizer of such programmes.

We wish Shri B. M. Sharma the very best for the present challenge as President of ICWAI.

B. M. Sharma, President

Our New President
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ICWAI is pleased to announce Shri M Gopalakrishan, B.Com, FCA,
FICWA as its new Vice President for the period 2010-11.

Shri Gopalakrishnan has been a member of the Central Council
of ICWAI for the terms 2004-07 and again from 2007-2011. He was
the Chairman of Cost Audit and Assurance Standards Board of ICWAI
in 2009-10 and the past chairman of the Cost Accounting Standards
Board of ICWAI. During his chairmanship he spearhaded the new
approach to Cost Accounting Standards aligning with International
practices. He represented ICWAI in the Expert Group formed by the
Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government of India, on review of Cost Accounting Records, Cost Accounting
Standards and Cost Audit Report Rules. He has been the guiding force behind many initiatives such
as Centralised Campus Interview, Technical Publications (during Diamond Jubilee and India Corporate
Week Celebrations), India Corporate Week Celebrations, Investor Awarness Week, Getting Connected,
Meet the Mentor and Green Initiative in the Southern Region on behalf of the Central Council. He
also represented ICWAI in the Accounting Standards Board of The Institute of Chartered Accountants
of India. He has also been a regular speaker in various conferences on Total Cost Management, Cost
Accounting Standards, Performance Management, Balanced Score Card, Performance Metrics, Integrating
ERP to Performance Reporting and Cost Management Maturity Model of CII. He has been involved
many key programmes of ICWAI such as National Convention at Hyderabad, First Global Summit
on Management  Accounting (2008) at Delhi and various programmes as Chairman Technical Committee.

Shri Gopalakrishnan is a Fellow member of The Institute of Cost & Works Accountants of India
and The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.

He served in the Southern Regional Council of ICWAI from 1990-97. He was the Chairman – Southern
Region of ICWAI for the year 1996-97. During his Chairmanship, the Southern Regional Council of
ICWAI was associated with the Total Cost Management Movement jointly with Confederation of Indian
Industry of Southern Region. During the same period he also spearheaded the initiative for cost evaluation
of new technologies in collaboration with The Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, India, supported
by a MoU with IIT, Madras.

Shri Gopalakrishnan is a practising cost accountant since 1983. He is the Senior Partner in S. Mahadevan
& Co., Cost Accountants, which was established in 1979. He has been focusing on shop floor driven
cost management practices, activity based costing, balanced score card, performance management solutions
and business intelligence for manufacturing and service sector.

Shri Gopalakrishnan is also an adviser to many listed companies (both in manufacturing and service
sector) in the Southern part of India. He is also associated with new technology tie up ventures for
R&D set-ups with various consumer durable manufacturers.

We wish Shri Gopalakrishnan success in his new responsibility as Vice-President of ICWAI.

M. Gopalakrishnan,
Vice-President

Our New Vice-President
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Dear Friends,

It is a matter of pleasure and honour to serve as the Chairman
of the Journal Committee of ICWAI for 2010-11.

Being the official organ of ICWAI, The Management Accountant
holds a very pivotal role in disseminating the good work done by
the Institute for its members, profession, society and nation at large.
I as Chairman, propose to further upgrade the journal with more
interesting and useful articles/write-ups that will be beneficial for
our readers who are a diverse lot of professionals, students, acade-
micians and representatives from the industry and government bodies.

In keeping with the four pillars of our Institute and our strategic
areas of focus, readers are requested to contribute to articles with
special emphasis on important topics like GST, IFRS, Direct Tax Code,
Financial Inclusion, Corporate Governance and Environmental issues

Communiqué from Chairman, Journal Committee

Ashwin Dalwadi
(Chairman-Journal Committee)

for Business. Special features of the journal on the above mentioned areas will be published to make
the process more participative. Your contribution by way of articles, suggestions and criticisms is highly
solicited to enable us to make the journal better.

It will also be our endeavour to invite eminent personalities from the fields of banking, economics,
public finance, capital markets, government, regulatory bodies and industry experts to share their knowl-
edge and experiences with us through the journal. In this context, I request all the Regions/Chapters
to forward the speeches/presentations of experts invited to attend seminars organized by our Regions/
Chapters to the Journal Department, Kolkata for publication and wider coverage in the journal.

As you are aware that the Students’ journal has been discontinued and students are been sent the
members’ journal. I would like students to express their views regarding this change in practice and
whether they require any modification in the structure of contents in the members’ journal so that
it is more useful to the students.

Readers are also requested to come forward with their ideas/projects on various domain areas for
printing in the institute’s Research Bulletin/specific publications or for undertaking research project
works for industry/sector.

Many initiatives have been taken for ensuring full satisfaction of our readers. Prompt processing
of requests for address change of existing members and requests for new subscriptions of new members;
making available details of returned journal list are just some of the measures to make life easier for
our readers. I propose to continuously strive to improve such readers’ facilities.

Wishing everyone luck and best wishes,

With warm regards,

Ashwin Dalwadi
(Chairman-Journal Committee)

August 2nd 2010
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Role of Cost and Manage-
ment Accountants in
Air Express Transportation
(Express Delivery) Services
CMA Mike Bharwani*
The aviation industry has played a key role in globalization by compressing
time and distance covered, which has helped businesses to obtain goods and
services immediately and efficiently to meet customer demands. While the
high costs of utilizing air express services were earlier considered as a barrier,
this is not a limiting factor any more, especially in sectors where timely
delivery is critical, such as medical supplies, perishable commodities, spare
parts, fashion items and other services where customer demand is strong
enough so that selling prices cover express transportation costs. In this paper,
the financial advice and expertise provided by management accountants is
discussed.

Introduction

rganizations have a wide
selection of multi-modal
transport choices avail

able that provide the logistics man-
agement teams of companies the
flexibility to make optimum choices
in selecting air, ship or road trans-
port or even a combination of these.
The successful examples of online
technology companies like Ama-
zon, Cisco and Dell—which have
utilized e-commerce to record ex-
ponential business growth—would
not have been possible at such pace
without the availability of efficient
supply chain management, logis-
tics and payments infrastructure.

In the air cargo transportation

* MBA, AICWA, CPA, Finance
Director, UAE. Email : mike.bharwani
@gmail.com

sector, the air transport service
provider offers a range of services
ranging from air express services
at the high end with value-added
services such as door-to-door ser-
vice (pickup and delivery), special
packaging, customs clearance,
tracking features and commitment
to delivery time with money backed
guarantee, while at, the low end,
the service offered can be an airport
to airport cargo (ATA) freight
service without the frills and hence
charges are low for the ATA ser-
vices.

The services are marketed and
differentiated as international pri-
ority services (time sensitive), in-
ternational carton (box)  package,
international express freight,
economy service (delayed or next
day service) and cargo freight,
which offers the least selling price.

Other sophisticated forms of ser-
vices can include a combination of
international express transportation
coupled with logistics and ware-
housing services that offer direct
distribution to retailers and, accord-
ingly, attract a higher realization
price due to the premium service
offered.

This industry is capital and labor
intensive as it requires huge invest-
ments in airplanes, vehicles, IT
equipment, as well as investments
in staff costs for couriers, engineers,
pilots and other professionals.

The management accounting
profession can add considerable
value to the air express and cargo
industry in several ways and ex-
perienced professionals will find
that their services and advice can
be extremely useful to their busi-
ness partners. The following sec-
tion describes some of the critical
areas where management accoun-
tants with their expertise can make
a significant contribution.

Pricing, Revenue optimization
and Yield Management

The pricing structure in the air
express industry follows a lane
sector or zone based pricing struc-
ture wherein countries are grouped
according to their geographical
proximity, accessibility, and other
considerations, with fuel costs and
contractual transportation costs
being important cost components.
Typically, for international pricing,
the neighboring countries border-
ing the origin country would be
in the first zone (1 or A), where
prices at this zone would be at the
low level and prices would increase
for each subsequent zone group of

O
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countries, going up to six or  even
more zones.

Other considerations determin-
ing the inclusion of a country in
a particular zone and its price po-
sitioning include the delivery ar-
rangements that the air transpor-
tation service provider company
has in that country, such as whether
it has its own direct operations, or
whether it contracts with a fran-
chisee partner in that country and
the negotiated rates that the part-
ner charges for providing such
services to the principal partner.
Agent contractual rates can be on
a per package basis, per kilogram
basis—or a combination of both.

The concepts of variable costs
and contribution margin come to
the forefront as airline executives
very often grapple with decisions
on pricing and selling the empty
space on their carriers and having
at least some contribution towards
fixed costs or risk facing the pros-
pects of under-recovery of flight
costs. It is in the interest of the airline
transport provider to ensure that
the air flight capacity (load factor)
is fully utilized or close to being
fully utilized and decisions need
to be taken on ensuring that the
flight has maximum revenues
across the different product port-
folio (express, economy, freight
types) and that the minimum vari-
able costs are recovered for the
cargo freight services.

Costing Assumptions and Load
Factors

The costs of flight for flying from
one point to another is referred to
as linehaul for a particular lane
sector and is made up of fuel,

maintenance, crew costs, air con-
trol costs, landing fees, navigation,
administration fees, and other vari-
able and fixed costs. The load fac-
tors for particular lanes sectors are
analyzed to determine the type of
flight costs that can be recovered
in order to set prices to stimulate
demand and thereby help optimize
revenues for that lane sector. The
following table serves to illustrate,
for example purposes the costs that
can be considered relevant at dif-
ferent levels of load factor or flight
capacity utilized.

Cost Database & Activity-Based
Costing

Management accountants need
to maintain updated cost databases
covering the various transportation
linehaul costs per lane sector flown,
which would be useful in evalu-
ating different connecting sched-
ules scenarios and determining
whether there are some efficiencies
to be obtained from other airline
providers and on-board couriers
(OBC) with their scheduled time
commitments.

There can be opportunities to
identify cost savings and im-
provements during this regular
exercise. Additionally, they can
play a role in evaluating along

be useful in product pricing
decisions.

Customer Account-Based Pricing
and Customer P&L Analysis

Management accountants can
review the historical shipment
profile of existing customers, as
well as ascertain the likely profile
of prospective customers in order
to determine the revenues and
profitability analysis and propose
special pricing with discounts that
can help increase sales in particular
zones from existing customers or
help win new accounts by attrac-
tive price positioning taking the
overall business of the prospect into
consideration.

A caveat at this stage would be

CMAs in Transport and Logistics Sector

Scenario Load Factor Cost Assumptions
% Range

A Up to 30% Incremental costs only (Fuel, Main
tenance)

B 30% to 50% Incremental costs (Fuel, Maintenance)
plus some % of Variable  costs (Land
ing fees, Navigation fees, etc.)

C 50% to 70% Incremental costs (Fuel, Maintenance)
plus 100 % of Variable  costs (Landing
fees, Navigation fees, etc.)

D 70% and above Incremental costs (Fuel, Maintenance)
plus Variable costs plus  Fixed Costs

with the marketing teams to
ensure that fuel surcharges im-
posed by airline carriers can be
passed on to customers and with-
drawn when no longer charged.
Activity based costing can be em-
ployed where accounting and ERP
systems are utilized and the vari-
ous costs and resource elements
involved in activities such as courier
tasks, package scan, pickup,
transport, customer service, han-
dling, customs clearance, invoice,
etc. are accurately identified and
captured in the systems. This would
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prudent. Management accoun-
tants need to evaluate the dis-
counts provided to customers to
ensure that customers are actually
utilizing the sectors that they
committed to and are not simply
choosing the best rates from
multiple air transportation service
providers and are not giving other
more profitable business else
where. This can be taken care of
by either providing the discounts
post shipments after the fact or by
conducting regular profitability
analysis of customer accounts and
providing them with reminders of
their sales agreement entitling them
to qualify for discounts or special
pricing.

Planning, Reporting and Perfor-
mance Metrics :

Management accountants play
a key role during the business
planning phase in developing
operating plans for individual
cost center and P&L owners by
analyzing past trends and forecast-
ing future volumes along with
evaluating capital expenditure in-
vestments. Given the high capital
and other labor intensive require-
ments to meet demand and fuel
future growth, management ac-
countants can evaluate feasibility
of business and operations propos-
als by utilizing techniques and cri-
teria such as discounted cash flow
(DCF), net present value (NPV),
internal rate of return (IRR), pay-
back period, profitability index

(PI) and earnings before income and
taxes (EBIT).

During the planning phase,
management accountants can
help drive profitability goals by
defining efficiency targets for the
business and operations teams in
the following year by planning for
an improvement in cost per pack
(CPP) (e.g. achieve a reduction in
CPP by 3% to 5%), improvement
in the service quality level index
which is a measure of how well
customers are served and improve-
ment in yield/pack and/or yield/
kg realizations. By defining both
cost and yields targets along with
profitability goals, care is taken to
ensure that cost per pack target
achievement do not entirely come
at the expense of increasing vol-
umes from low yields, since the
targeted CPP metric would benefit
from having costs spread over large
volumes.

During the course of the year,
management accountants play a key
role in providing timely (weekly,
monthly) performance dashboards
of the results of the business op-
erations and the comparisons with
the plan, forecasts and previous
year. Evaluating the cause of
variances with the plan targets can
help management take corrective
actions early on and help apply
pressure to find ways of driving
costs lower, such as renegotiating
contract transport rates or finding
alternative suppliers or even evalu-
ating different routes.

Treasury functions and hedging
Fuel costs are one of the im-

portant cost items that can impact
the air transportation business
adversely and management
accountants having experience in
the treasury arena can employ
derivatives and other financial in-
struments to hedge fuel costs and
thereby be certain of cost assump-
tions staying valid. Additionally,
operations in certain countries
may be exposed to fluctuating
currencies and management
accountants need to ensure that the
pricing list for services provided
in the country are updated to reflect
these currency fluctuations, al-
though it is not feasible to do this
fre-quently due to marketing and
customer communication limita-
tions. In some instances, a USD
price list can be adopted, where
local regulations permit or
settlement with the agent partner
can be performed in USD.

Conclusion
Management accountants can

add considerable value in a num-
ber of areas in the air express trans-
portation industry.  In order to be
considered as valuable business
strategic partners of management,
they need to demonstrate their
financial and business acumen to
management as opportunities
develop and help drive value-
added activities towards business
goals.

CMAs in Transport and Logistics Sector
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Role of CMAs in the
Logistics and
Transportation Sector
CMA R. Veeraraghavan*

* FICWA

ogistics is the management
of the flow of goods, infor-
mation and other resources

between the point of origin and
the point of consumption in order
to meet the requirements of
consumers (fre-quently, and
originally, military organizations).
Logistics involves the integration
of information, transportation,
inventory, ware-housing, material-
handling, and packaging, and,
occasionally security. Logistics is
a channel of the supply chain which
adds the value of time and place
utility. Today the complexity of
production logistics can be
modeled, analyzed, visualized and
optimized by plant simulation
software.

The Transportation & Logistics
industry sector comprises a wide
range of service providers, covering
all modes of transport – air, road,
rail, sea – as well as related services
such as warehousing, handling,
stevedoring, and finally value
added services like packaging,
labelling, assembling etc. In
addition to these ‘physical’ services,
T & L includes all sorts of plann-
ing, organisational and manage-
ment services in the area of

transportation and logistics. Over
the past years, we have seen a trend
to consolidation, resulting in larger,
integrated groups operating in more
than one of the T&L sub-sectors.
As a result, the limits between the
T&L sub-sectors become more and
more indistinct.

Globalisation and outsourcing
of logistics services created double
digit revenue growth in the industry
in the early part of the 21st century,
however, the economic downturn
which made itself felt across the
world in 2008  resulted in a dramatic
drop in the sector’s growth in 2009.
The industry was suddenly faced
with some of the most difficult
market conditions in history.
Liberalisation and privatisation are
one starting point that is driving
change in this complex, rapidly
changing sector.

In addition, trade routes are
shifting and networks have become
increasingly complex —as have the
operating agreements between
companies sharing resources.
Regulatory requirements have
changed substantially in recent
years. In an interconnected world
where companies are operating
across national boundaries and—
together with many local partners

accounting and governance
issues are becoming more complex,
as is customs and tax compliance.
Companies looking to build a
durable business need to
continuously offer added value. As
business models change in the
industry, many companies are
evolving from forwarding and
warehouse managing companies to
highly industrialised, IT driven
supply chain providers.

Transport and logistics is a very
diverse sector that plays a major
role in the global economy. It
enables the movement of goods,
services and people as efficiently
as possible. We rely on having goods
available where and when we want,
as well as the ability to get from
A to B with ease.

Cost and Management Accoun-
tants are vital to the strategic
resource planning and allocation,
particularly to this Industry with
diverse pillers of growth and
competition. Sustenance becomes
the Buzz here, with global trade
under stiffer competition, survival
of logistics business depends on the
movements of goods and the
support it receives from the sector.
With competition comes the need
to introspect on the cost of delivery
and align the drivers to growth path.

Since the focus of the cost and
management accountants is not
limited to preparation and
presentation of financial accounts
and well extends beyond the area
of financial management to Cost
ascertainment, Cost control and
strategizing the cost to financial
planning in decision making, the
right skill gained by the CMA is

CMAs in Transport and Logistics Sector
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helpful for the organizations in this
sector to tread in the path of
successful sustenance.

CMA should be specifically
concerned with the cost of services
rendered to the ultimate consumer,
tracing it to the drivers that trigger
these costs enumerated and try to
indulge in elimination avoidance
and reduction through a root cause
analysis, keeping in mind that the
quality is not put to stake. In order
to achieve this CMAs have to build
upon a Cost-structure tracking
system, allow recording or data
capturing at the point of incurrence
and enable data analysis in real
time.

Since the sector has diverse
field of operation ranging from
Ports(Air and Sea), Handling
Agents(Clearing and forwarding),
Transportation including transport
of passengers by various mode, the
role of CMAs will significantly
change in the situation. Though
everyone would interested in
rendering the service at a low cost,
efficiently, with proven quality to
attract customers in the long-run
and create a sustainable value.
Moreover, there may be different
compliance issues that CMAs
may encounter in terms of taxation
and licensing etc. Cash flows in
these sub-sectors may be entirely
different; also the forms of
oraganisation may be unique (for
instance Sea-Port Sector and
Railways in India is still under
Government—by and large).

CMAs have the right role in
proper financial management
and expenditure management to
see that the cost of  service is able

to sustain competition and grow
in the long-run. Since the service
cost impacts the cost of goods when
it lands to the ultimate customer
it is necessary that this sector focus
on proper financial and cost
management and there is a strategic
alignment between these two to
arrive at the right price for the
service rendered.

Since the sub-sectors in the
industry can range in scales of
operation as a solution provider
and an associate to decisions,
CMAs should carefully perceive
the requirement planning and
realization matrix to define a path
and tread through the same, there
can be no common solution to a
particular problem across time and
space. It is the right structure that
gets built up to reveal the path of
growth in identical cases, so the
focus of the CMA should be to
build the right structure that
determines the cost parameters and
also involve in strategic financial
planning process that compre-
hensively takes into consideration
the “Revenue stream expectation—
cost of funds—cost of service
operations”.

Formulas for Successfully
Lowering Costs in Transportation
and Logistics

First, it was airlines. Then, it was
other companies in a wide range
of sectors that adopted a low-cost
formula for their businesses. This
approach involves finding the best
price for the company and the
customer while emphasizing a strict
policy of cost containment.

Many firms in logistics and
transportation have made a low-

cost model central to their
operations. Two tools appear to be
fundamental : Innovation, and
Common sense.

The concept of a low-cost
formula owes its success to air-
lines that have made air travel
accessible to all social strata.
EasyJet and Ryanair, for example,
revolutionized the market by
offering cutthroat low prices while
enforcing draconian, company-
wide cost control policies, helping
them to attract customers and
profits. Many policies in the low-
cost model—such as paying an
additional charge for baggage—
have been so successful, that
Spainair, Iberia and other tradi-
tional airlines couldn’t help but
adopt them as well. The result?
They’ve launched their own
initiatives aimed at lowering costs,
becoming more competitive in
terms of pricing along the way.

Little by little, the low-cost
model has become popular beyond
airlines. From hotels to real estate,
companies are using it to attract
customers who are, more than ever,
looking for a strong relationship
between quality and price.

Getting to Work
For its part, the transportation

and logistics sector is looking for
ways to deploy the low-cost model
without harming service levels.

Not only does this approach
involve lowering costs, but also
maintaining the same levels of
quality while keeping a long-term
perspective. A low-cost approach
is not short term. It involves a
continuous effort to achieve
organizational efficiencies, while

CMAs in Transport and Logistics Sector
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considering all products or services
in terms of what they cost.

Low cost is not just about
reducing costs but about changing
management to gain efficiencies.
It involves adjusting a product to
the needs of each customer and
definitively lowering costs, but it
also contributes value to the
company.

Everything that a company
transports have maximum urgency
—that transportation providers
must differentiate between their
rates for shipments that must be
delivered rapidly and those
shipments where saving money
has the highest priority, and their
customers are willing to wait
longer for delivery. One has to offer
the customer a premium service
for the most urgent deliveries,
but also another, cheaper one [with
a slower shipping time]. Quality
means delivering [the shipment]
when you promise to do so; not
necessarily delivering it the next
morning.

Success Stories
Every manufacturer focuses on

transportation costs which adds to
the cost of product at the time of
delivery—while speed, safety are
not neglected though.

A low-cost, common sense
initiative first requires exploratory
work and analysis, involving
everyone who is part of the
transportation process. Asking
customers and suppliers questions,
paying attention to operations, and

spending time watching the loading
dock are always ways to get
excellent results.

Collaboration is a good way to
cut costs. Integration of supply-
chain may be beneficial from scaling
point of view as well as Controls.

Today, you need low-cost stra-
tegies more than ever, but not just
at any price. You need both lower
costs and higher quality. Our low-
cost culture involves critiquing all
operational processes, and we
devote one meeting a week to doing
that.

Another example of how to
optimize resources in a low-cost
environment is to economically
combine various modes of trans-
portation. The essence of this low-
cost approach is the efficiency of
the processes. You can achieve
excellence by offering a low-cost
service or product while fulfilling
your customer’s precise expecta-
tions. Neither more nor less than
the service and the price you’ve
agreed on.

“An excellent service is one
that fulfills exactly what the
customer’s goals are. That is low-
cost service.”

Logistics Sector In India
With $50 billion worth and

growing at 7% annually India has
a huge potential for the Logistics.

Features of Indian Logistics
Industry :
● A number of small-integrated

players.
● Transportation costs account

for nearly 40% of production
costs.

● Logistics costs around 13% of
GDP, compared to 8% in the US.

● Growth in Indian economy is
the major driving factor for the
demand in logistics industry.

● Chemicals, metals, FMCG,
cement and textiles have been
identified as the top five contri-
butors to logistics revenues.

Growth Drives for Logistic sector
in India :
General growth of the Indian
economy.
Manufacturing boom-for ex-ports
as well as for domestic market.
Expected rise in International trade
from India.
MNC’s setting up manufac-turing
in India—Nokia, Flextronics.
Government’s thrust on Infras-
tructure —US$17 billion to upgrade
highway networks.
Implementation of VAT will  lead
to growth in warehousing business.

Opening of organized retail
sector—attracting retail chains
like Wal-Mart and Carrefour in
addition to Indian players like
Pantaloon and Reliance.
The Indian government is making
great efforts by
Privatizing ports and airports
Increasing the number of gateway
ports
Investing in highway projects
Streamlining customs and excise
procedures
Implementing EDI systems
Improving the rail network.

CMAs in Transport and Logistics Sector
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The Application of the
Activity Based Costing in
Logistics Costs
B. Ramesh*

Activity based costing is a methodology that measures the cost and performance
of cost objects, activities and resources. Cost objects consume activities and
activities consume resources. The problems that conventional costing meth-
odologies raised were the main reason for developing a new theoretical ap-
proach to this subject. Logistics is the management of the flow of goods,
information and other resources between the point of origin and the point
of consumption in order to meet the requirements of consumers  Logistics
consists of activities that facilitate the movement of goods from supply
to demand. As many such activities require the use of ports, port authorities
have taken a particular interest in the various port activities involved in
logistics. Performance indicators of logistics activities measure the perfor-
mance of a logistics system and evaluate its efficiency level. Activity-based
costing (ABC) can assist logistics managers by revealing the links between
performing particular activities and the demands those activities make on
an organization’s resources. Logistics activities are oriented to create value
for consumers, suppliers and other companies involved in the physical
management of goods. To reduce logistics costs and provide the level of
customer service demanded,it is important to know the resources used in
every activity through an efficient logistics cost analysis system.

* MBA, M.Com., PGDT, ICWAI (Final),
Associate Professor, Department of
Business Management, St. Mary’s
College of Engineering and Technol-
ogy, Near Ramoji Filim City,
Hyderabad.
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Introduction
Definition :

ctivity based costing is a
methodology that mea-
sures the cost and perfor-

mance of cost objects, activities and
resources. Cost objects consume ac-
tivities and activities consume re-
sources. Resource costs are assigned
to activities based on their use of
those resources, and activity costs
are reassigned to cost objects (out-
puts) based on the cost objects’ pro-

portional use of those activities.
Activity Based Costing (ABC) is an
accounting technique that allows
an organization to determine the
actual cost associated with each
product and service produced by
the organization without regard to
the organizational structure. It is
developed to provide more accu-
rate ways of assigning the costs of
indirect and support resources to
activities, business processes, prod-
ucts, services, and customers. ABC
systems recognize that many or-
ganizational resources are required
not for physical production of units
of product but to provide a broad
array of support activities that
enable a variety of products and

services to be produced for a diverse
group of customers. The goal of
ABC is not to allocate common costs
to products. The goal is to measure
and then price out all the resources
used for activities that support the
production and delivery of prod-
ucts and services to customers.

Activity based costing is a rela-
tively new type of procedure that
can be used as an inventory valu-
ation method.The technique was
developed to provide more accu-
rate product costs. This improved
accuracy is accomplished by trac-
ing costs to products through ac-
tivities. In other words, costs are
traced to activities (activity cost-
ing) and then these costs are traced,
in a second stage, to the products
that use the activities. Another way
to express the idea is to say that
activities consume resources and
products consume activities. Essen-
tially, an attempt is made to treat
all costs as variable, recognizing
that all costs vary with something,
whether it is production volume
or some non-production volume
related phenomenon. Both manu-
facturing costs and selling and ad-
ministrative costs are traced to
products in an ABC system. Note
that treating selling and adminis-
trative costs in this way is not
acceptable for external reporting.
In traditional full absorption cost-
ing and direct (or variable) costing
systems, indirect manufacturing
costs are allocated to products on
the basis of a production volume
related measurement such as
direct labor hours. Thus, the
fundamental differences between
traditional systems and activity
based systems are: (1) how the
indirect costs are assigned (ABC
uses both production volume and
non-production volume related

A
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bases);  and (2) which costs are
assigned to products (in ABC
systems, an attempt is made to
assign all costs to products includ-
ing engineering, marketing, distri-
bution and administrative costs,
although some facility related costs
may not be assigned). At the present
time, most of the companies that
use the activity based method have
developed stand alone, microcom-
puter based systems separate from
the company’s mainframe cost ac-
counting system used for external
reporting. The idea is to develop
more accurate product costs than
the traditional cost accounting
system provides so that manage-
ment can make better strategic
decisions such as product introduc-
tion, pricing, mix and discontinu-
ance. In these systems, ABC is not
used as an inventory valuation
method. Activity based costs are
not charged to the inventory ac-
counts. However, it is used to
determine product costs once per
year, or, more frequently, when
changes are made in the produc-
tion process.

Description of ABC Methodology
The problems that conventional

costing methodologies raised were
the main reason for developing a
new theoretical approach to this
subject. Johnson and Kaplan are
considered the inventors of ABC,
although they do not use this
terminology at the beginning of
their studies [Johnson and Kaplan,
1987]. The first time the concept
of ABC appears is in a later article
[Cooper and Kaplan, 1988]. The
analysis of cost and profitability
of individual products, services,
and customers represents a critical
issue that companies were con-
cerned with and one where ABC
tries to help. The primary focus was

to ask what is important for the
organization, and what informa-
tion is needed for management
planning and control functions.
Finally, useful information for
managerial purposes should not be
extracted only from a system
designed primarily to satisfy
external reporting and auditing
requirements.

Meaning of logistic
Logistics is the management of

the flow of goods, information and
other resources between the point
of origin and the point of consump-
tion in order to meet the require-
ments of consumers (frequently,
and originally, military organiza-
tions). Logistics involves the inte-
gration of information, transpor-
tation, inventory, warehousing,
material handling, and packaging,
and—occasionally—security.
Logistics is a channel of the supply
chain which adds the value of time
and place utility. Today the com-
plexity of production logistics can
be modeled, analyzed, visualized
and optimized by plant simulation
software.

Concept of logistics costs
Logistics consists of activities

that facilitate the movement of
goods from supply to demand. As
many such activities require the use
of ports, port authorities have taken
a particular interest in the various
port activities involved in logistics.
Performance indicators of logistics
activities measure the performance
of a logistics system and evaluate
its efficiency level. As such, per-
formance indicators can be used
in improving logistics systems
within a particular firm or through-
out a national economy. The major
reason for measuring logistics
performance is to reduce operating
costs. Measuring operating costs

helps to identify whether and where
to make operational changes to
control expenses and identify areas
for improved assets. Although lo-
gistics performance indicators can
be evaluated in various ways,
depending on the purpose, in
general they fall into one of two
categories: (1) costs indicators,
which indicate costs consumed in
carrying out logistics activities, and
(2) service indicators, which indi-
cate the results of logistics activi-
ties.

Since business competitive-
ness can be enhanced  through cost
reductions and service improve-
ments in logistics activities, it is
important that companies and
governments be competent in mea-
suring logistics rela-ted perfor-
mance.Cost indicators are popular
performance indicators, though the
measurement methodology has not
been standardized. Moreover, there
is no guideline regarding which
indicator to use when measuring
the efficiency or productivity of
individual logi-stics activities.

Logistics costs include :
● cost of transport activities, for

each mode;
● cost of storage or warehousing

activities;
● cost of time value or investment

in goods in a logistics system,
including the added value of
transportation;

● cost of physical form changes
required for effective and/or
safe transport, storage, and
handling;

● cost of marking, identifying,
recording, analysis, as well as
data transfer and handling;

● cost of stacking/unstacking
activities;

● cost of added packaging re-
quired;
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● cost of material transfer activi-
ties;

● cost of consolidation/decon-
solidation activities;

● cost of information and telecom-
munications integration;

● cost of logistics system manage-
ment;

● cost of unavailability of goods
(when required).
In general, the costs of transport

activities and non-physical han-
dling activities, such as an inven-
tory and related time costs, con-
stitute the majority of logistics costs.

Role of activity-based costing
(ABC) in logistics

Activity-based costing (ABC)
can assist logistics managers by re-
vealing the links between perform-
ing particular activities and the de-
mands those activities make on an
organization’s resources : (1) ABC
differs from traditional cost ac-
counting by tracing costs to prod-
ucts according to the activities
performed on them. (2) Traditional
approaches allocate direct and
indirect costs on a proportionate
basis using volume-based cost
drivers such as direct labor hours,
machine hours, or material dollars.
Volume-based cost drivers will
distort costs whenever products
consume resources in dispropor-
tionate amounts. ABC has gained
acceptance within manufacturing
as an effective technique for accu-
rately assigning product costs;
however, most companies have
not extended ABC to logistics, (3)
and only a few leading-edge com-
panies have attempted to apply
ABC to reduce costs and improve
logistics performance. (4) The
results suggest a gaining acceptance
of ABC within logistics, and most
firms expect the ABC applications
in logistics to produce results simi-

lar to those experienced in manu-
facturing.

Application of the Activity Based
Costing in logistics costs

Logistics activities are oriented
to create value for consumers, sup-
pliers and other companies in-
volved in the physical management
of goods. The capacity of these
companies to produce and deliver
value depends on their ability to
supply the consumers with the
products and services in the loca-
tion at the moment at which they
want to get them, at competitive
prices, and at the lowest total cost.
To realise the required level of cus-
tomer service at  the lowest total
cost, it is fundamental to analyse
the logistics activities presents in
the company and the cost that these
activities generate. Many logistics
operations require cooperation
among companies. The costs that
the companies pay depends on the
decisions that they take about the
realisation methods of their logis-
tics activities. The cost recording
and analysis system has to help
the companies to identify the best
collaboration methods, to correctly
define economic advantages.

Activity based costing (ABC)
identifies and measures, with ref-
erence to the single company, the
costs sustained to realise logistics
activities influenced by the com-
panies that cooperate along the
supply chain.  The cost of every
logistic activity depends on the op-
erating methods adopted by every
company involved in the coopera-
tion. Cost measurement associated
with the logistics activity is fun-
damental because with this value
it is possible to calculate the cost
differentials derived from the co-
operating company’s behaviour.
Through reducing the logistics

activity cost it is possible, in turn,
to pass this reduction onto the price
paid by the consumer, thus making
the company’s offering more com-
petitive and economic and improv-
ing the economics of the whole
supply chain. ABC can be defined
as a system of calculating the costs
of individual activities and assign-
ing those costs to cost objects such
as products, customers and deliv-
ery channels on the basis of the
activities undertaken to produce
each product or service.

The application of this analysis
method to every point in the chain
of distribution allows :
A. to measure the real cost sus-

tained for every logistic opera-
tion made with a specific client,
supplier or distribution chan-
nel;

B. to link at every logistics activity
cost to their respective perfor-
mance;

C. to reduce the wastes of the
resources used in the logistics
activities.
Managers need accurate infor-

mation to identify the cost reduc-
tion opportunities, and to re-engi-
neer their logistics processes with
the aim of making them more
efficient. The success of these
attempts depends on the ability of
the cost analysis system to identify
the resources consumed for spe-
cific product, procurement channel
or logistic activity. The detail and
complexity level of this informa-
tion depend on the products, ser-
vices and delivery channels used.
The cost analysis for each activity
allows a more efficient assignment
of the resources identifying the cost
reduction and new technology in-
vestment opportunities because it
informs of real profitability for every
client, product or service. The iden-
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tification and development of the
more profitable activities, present
along the supply chain, should
create an improvement in the
business performance.

Logistics costs and the ABC pro-
cess

To reduce logistics costs and pro-
vide the level of customer service
demanded, it is important to know
the resources used in every activity
through an efficient

logistics cost analysis system.
ABC introduction could be sub-

divided in operating phases :
1. identifying and classifying the

main logistics processes;
2. breaking the processes down

into activities;
3. identifying the resources con-

sumed in performing the activi-
ties;

4. determining the costs of the
activities through resource
driver;

5. assigning the costs to the cost
objects through activity driver;

6. assessing the total cost.
The typical logistics processes

in a manufacturing company
are :

Demand forecasting and plan-
ning, procurement, material han-
dling, inventory management,
warehousing, order processing and
transportation. A firm may have
more or fewer processes depend-
ing on the nature of the business
and the level of outsourcing imple-
mented. To correctly analyse the
logistics cost, it is necessary to break
down the processes down into
activities, creating a map of the
logistics activities for the company.
An analysis of the resources con-
sumed in each activity will identify
inefficiencies caused by poor lo-
gistics activities planning that

generate an excessive consumption
of the resources. Different kinds of
resources are consumed according
to the logistics activities presents
in the company and the way in
which they are used. To define for
each activity the utilisation of
resources, ABC uses the concept
of resource driver. For a specific
activity the resource driver is sim-
ply a factor that causes or influ-
ences costs. The activity focuses on
the most important processes and
sub-processes carried out in the
company involving several busi-
ness functions. Once the resources
for the activities have been imputed,
it is necessary to identify the factors
that generate the demand for that
activity from each cost object. The
activity drivers measure the fre-
quency and intensity of activity
arising from each cost object.
Through ABC for each activity, it
is possible to identify at least one
activity driver. Some costs may have
numerous drivers, but only the most
relevant should be used. The se-
lection of cost driver is an impor-
tant phase because it influences the
level of accuracy of the final object
cost assessment. The most relevant
drivers can often be determined by
questioning those employees who
are most familiar with the activity
to indicate which factor causes an
increase or decrease in the time and
effort they spend on the activity.
The cost drivers should have direct
relationship with the amount of ef-
fort required by the activity.A cost
driver is usually expressed on a
cost per unit basis. To assess the
total cost of an activity for an
individual cost object, the ABC
multiplies the usage amount of a
cost driver in performing that
activity bythe unit cost of the driver.

Allocating resources directly to
activities and specific cost objects
that utilise those activities are the
most important phases of the
ABC system. Through the identi-
fication of the costs sustained
for each operation, connected to
specific cost objects, it is possible
to value the cost differential be-
tween customers, products, mar-
ket segments or distribution chan-
nels. The ability to trace the costs
to specific cost objects has immea-
surable benefits in corporate de-
cision-making roles. Nevertheless
the information related to costs
sustained in each business activity
might not be sufficient. To face up
to important management deci-
sions, it could be necessary to
determine the costs sustained from
all of the companies in the the
supply chain to fully understand
the logistics activities and the
variations that these costs undergo
in relation to changes in the col-
laboration relationship.

Several factors
1. Identifying cost drivers or the

structural determinants of the
company’s logistics activities
and their behaviour;

2. Measuring cost drivers in suf-
ficient detail so as to understand
causes and effect activities;

3. Measuring the interaction of cost
drivers (determining whether
they reinforce or counteract each
other);

4. Identifying the specific service
levels that matter to customers
and measuring their value;

5. Recognizing the correct trade-
offs among the logistics and
service criteria;

6. Evaluating these, both as a whole
and incrementally, to contain
costs without undermining
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needed differentiation in the
distribution function.
The information obtained from

integrated logistics management
supports such key logistic decisions
as determining needs for warehouse
space, identifying warehouse loca-
tions, choosing delivery channels,
deciding to outsource, etc. Despite
the significant impact and costs
involved in these decisions, the
information needed to make these
decisions remains largely inacces-
sible. Furthermore the planning of
a integrated logistics system doesn’t
need only the total cost valuation
for a logistics activity, but it is
necessary to consider the effects
produced on other important busi-
ness processes such as production
and marketing in order to mini-
mize the company’s total cost—the
use of traditional cost accounting
system based on volume and the
improvement of business.

Conclusion
The comparison calculation of

different scope logistics cost can
help enterprise adjust the idea, for
example, if the supply logistics cost
is higher than normal, then the
manager can get the best choice
through comparing the self-trans-
port supplier transport and trans-
port by others.  In the business
process, we can get the cost control
experience and improve the lower
efficiency logistics activity by
comparing the resource consump-
tions of the same activity in the
different logistics costs. Robert
Kaplan pointed out the applicabil-
ity of ABC method. In fact, ABC
method is not applicable enough

to identify costs with many rea-
sons. Opening the black box, the
process of resources consumed, is
to break it into activities. To realize
and identify the cost accurately,
more information related with
activities should be acquired in time.
Especially, no standard rule is to
implement ABC method for enter-
prises.
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Cost and Management
Accountant’s Role
in Logistics Sector
CMA R.  Gopal*

CMAs in Transport and Logistics Sector

o run and manage a
business is not a childish
game.  We have to meet

many hindrances. Those hind-
rances are Personnel hindrances,
Place hindrance, Time hindrances,
Finance hindrances and Risk
hindrances.  Personnel hindrances
can be solved by channel of distri-
bution.  Place hindrances are solved
by Warehousing.  Time hindrances
are solved by logistics.  Finance
hindrance is solved by banks.  And
Risk hindrances are solved by
Insurance sectors.  Out of these lists
of solvers, we shall deal with
logistics.

Transport solutions services
offer customized transport solu-
tions to wide cross-section of—
product segments and industries,
integrating the state-of art
technology, process, people and
management for contributing
end-to-end services right from
suppliers to customers in the entire
supply chain spectrum.   Package
delivery services have undergone
a change in its business model. The
re-engineering has been done to
provide esteemed customers of PDS
much better services, a larger
network, reach reliable and quality
services and to better symbolize our
expanding range of nationwide
capabilities.
*MFM,  M.Phil, AICWA, Cost Accoun-
tant Bhavani (T.N.)

Activities of logistics are :
1. Time bounded transit services.
2. Investment in dedicated assets.
3. Dedicated fleet for transpor-

tation on specific carriers with
planned loads, offering custo-
mized cost effective end to end
solution.

4.  Easy  billing.
5. Integration of IT software

solutions providing a virtual
visibility of cargo movement
with information flow.  Logistics
execution includes the process,
technology and organization
support that help manage
inbound and outbound trans-
portation, warehousing, packa-
ge delivery and own fleet across
an enterprise and the enter-
prise’s extend supply chain.
Improving logistics perfor-
mance remains challenge for
many firms, even for those who
have achieved better customer
services levels and higher profits
from implementing well–
structured logistics initiatives.

Capabilities of logistics bear a long
list.  Let me list out some of them :
1. Single interface for all trans-

portation requirements.
2.  A national network covering

all aspects of transportation that
caters to various industries.

3. Freight Management covering
the complete transportation
need on turnkey bases from
need assessment, taking into

account reasonability back
freighting, consolidation of
cargo, cross-docking, routing,
scheduling and contract
management.   4.  Large service
associates base to enhance
service capabilities.  5.
Complete delivery supervision
to ensure that all consignments
are delivered safely. 6.
Corporate backing capabilities
in mobilizing large resources
of capital, manpower and fleet.
7. Capability to manage
complex movement of cargo
at multi-locations.  8. Scaling
up of the operations as per
requirement of the customer.
9. IT enabled services
integrating the material
movement flow with the infor-
mation flow.  10. On-time sub-
mission of soft PODs.

Logistics manages multi-user
distribution centers, which provide
benefits of shares infrastructure to
our customers to increase
efficiencies in their supply chain.
The range of service includes
warehousing services, secondary
transportation.  In-plant logistics,
distribution solutions and value
added services supported by
cutting edge technology.  Logistics
also offers package delivery services
to cater to medium and small
enterprises, proprietary business
forms etc.  We provide reliable, time
bound, door-to-door cost–effective
services with all the features of
express cargo by using state-of-art
technology and value added
services through real time shipment
status.

In order to provide integrated
solutions to out valued customer
all logistics organization are
promoted into a asset based organi-
zation, with a large and rapidly
growing operating fleet, comprising

T
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Implementation process of
logistics organizations are :

(i) mapping of the customer’s
requirements and building solu-
tions as per specific requirements.

(ii) Key account management
concept with a long term business
relation.

(iii) Emphasis on contract
service levels.

(iv) Following a continuous
process of improvement and repli-
cating the best practices in the
industry.

Cost and Management Accoun-
tant’s activities in relation to
logistics are as follows : They have
to deviate the records into two
aspects.  One is quantity details
and other is expenses details.  List
of expenses with respect to logistics
department are Cost of Asset, Its
depreciation rate, Salary of driver
and Salary of assistants of vehicle,
salary of staff, Insurance, Diesel
consumption, Road tax, Lubrication
oil, Repairs and maintenance,
Permit fees.  And quantity details
are Distance covered per day,
number of vehicles, number of days
operated per annum, Number of
semi-trips traveled, occupancy ratio
for every month or every season/
quarter, Profit ratio.  Based on these
information calculations of receipt
of freight charges is collected.
Separate fixed charges are also
levied in case of other charges.  To
check up the fixation of per km
charges impose audit work.

List of audit activities are as
follows. Regarding value of asset
refer invoice, check the depreciation
rate as per Company’s Act and
income Tax Act and confirm which
rate is imposed and confirm with
actual depreciation and found the
variance.  Substantiate the reasons
for disposal of variance.  Regarding

of a range of vehicles such as
haulage multi axle trailers, double
axle trailers, vehicle, tractor trailers,
Reefer trucks and tankers.  Fleet
centers are in operation at central
area.

To provide effective transpor-
tation solutions, fleet is a critical
component.  As logistics is an asset
base with a large operating fleet,
comprising of vehicles such as long
haulage multi-axle trailers, double-
axle trailer vehicles, tractor trailers,
reefer trucks and tankers. A solution
is provided to cater to each business
segment.   These assets are backed
by having fleet centers and
an efficient fleet management
system.  Vehicle tracking system
comprises (i) A GPS base system
to provide real time data location,
speed distance traveled at any route
deviation.  (ii)  A two- way commu-
nication system between the control
center and the vehicle. (iii) Provides
complete transparency of data.
(iv) For outsourced vehicles,
tracking is done physically
through truck checkpoints located
at strategic location covering
the road network nationally.
Applying out know-ledge and
technology to provide customized
solutions by aligning our capa-
bilities with customer requirements
to deliver the cutting edge to our
customers.

Activities of customer care
center of logistics organization are
as follows :

(i)  a dedicated team of customer
care personnel for a better
understanding of the customers’
needs and sensitizing the various
departments to customer needs.

(ii) A two-way communica-
tion with the customers for a regular
feedback on the service levels.

(iii) Personalizing customer
relations.

CMAs in Transport and Logistics Sector

of salary of any personnel, check
the agreement and confirm basic
salary, allowances, and perquisites.
Verify the attendance regarding
present, absent, overtime, abnormal
time, idle time etc.  Check up the
cash book or bank statement
regarding payment of wages/
salary.  Regarding Insurance, check
up the policy and confirm that the
current period premium is paid and
renewed properly.  Regarding
lubrication and repairs and
maintenance, check up any annual
maintenance service contract, is
entered or not and confirm that the
payment made thereon. Check the
bills for payment made. Verify that
the bills are authorized by proper
higher official and initials of any
director/owner.  Verify the permit
fees with reference to registration
of certificate. Profit percentage is
as decided by various factors like
company’s policy, competitor’s
price, market trend, other fleet
policies etc.  Payment is made as
spot payment except one or two
customers who are maintaining
current accounts.  Regular
Mandatory deductions are income
tax deducted at source and service
tax deducted at sources if more than
statutory limits.  No other
deductions.  Insured logistics is also
permissible.

Logistics may be three parts
(i) through land route; (ii) through
sea route; (iii) through air route.

Land route is normally
cheaper.  If land route is not
available party will shift to sea
route. But due to urgency only some
parties will prefer the air route,
being highly expensive. To illu-
strate, let me take textile business,
which will prefer all three routes.
Monthly profitability statement
reveals so.  It is an example to
explain the conclusion.
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We need not stop with freight
only. As a cost accountant, we have
to think about working capital
interest for the delay, stock keeping
cost also—so that profitability will
be concluded in right way. Expenses
met after sales which is called post
sales expenses, which includes bill
discounting charges, and redis-
counting charges imposed by the
bank are also considered.  So logis-
tics is considered for computing
profits.
Conclusion :

Logistics planning is a most
important aspect in computing
profits of an organization.  Selection
of logistics media will consider
many aspects like material, labor,
factory overheads, other variable
overheads and fixed overheads.  So
prefer best logistics mode out of
three modes.
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Inv Invoice freight % Reason
no. value
228 2,089,155.00 20,270.97 1 Land route freight
229 323,298.00 108,514.06 34 Air freight
230 190,128.00 11,110.43 6 Ship freight
231 1,846,913.00 22,019.21 1 Land route freight
232 1,441,694.00 32,139.93 2 Ship freight
234   2,526,874.00 49,900.40 2 Land route freight
235 2,681,005.00 99,350.98 4 Ship freight
236 854,013.00 29,894.60 4 Ship freight
237 3,249,461.00 138,227.45 4 Ship freight
238 1,654,593.00 19,880.97 1 Land route freight
239 2,250,865.00 59,705.00 3 Ship freight
240 534,992.00 3,456.00 1 Land route freight
241 128,726.00 7,484.98 6 Ship freight
242 147,671.00 3,756.00 3 Ship freight
243 1,734,124.00 21,302.56 1 Land route freight
244 2,200,412.00 24,016.21 1 Land route freight
245 1,664,597.00 19,429.62 1 Land route freight
246 660,265.00 16,989.00 3 Ship freight
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Logistics and Supply Chain
Management – Contribution
of the Cost and Management
Accountants
CMA Mrityunjay Acharjee*

* AICWA.

ogistics can be defined as
providing the right type of
products and/or services at

the right price, at place, time and
in the right condition. A quick look
back at some logistics history may
prove very enlightening.

Logistics management
Logistics management is that

part of the supply chain which
plans, implements and controls the
efficient, effective forward and
reverse flow and storage of goods,
services and related information
between the point of origin and
the point of consumption in order
to meet customer and legal
requirements. A professional
working in the field of logistics
management is called a logistician.

Third-party logistics involves
using external organizations to
execute logistic activities that have
traditionally been performed within
an organization itself. According
to this definition, third-party logistic
includes any form of outsourcing
of logistics activities previously
performed in-house. If, for example,
a company with its own ware-
housing facilities decides to employ
external transportation, this would
be an example of third-party
logistics. Logistics is an emerging
business area in many countries.

Business logistics
Logistics as a business concept

evolved in the 1950s due to the
increasing complexity of supplying
businesses with materials and
shipping out products in an in-
creasingly globalized supply chain,
leading to a call for experts called
supply chain logisticians. Business
logistics can be defined as “having
the right item in the right quantity
at the right time at the right place
for the right price in the right
condition to the right customer”,
and is the science of process and
incorporates all industry sectors.
The goal of logistics work is to
manage the fruition of project life
cycles, supply chains and resultant
efficiencies.

In business, logistics may have
either internal focus (inbound
logistics), or external focus (out-
bound logistics) covering the flow
and storage of materials from point
of origin to point of consumption
(see supply chain management).
The main functions of a qualified
logistician include inventory
management, purchasing, transpor-
tation, warehousing, consultation
and the organizing and planning
of these activities. Logisticians
combine a professional knowledge
of each of these functions to coor-
dinate resources in an organization.
There are two fundamentally

different forms of logistics: one
optimizes a steady flow of material
through a network of transport links
and storage nodes; the other
coordinates a sequence of resources
to carry out some project.
Production logistics

The term production logistics is
used to describe logistic processes
within an industry. The purpose
of production logistics is to ensure
that each machine and workstation
is being fed with the right product
in the right quantity and quality
at the right time. The concern is
not the transportation itself, but to
streamline and control the flow
through value-adding processes
and eliminate non–value-adding
ones. Production logistics can be
applied to existing as well as new
plants. Manufacturing in an existing
plant is a constantly changing
process. Machines are exchanged
and new ones added, which gives
the opportunity to improve the
production logistics system accord-
ingly. Production logistics provides
the means to achieve customer
response and capital efficiency.

Production logistics is becoming
more important with decreasing
batch sizes. In many industries (e.g.
mobile phones), a batch size of one
is the short-term aim, allowing even
a single customer’s demand to be
fulfilled efficiently. Track and
tracing, which is an essential part
of production logistics—due to
product safety and product
reliability issues—is also gaining
importance, especially in the
automotive and medical industries.

Supply Chain Management and
Logistics

The modern day competitive
environment has encouraged firms
to reformulate their corporate
strategies in context of supply chain
management. This also provides
transformation of operations of the

L
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organization towards the achieve-
ment of the business goals of the
organization. Global orientation is
often favored by many firms for
handling the complexities of
relationships around the supply
chain management when it comes
to maintaining relationships with
customers and suppliers from
different geographic locations.
There is an urgent need for striking
a balance between the costs of
coordination between multi-
plicities of customers with the need
to generate customer value.

This has resulted in the creation
of the need for a vast range of supply
chain management (SCM) and
logistics solutions which cover
several factors such as supply chain,
logistics, material handling,
storage, Information Technology
(IT), warehousing and inventory
management. This has benefited the
efficiency and productivity of the
complete value chain in several
dimensions of profits, speed and
customer service.

India is being treated as the
destination of the future in the field
of logistical service providers all
over the globe. Indian logistical
market players have started to gear
up and position themselves in the
global scenario. The true potential
of these service providers is yet to
be realized. India is keen to offer
transportation and logistical service
to grow itself as an emerging
marketplace. The key sectors
include fashion, gems, jewelry,
pharmaceuticals, precision tools
and engineering goods, all of which
need special shipping provisions.

Logistics and transportation
management is a discipline that is
concerned with the effective and
efficient flow of materials in an
economic and industrial system.
Logistics management follows a
systems approach for the manage-

ment of several sub-disciplines such
as customer service, traffic manage-
ment, inventory control, location
analysis and materials handling.
Transportation management is
concerned with the domestic and
international transport manage-
ment in the economic work environ-
ment of today.

The study of Logistics and trans-
portation management has come
up as a  specialized program and
the subjects found predominantly
in the study of logistics are :
* Transportation Systems * Business
Logistics Principles * Trans-
portation Management * Business
Logistics Systems * Warehousing
Management * Global Logistics
Management * Freight Claims
Management * Import and Export
Management * Minimum Wages
Act and Consumer Protection Act
* Business laws and Management
processes.

Logistics development in India
Logistics in India doesn’t differ

too markedly from logistics
anywhere else in the world. It’s the
art and science of managing and
controlling the flow of goods,
products, services, energy,
information and people from the
origin point to the destination point.
It includes the proper combination
of several activities such as material
handling, warehousing, and
information, for the purpose of
ensuring supply of the right
product, at the right time, at the
right place, for a right cost, in the
right condition.

In this article, we’ll strive to
define some commonly used
logistics terms. Logistics has
evolved to a greater extent than
ever thought possible and this has
been attributed mainly due to the
modern and advanced business
enterprises which have given due
attention towards its development.

Logistics can be defined as
delivering products at the right
time, for a right price, at the right
place and in the right condition.
The role of a logistic manager and
logistic executive is to handle the
various tasks related to logistics and
to assign responsibilities that pave
the way for logistics to be recog-
nized as an integral part of any
organization.

There are some terms which
relate to the concept of Logistics
and any aspirant who wants to have
a deep insight into the overall
procedure of logistics must be
aware of these frequently used
phrases :

Certificate of Origin
This refers to a certified

document that is used in foreign
commerce with regard to the origin
of goods. This document certifies
that the products which are ready
to be exported have been manufa-
ctured in a specific geographical
location and country. This
certificate is sent to the importer
by the exporter of the product. This
may be beneficial in claiming any
concessions. This certificate needs
to be signed by the exporter of the
product and needs to be certified
by the local chamber of commerce.

Warehousing
This is the procedure of storing

goods at a safe and clean place for
the purpose of safeguarding the
goods and may involve keeping
goods to be sold at later stage. This
can be described as a place or store
where merchandise or products are
kept. It is done for safe-keeping of
goods, usually for sale at a later time.

Distribution
It refers to a process of the

movement of people, services and
resources to the place of their
consumption or where they are
required. This usually involves
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storage, transportation, issue and
disposal of goods.
Transportation

 Refers to the movement of
supp-lies, goods, people and
equipment by any mode of
transport such as rail, trolley, water,
or air. This is considered to as be
important as-pect of any
organization as timely delivery of
products ensures customer
satisfaction and brand name for
organization. The mode of
transportation may be dependent
on several factors like customer
requirements and specifications,
past experiences, speed and
geographical locations.

Consignor
Consignor is a person who

makes the shipment of goods for
the purpose of delivering the same
by any mode of transport such as
sea, trolley, land, or air. Also known
as shipper or sender. He is usually
liable for hiring the transportaion
vehicle for the goods sent by
shipment to be delivered to the
consignee. In a transaction based
on credit, he has the right to stop
the goods in transit.

Freight Forwarders
They are specialists in the

process of consolidation and
usually transport goods of various
organi-zations under one container
or vehicle. This helps in lowering
the transportation costs.

Couriers
They are known for secure and

speedy delivery of goods and
packages, normally those smaller
and lighter in weight. They can
deliver both domestically and
internationally.

Logistics Providers
They are responsible for manag-

ing the complete transportation
process on their own, from tracking

of goods to organizing documents,
and from warehousing to storage.

Logistics and transportation
focus on several benefits inherent
to various forms of transportation
such as railways, metros, ships,
ports, buses, ships, trolleys,
rickshaws, or trucks. The selection
of the mode of transportation
depends on numerous factors such
as quality and quantity of goods,
their cost, available time,
instructions of customers, availabi-
lity of vehicles, climatic conditions,
and past experiences.

ABC analysis
Refers to the process of

classification of products as per the
level of importance in terms of their
relative criteria such as purchase
or sales volume. It can be described
as a technique that is used in a
business sense for denoting a
categorization of large volume of
data into groups. These groups
thereafter can be marked as A,
B and C. This means that activi-
ties that are considered high on
priority are labeled as A, those with
a lesser priority are grouped under
B, and the group of activities that
are last on the list of priority are
labeled C.

Open Policy
 This refers to a cargo insurance

policy that has an open contract.
It gives protection for all the
shipments of an exporter that are
afloat or in mode of transit within
the specified geographical locations
for an unlimited period. This policy
comes to an end when the open
policy is canceled by the insurance
company or insured.

Military Logistics
Means a system which is

initialized for the purpose of
creating and sustaining military
capabilities. It can be also described
as the art and science of planning,

controlling and managing the
maintenance and movement of the
armed forces of military. It deals
with the designing, storage,
development, maintenance and
disposition of available material
resources. It also deals with the
movement and hospitalization of
military personnel, operation and
facility disposition and is regarded
as very ancient in nature, with its
roots way back in the times of the
Roman and Greek empire.

Consignee
This refers to an individual, com-

pany or manufacturer to whom a
shipper or seller sends merchandise.
Intermediate consignee refers to a
party who is responsible for mer-
chandise delivery to the ultimate
consignee. Ultimate consignee, on
the other hand, refers to a party
who is in the actual receipt of the
merchandise in an export-related
transaction.

Airway bill
This refers to a bill of lading

that is related to air transportation
which tends to serve as the shipper’s
receipt. It indicates that the carrier
company has consented to the listed
goods and under an obligation to
carry the products that are delivered
in the form of a consignment to
the destination airport in accor-
dance with the conditions specified
to the consignee and consignor.
Airway bills are always non-
negotiable.

Task of Logistics Management
in Supply Chain

Logistic managers are given the
task of marketing logistics as well
as communicating logistics with a
purpose of positioning logistics in
the present competitive environ-
ment. The cut-throat competition
so commonly associated with many
current organizations has caused
most businesses all over the world
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to remain proactive and any
organization which ignores the
importance of logistics has to blame
itself. The entire purpose of logistics
is defined when the logistics
managers start to take marketing
initiatives.

Logistics and marketing
management are concerned with
the effective flow of products and
services in the economy and pertain
to the distribution of both consumer
and industrial goods. Marketing is
considered to be a vital part of an
economy and there is a need for
an efficient marketing system which
can ensure that all marketing
activities are carried out in
accordance with the predefined
goals of the business.

Logistics managers and exe-
cutives nowadays are entrusted
with the added responsibility of
taking important decisions and they
want a better due in return for their
work by being recognized as
members of the pivotal winning
team. Wholesalers, manufacturers,
business firms and retailers are
facing the urgent need to formulate
implement policies pertaining to
marketing. This can be done by the
execution and development of
executive marketing programs and
strategies. The logistics executives
and managers are primarily
concerned with expansion of
product line and product develop-
ment, choice of the channels of
distribution and are also concerned
with the overall development of
promotional programs and
establishment of pricing methods
and policies.

Logistics is primarily concerned
with a high degree of development
in the relations that concern
marketing exchange. It is commonly
believed that an effective marketing
strategy creates opportunities for
the implementation of logistics in

addition to building up effective
and efficient logistics systems.

A developed economy or an
economy which is expanding its
horizons for its overall development
requires the integration of both
logistics and marketing. This greatly
influences the facilitation of the
concepts of logistics and marketing.
There is interplay between flow-
oriented logistics and the market-
oriented concept of marketing.
Thus, the manufacturer of a product
is benefited in such a way that he
is enabled to increase the informa-
tional and material properties of
the product as evated by the end-
consumer. This integration also
helps in stimulating the emergence
of marketing logistics within the
logistics structure to provide the
customer with a wide range of
options.

The concept of effective
marketing which is widespread in
the developed countries of the
world allows modifications on the
part of commercial mediators, their
concerned functions, and objec-
tives. These mediators shift their
base from traditional catering to
solvent demand for goods which
are demanded by the customers to
respond to customer groups’
particular demand. The marketing
strategy allows the commercial
mediators to get involved in
supplying various means of
production besides raising the
standards of servicing by efficiently
and effectively performing their
func-tions. This also leads to a
reduction in the levels of price and
costs through the streamlining of
product flows.

Thus, it can be rightly concluded
that marketing and logistics are
inter-related and an organization
which wants to achieve equilibrium
of stability and overall development
must consider them as an integral
part of the organization.

Logistics towards inclusive deve-
lopment

Logistics companies help other
companies to run their business
smoothly without worrying about
the transportation issues. They help
streamline the task of delivering
shipments of their customer com-
panies. They specialize in the field
of transportation and can perform
all activities from pick-up of the
shipments to assisting on tracking
the geographical location of the
shipments and to safely deliver the
goods at the right time and in a
safe and hygienic condition, thereby
attaining customer service and
appreciation. By doing this, they
retain their existing customers and
prospective customers come their
way.

Logistics is regarded as the
complete set of functions that are
concerned with planning, contro-
lling and managing a smooth flow
of products and services, people,
real-time data and information that
are considered to be of utmost
importance. This also includes the
steps that are involved in delivering
the products and services without
shrinking the budget of the
company.

It is commonly believed that no
manufacturing, distribution or
marketing activity can be completed
without the support of an effective
logistic system. The logistic system
needs to be drafted in such a manner
that it is able to achieve the business
goals of the company besides being
a supporting hand in the successful
implementation of the plans and
policies of the company.

Problems  and challenges in logi-
stics & supply chain management

A logistics company may face
numerous problems or challenges
while performing their duties,
namely :
● Globalization of Supply Chain
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due to the advances in the field
of logistics, supply chains are
now considered to be global as
their area of distribution has
spread far. Logistics companies
have their network levels, both
domestically and internation-
ally. In the present competitive
environment, there is an urgent
need for them to manage their
complex operations around
supply chains that have char-
acteristics of effective distribu-
tion, multi-point sourcing and
global delivery.

● Growth of existing networks and
service footprint. These days
customers are not merely sat-
isfied with delivery of goods.
A logistics company must be
able to provide multi-modal
services, additional and unique
features, timely delivery and
complete assistance across the
life-cycle of the shipments. There
must be steps taken by the
logistics company for the de-
velopment of new routes in
addition to the expansion of ser-
vices offered and networks.

● Transparency in supply chain.
Logistics companies must be
ready to offer visibility of sup-
ply chain to its customers which
can enable the customers to ef-
fectively plan and manage any
variations in the levels of de-
mand and supply beside inven-
tory.
Thus, it can be said that logistics

companies can help ensure cost
savings and enhanced efficiencies
in addition to lowering the level
of inventory. They also help
companies by delivering
infrequently matched enterprise
access to important business
information using web-based
architecture. They are also helpful
in improving the delivery time and
thereby resulting in enhancing
levels of customer satisfaction.

Establishment of Business Plan
It’s an accepted fact that there

is always a need for a proper and
efficient business plan for any
particular element such as planning
or controlling in an organization.
Similarly, there is also a need for
a business to clearly establish its
logistics business plan. This can
clearly point out the steps required
and the personnel who will be
performing the tasks and assigning
responsibilities.

The logistics business plan must
be clearly defined so that there is
no confusion or vagueness in the
content of the plan that could
interfere with accomplishment of
the desired objectives of the
organization.

While drafting a logistics plan,
you must keep in mind all possible
present and future scenarios. The
ascertainment of future conceivable
scenarios can be made by a
logistic manager with the ability
to carefully plan, analyze and
implement forecasts to a
considerable extent on the behalf
of the enterprise. He must ensure
that he has the answers to the
following questions which are
regarded as basics while providing
a foundation to any of the business
plans. They are as follows :
1. What is the purpose of writing

the business plan?
2. Do the organization really need

this plan at this stage?
3. What would be the expectations

of its readers?
4. Who is to be in charge of this

business plan?
5. Who are likely to benefit and

otherwise be affected by this
new plan?

6. Would this plan be fruitful in
the coming years?

7. What would be the responsi-
bilities of the personnel?

8. What would be the level of
training of such personnel?

9. What are the expectations and
suggestions of the people for
whom it is going to be drafted?

10. Would this plan result in future
development of the enterprise?

It would be worth considering
any concerned areas which could
be : * Insurance * Legal Services
* Infor-mation Technology *
Banking * Travel * E-Commerce or
Merchant Banking * Real Estate *
Website develo-pment. The logistics
business plan must be organized
in a manner that each of the perso-
nnel knows his duties and roles
and makes sure that the duties
assigned to him are performed on
time. This would make sure that
the plan is at least worth a try. The
plan’s success would be dependent
on the entire organization and a
good logistic plan will benefit the
whole organization. This would
require a high level of under-
standing and coordination in all
departments of the organization,
each giving their best towards the
attainment of common objectives.

Logistics can be classified as a
complete process of providing
goods at the right time, at the right
place, for a right price and at the
right condition. Logistics has
evolved to unmatched heights
because of advances in the field
all over the globe. Many organi-
zations which used to treat the
process as a burden are now focus-
ing on the growth and development
of logistics by making it as an
integral part of the organization.
Those with an interest in the field
may find some logistics terminology
initially confusing, so below we
present definitions of some
frequently used phrases :

Army logistics
Army logistics, also known as

military logistics, refers to the art
and science of the process of
planning and making sure that the
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movement and maintenance of the
armed forces is in due accordance
with the laid-down plans and
procedures.

Army logistics deals with pro-
curement, maintenance, distribu-
tion and replacement of personnel
and material.  Army logistics, when
taken in a comprehen-sive sense,
deals with :
1. Designing, developing, storage,

maintenance and acquisition,
disposition and evacuation of
material.

2. Hospitalization, evacuation and
movement of personnel.

3. Furnishing or acquisition of
services.

4. Maintenance, operations,
acquisition and disposition of
available facilities.

Army logistics is as old as the
concept of war. In ancient times,
people used to find their own
knotted clubs, place of shelter and
food during the time of war. Every
soldier was himself responsible for
obtaining his necessities. With the
advances associated with time,
soldiers joined larger groups and
some men were assigned the task
of arranging these items of
necessities for their counterparts.
These were among the first
instances of an army logistics
organization.

Logistics cannot be termed as
an exact science as it does not follow
a defined set of principles or adhere
to previously laid guidelines in the
same manner each time. It does not
even follow a predefined set of
tables as in case of science. Military
logistics is dynamic in nature.
Therefore a particular solution
cannot be prescribed for every
similar situation. It is primarily
concerned with ensuring services
and supplies at the right time, at
the right place, when and where
needed, in the most optimal and

economical way and by making use
of the best available options to do
the task.

The personnel engaged in army
logistics take the decisions
regarding any type of problems
which are logistical in nature. This
is done by them through their ability
to analyze, interpret, intuition and
by using their past experiences. The
decision-making ability of these
people is not solely dependent upon
the professional knowledge
imparted to them from the military
institutions, but also from tactics,
strategy, personnel and training.

Matters related to logistics
have frequently been of utmost
importance in deciding the outcome
of wars. This can be clearly
understood by taking as example
the failure of the German naval force
to sink enough cargo in the 2nd
Atlantic Battle of the Second World
War, which helped the British
troops to continue fighting. It is
often believed that the destruction
of the enemy’s supply lines and
guarding own supply lines is a
crucial element in deciding the
outcome of the war. Modern
developments have led to enhanced
army logistics performance due to
less use of time and financial
resources. This has raised the
standard of the armed forces and
in a way, has proved to be beneficial
for their overall growth and
development. Accuracy and speed
are the major factors nowadays for
the flow of information and
materials from its providers to its
users.

Logistics as a management func-
tion

Logistics refers to various
functions associated with the
organizational disciplines of
planning, managing and controlling
the flow of goods and services,
people and related information. It

includes all the steps that are
required to achieve the timely
delivery of a product, goods or
services from the point of origin
to the point of destination. Logistics
statistics are integral to the
achievement of this goal.

Statistics is considered to be a
mathematical science which per-
tains to the collection, interpre-
tation, analysis and the presentation
of data collected from various
sources for the purpose of ascer-
taining several conclusions. The
methods involved can be used for
the purpose of summarizing or
describing a collection of data.
Business statistics, on the other
hand, has been described as the
science of positive decision-making
in the possible face of uncertainty
and is widely applicable in several
fields of management such as
financial analysis, produc-tion,
operations, customer service,
marketing research and auditing.
This helps a business to draw some
financial conclusions which can
be of importance to the future
growth and developmental needs
of the organization.

The numerous tasks performed
by logistics can be sub-grouped into
several parts to easily identify the
role and needs of each part
individually :
Planning and Statistics

Planning is an integral part of
an organization and the logistics
manager needs to plan effectively
to ensure that the logistics system
run in accordance with the
predefined business goals of the
organization. Statistics can be
helpful in analyzing the previous
data and make the necessary
conclusions for effective planning.
The functions include planning
volume for transportation routes,
defining transportation routes for
different modes (air, land or sea),
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controlling the freight costs and
assessment of carrier performance.
All these functions can be better
achieved by receiving a comparison
of predefined and actual data
through statistical analysis and
itemization of resources according
to the concerned business regions
and areas.

Purchasing and Statistics
Purchasing is also an important

task for the organization and the
logistics managers and executives
must ensure that the delivery of
the purchased items is done in
accordance with the actual needs,
management decisions and
prevalent laws of the land. Statistics
can be beneficial in analyzing and
interpreting the previous data and
make the necessary conclusions
regarding purchasing trends,
market value and delivery costs.

Inland Logistics
 The role of a logistics manager

or executive also extends to
monitoring of shipments of the
organization and complete
calculation for the mode of
transportation. This can be better
achieved with significantly
lowering the level of manual work
and shipping costs.

Maintenance and Handling of the
modes of trans-portation

The logistics manager or
executive are also responsible for
ensuring that all the modes of
transportation carrying goods or
people are in a safe and working
condition. They are responsible for
negotiations with vendors, courier
companies and carriers for timely
supply of vehicles, delivery of
shipments and also tracking the
geographical location of the
shipment/consignment. Statistics
can be helpful in analyzing the
previous data, drafting the
necessary conclusions and insight

knowledge about the depreciation,
developmental and market trends.

Therefore, logistics statistics can
be be very useful in ascertaining
the position of an organization in
addition to allowing an insight into
the field of logistics. They can be
of importance to the organization
as the presentation of data in the
form of tables or figures can make
the study of development easier
and plans and policies can be
drafted to further advance
development of logistics systems.

Responsibility of Logistics
Department

The logistics department is
entrusted with the responsibilities
of ensuring that the entire process
of logistics is maintained and
developed in accordance with the
goals of the business at an
economical cost. The tasks of the
logistics department involve
storage, distribution, warehousing,
movement of goods from one place
to another (internally or externally),
tracking and delivery of goods. It
includes a complete process of
planning, managing, controlling
and coordination to make sure that
the goods reach the right place, at
the right time, for the right cost
and in a right condition. The various
tasks performed by the department
may be summarized as follows :
1. Ensuring all the requirements

of the customers are met on time
in an efficient and safe manner.

2. To coordinate with third party
logistics (3PLs).

3. To ensure that there is a safe
and timely dispatch of goods.

4. To draft plans, policies and
procedures for successful
implementation of logistics
system.

5. To ensure that the business goals
of the organization are in
synchronization with logistics
system.

6. To create and maintain customer
support.

7. To maintain coordination with
vendors, service providers and
transport carriers.

8. To ensure that no fraud is
committed.

9. To ensure timely supply and
payment of goods and reduce
inventories.
Besides the performance of the

above tasks, the department also
performs numerous other tasks,
namely :

Customer service management
process

The department ensures that the
goods are reached on time, in a
safe condition, and at the right place.
It also serves as a middleman
between organization, vendors and
carriers for tracking down the
geographical location of the goods
and thereby provide customer
support.

Procurement process
Strategic plans are developed

by the department to support
development of fresh product and
manufacturing flow management.
This helps in bringing raw materials
or semi-finished goods to the
premises of the organization in a
safe and proper condition at an
economical cost. This also involves
interactions with 3PLs. The
department is also responsible for
coordination with suppliers with
regard to scheduling, hedging and
timely delivery.

Physical distribution
This process is concerned with

the movement of finished goods
to reach the point of destination.
The department is responsible for
the selection of the best mode of
transportation while delivering the
goods to the place of destination.

Thus it can be rightly concluded
that the logistics department does
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play an important role in ensuring
the delivery of goods and is
therefore rightly considered as an
integral part of a modern-day
organization

Logistics business plan
The plan must be clearly defined

so that there is no confusion in the
minds of the logistics team. This
clarity will help to accomplish the
desired objectives of the
organization. It must be drafted in
accordance with the objectives of
the organization. Its aim must be
to provide timely delivery of goods
besides rendering normal functions
of logistics under strict deadlines
and in conformity with business
goals.

The logistics team works under
predefined objectives to ensure that
the product is delivered as and
when needed, for an economical
price and in the right condition.
It may use the services of various
modes of transportation such as
trucks, buses, trolleys, courier
companies, flights, boats or
outsource the task to third-party
logistics (3PLs).

Third party logistics are
organizations which are specialists
in the field of outsourced logistics
services with expertise in pick-up
and delivery of shipments on the
behalf of their clients. They also
make sure that any consignment
is sent on the most economical and
optimal route keeping in view the
time and cost factors. Third party
logistics are also beneficial in
providing economies of scale as they
tend to combine several orders from
various customers into a sole
shipment. They can also decide on
various alternate routes available
in cases of delay at the receiving
locations of the consignment.

Thus, logistics do play an
important role in the execution of
normal tasks associated with an

organization. The organization
must make necessary plans and
guidelines to ensure that their
logistics information system is
functioning smoothly at all times.

Global business environment &
Logistics development

In the current scenario of serious
competition in the global business
environment, an effective and
efficient logistical system is a must
for providing and delivering quality
products to the point of destination.
The organization must be vigilant
enough to eliminate any ineffici-
encies and improve their opera-
tional performance on a regular
basis. Any organization, whether
big or small, can benefit from a
proper logistics transport system.

Logistics involve all steps in the
process of providing and delivering
raw materials, semi-finished and
finished goods from the origin to
the destination.

One may wonder here about
how the goods can be transported.
The following ways should give
a clearer view of this :

How would one decide the
carrier best suited to their needs?
There are several factors that must
be thought of before selecting a
carrier for the transportation of your
goods. They may be all or any of
the following :

1. Delivery schedules; 2. Cost
factor; 3. Past experiences and
recommendations; 4. Experience
and market value of the carrier
company; 5. Insurance provided,
if any; 6. Memberships of
professional or trade associations;
7. Level of coverage, domestic or
international or both; 8. Location
of carrier company.

How can effective transpor-
tation and logistics system help your
business? An effective logistics
system is likely to benefit the
prospects of the company. This may

lead to cost savings, enhanced
efficiency and reduction in the levels
of inventory on hand.

There are several factors which
contribute to the success of any
mode of logistics transport, some
being short transit time, punc-
tuality, tracking of goods, proper
storage and warehousing of goods,
proper established network, cost-
effectiveness, teamwork, and
providing customer service at the
optimal level.

Logistics in International Scenario
The reduction of trade barriers,

both on the domestic as well as
international front, has led to a rapid
growth of the logistics market
throughout the world. Items such
as Swiss cheese, Chinese gadgets
and Italian fashion goods—that
were earlier limited only to the place
of manufacture—have now crossed
the geographical boundaries to take
their place in the international
market. This has indeed globalized
the area of operations and has
benefited several economies.

 Apart from favorable govern-
mental policies, it is the growth of
logistics that has made all this
possible. The boundaries have been
minimized due to advances in the
modes of transportation. Logistics
not only deals with delivery of
goods at the right time, for a right
price, and in the right condition,
but also has extended its role in
globalizing the sphere of products
and services.

The global logistics sector has
evolved and remained open to
favorable changes during the last
20 years. Nowadays the manu-
facturers do not feel reluctant in
outsourcing and adding considera-
ble value to the functions performed
by logistics much above the normal
functions of delivery, warehousing,
storage and distribution of goods.
Global logistics management is
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considered to be highly integrated
and therefore requires a thorough
knowledge of materials manage-
ment, customs regulations, foreign
exchange, purchasing, supply-
chain management, transportation
and information technology. This
trend is quite visible throughout
Americas and Europe and is slowly
attaining its due importance in Asia
Pacific countries like China and
India.

These days the logistics manager
assumes one of the most important
and complex jobs in the organi-
zation. The profitability of a
business, along with consistent
levels of customer satisfaction,
depends to a great deal on the skills
of the logistics manager.

The growth is eminent in the
Asia-Pacific region with China
emerging as a global economic
power with a seismic effect on the
global market of logistics. India is
steadily following China’s
footprints by consistent marching
onto the field of logistics due to
favorable market trends, outsour-
cing, and government policies.
Developed nations like the United
Kingdom and the United States
already have strong logistics
policies and are keen to outsource
from China, India and Asia-Pacific
due to the cost factor.

In the current business scenario,
there are ample job opportunities
for people in the field of logistics
and slowly and steadily the area
and scope of logistics is on the
upswing. With the increase in
demand for logistics professionals,
logistics organizations are raising
their sphere of influence to
unparalleled heights. The growth
and development witnessed in the
logistics sector is likely to fuel
further growth for many more years
to come.

Thus it would be right to con-
clude that the logistics market

finally has its due share with ample
job opportunities available and
logistics being considered as an
integral part of most savvy
organizations.

The complete process of optimi-
zation of plans and procedures
paves the way for creating an
everlasting and sustainable
competitive advantage for the
organization throughout a supply
chain despite the risks associated
so commonly with unbounded
challenges. There is a need for the
integration of business processes
of the organization with its
technological systems for the
purpose of enhancing speed,
organizational responsiveness
and flexibility in the networks of
customers and suppliers.

Logistics analysis involves the
use of numerous quantitative
techniques, strategic and tactical
planning on the part of the
organization while still giving
importance to the sphere of
operational research. It involves
logistical aspects such as network
design, forecasting, inventory
control and warehousing. The
purpose of the investigation is
planning and managing of the
modeling and simulation analysis
efforts to measure the logistics
impact of the changes proposed by
logistics management to proce-
dures and techniques as a prototype
mechanism.

Logistics analysis consists of the
integration of inventory, facility
location, transportation, packaging
activities and informational flow
for the purpose of managing an
effective physical flow of outbound
and inbound goods and services
in a competitive environment. The
complete cost and system approach
are developed for planning and
managing the various logistical
functions that are prevalent within

the organization. It may be
dependent on the techniques of
basic sampling and data analysis.
This may involve the use of
questionnaires and online or
electronic ways of gathering
information.

It is based on an in-hand appli-
cation of several analytical tools
that are beneficial in the field of
logistics analysis. Also, examina-
tion of several features of the
logistical system and the
development of skills helpful in
analyzing numerous technical
logistical issues.
Logistics as an integral part of
total

Logistics is an integral part of
any organization and an effective
logistics system can ensure
efficient achieve-ment of business
goals of the organization. Logistics
service providers are facilitators
which help the organization in an
easy and economical manner. They
help to provide a timely delivery
of the raw material, semi-finished
and finished goods, whether
externally or internally, using
different modes of transportation
such as sea, land or air.

Previously, there was no focus
on transportation of the products
as the raw material suppliers were
in proximity to the organization’s
premises. This approach to
logistics was indeed limited in
outlook, as the area in which
logistics operate nowadays is surely
bigger than this. In the modern work
environment, logistics is not only
concerned with internal movement
of goods within the premises, but
also extends to logistical material
movement and covers a vast area
that includes inventory control,
re-ordering of products, and
ensuring that the supplies are made
at the right time and are in the
right place.
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Logistics nowadays is witness-
ing a trend of rapid long-term
growth that is benefited by the
booming global international
logistics market and continued
outsourcing in the field of manufac-
turing. The changes observed
nowadays in the logistics sector are
the result of stiff competition,
favorable regulatory policies, and
synergies resulting from mergers
and acquisitions. Logistics is as
important to an organization as its
core principles for the attainment
of maximization of profits and
overall growth and development
of the organization.

These days, with outsourcing
and globalization being such
familiar concepts, the concept of
logistics has evolved to a greater
height with ample job opportu-
nities. The business enterprises of
the modern-day economy now rely
upon and want to develop logistics
as an integral part of overall
management. Parts, goods and even
sub-assemblies are manufactured
and moved from various parts of
the globe to manufacturing
locations around the world with
its help. The problems of move-
ment, warehousing, distribution,
storage and customer service are
benefited through logistics. In the
current global scenario, where
serious competition is the norm,
no organization wishes to be left
behind.

Outsourcing has made shifting
of businesses to locations which
are economical and efficient very
easy. The cost of labor is the
primary motivator for outsour-
cing by organizations. This trend
has given birth to a new type of
entity termed as third party logis-
tics (3PLs). Third party logistics
are organizations which are
specia-lized in outsourced logis-
tics services. They provide the

company with efficient services
and manage the pick-up and
delivery of shipments on its behalf.
They also make sure that the
consignment is departed from the
most economical and optimal route
keeping in view the time and cost
factors. Logistics service providers
are also beneficial in providing
economies of scale as they tend to
combine several orders from
various customers into a sole
shipment. They also provide
various other services to its
customers such as bar coding,
inventory hubs and track-and-
trace abilities.

Reverse logistics
Reverse logistics refers to the

complete process of planning,
controlling and implementing the
effective and efficient flow of raw
materials, semi-finished goods,
related information and finished
goods from the point of consum-
ption to the point of origin for the
purpose of effective disposal. In
other words, reverse logistics
includes the processing of raw
materials, semi-finished and
finished goods using the rules of
disposition. It is also used to denote
the complete process of returning
reusable storage devices such as
containers for the purpose of
reuse.

Reverse logistics software
relates to software that is
used, installed and implemented
in an organization for the purpose
of minimizing the levels of inven-
tories and with an overall aim of
maximizing customer satisfac-
tion.

Factors that contribute to reverse
logistics
1. Recall of product by the

organization itself.
2. Damages in the stage of shipping

or delivery.

3. Faulty and tampered goods.
4. Excessive adjustments of stock.
5. Remorse from buyers.

The process of reverse logistics
includes the following stages :
* Repair * Refurbishment * Re-
manufacturing.
These stages help with the

addition of value to satisfy the
needs and requirements of the
customer with regard to exchange
or reuse of products. Therefore, it
can be concluded that reverse
logistics includes chargeable
services for in-and-out of warranty
products.

The main reasons why reverse
logistics is slowly becoming
more and more utilized in today’s
competitive business world are :
1. Increased levels of value

recognition from the returned
merchandise.

2. Need to provide high levels of
customer service and satisfa-
ction.

3. Improvements in the level of
cash flow.

4. Lowering inventories.
5. Regulatory requirements for

disposition of
products.

6. Creation of revenue opportu-
nities.

7. Reductions in the levels of
supply chain-related costs.
Slowly and steadily, the

concept of reverse logistics is
depending more and more on
automation because of its rising
demand for applications, which
are normally web-based in nature,
for the purpose of streamlining the
complex procedures of returned
goods. Reverse logistics processes
are usually paper-intensive and
require the instalment of good in-
house logistics management
information systems for deriving
optimum results.

Reverse logistics includes all
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product-related information or an
application that is returned for the
purpose of after-sales service or
repairing by the customers of the
organization. It tends to help the
manufacturers to raise the levels
of customer service and satis
faction by providing the customers
with an entire view of the supply
chains prevalent in the organi-
zation.

It is commonly believed that
benefits can be reaped from
reverse logistics only after proper
ascertainment of the needs, re-
quirements and business objectives
of the organization. At this time,
it is believed that most business
organizations throughout the
world do not have supply chain
management systems which
will allow the easy incorporation
of effective reverse logistics
software.

Role of Cost & Management
Accountant in Logistics & Supply
Chain Management

With the development of the
logistics and supply chain mana-
gement sector in India and across
the universe, the role & definition
of the cost & management
accountant in this segment of the
economy has also become
immensely important. From laying
down the strategies towards
implementation of an adequate
and proper logistics structure to
determination of the pricing of
any logistics movement and
understanding the impact of such
pricing in the entire supply chain
management, cost & manage-ment
accountants play a very significant
role towards achieving an inclusive
development of this sector of the
economy.

The arena of the cost &
management accountant, inter-alia,
includes :
1. In-depth studies related to

transportation management,
inventory, packaging, materials
handling, warehousing and
facility location and thereby
advising the management
towards framing the most
appropriate logistics and supply
chain model.

2. Identifying the best accepted
model of transportation sequen-
cing and logistics sequencing
and determining its relative
strengths and weakness.

3. Accurately determining proper
queuing of transportation and
logistics towards achieving
minimum cost of operation of
all the activities. PERT and
CPM methods are applied to
determine the best sequencing
model in the event where a
cost & management accoun-
tant applies his expertise in this
field.

4. Managing outbound and in-
bound flow of various products
and the related information
required in a logistics system
towards ensuring earning of
highest contribution from each
activity.

5. Analyzing and reviewing all
qualitative and quantitative
issues pertaining to Logistics
Network Designing and supply
chain management. This
includes studies on centralized
versus decentralized network
control, strategic partnerships
and distribution network
design.

6. Thorough study on the micro-
economic and macro-economic
principles of transportation
systems. It also includes analysis
on urban and inter-regional
travel demand and project
evaluation.

7. Analyzing and emphasizing
on economic dimensions of
various modes of transporta-

tion, market structures, cost
functions and managerial
implications of the economic
principles of transportation.

8.  In-depth study and review of
inventory, routing and inte-
grated distribution models
including the multimodal
logistics models towards
framing long term logistics plan
& policy.

9. Detailed analysis of the
requirements of transport users
besides providing an in-depth
knowledge of mergers and
ownership, and labor and
market competition.

10. Determination of  the price of
the transportation & logistics
services considering all category
of cost involved, expected
profits, effect of shadow pricing
of other related and non-related
incidences and the arms length
price prevailing in the under-
lying market & economy.
Success of any production and

process planning both in long run
as well as in short run, prima facie
depends upon adoption of proper
and adequate logistics and supply
chain management system. The cost
& management accountants, with
the dint of their expertise in the
field of determination of cost of
services and thereby accurately
deriving the price of the logistics
services, which ultimately leads
towards total reduction in the cost
of production and processing of
goods manufactures and, services
provided and finally, optimizing
and maximizing the profitability
of the organization.

It is the cost & management
accountants who steer the entire
supply chain management towards
minimizing the cost of services and
maximizes the profitability and
thereby enhances the stakeholder’s
value creation.

CMAs in Transport and Logistics Sector
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obility of human beings,
materials, equipments,
birds, animals etc. from

one country to another country, one
place to another within a country
is a basic feature of the universe
created by the Almighty.

From time immemorable human
beings move from place to place
seeking food and shelter etc. They
used to switchover place to place
depending upon the seasonal fea-
tures like rainy, summer, autumn
etc. Hence transport is a recognized
and adopted one by mankind in
their day to day life even from
ancient days.

Our ancestors, in those ancient
days, used animals like camels,
horses, donkeys, etc. as means of
transport for their own movement
as well as for the carriage of goods
in their endeavor of shifting among
places, subsequently they ventured
into commercial activities too. In
those olden days the means of
transport were predominantly
animals, as historical facts exhibit.

Thus Transport is not a recent
concept invented by modern so-
ciety, but it is a fact that it is born
with mankind.

With the passage of time the
trade and commerce which were

initially confined to their habitants
or among habitants, expanded to
wide areas i.e., among countries
and then continents to continents.
The archeological findings, change
in civilization etc. proves such trade
and commercial activities among
mankind of different continents and
countries.

The early men, though wan-
dered from place to place initially
with their own legs, with their wis-
dom resorted to using various kinds
of animals as means of transport.
Mankind lived in places covered
completely with snow used sledge,
a small vehicle without wheels for
their movement and movement of
goods. In trade among countries
or continents across seas or rivers
the usage of boats and small ships
were subsequently resorted to by
our ancestors.

The Almighty insinuated wis-
dom in his creatures which enabled
mankind to invent various kinds
of transport. With the passage of
time men invented small vehicle,
initially animal driven carts, then
small vehicle pulled by steam
engines etc.

The advent of science and tech-
nology, higher education imparted
by universities & colleges, and avail-
ability of research and develop-* FICWA
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ments facilities established world-
over, in competition among coun-
tries across continents, culminated
in invention, development of vari-
ous kinds of hi-tech, hi-speed
transports for usage on land, sea
and space. These were both for civil
and defense purposes.

Thus mankind, who used ani-
mals as means of transport in
ancient times, with the advent of
technological developments and
inventions over centuries, is now
in command of sophisticated hi-
tech, high-speed means of trans-
port and are able to put their legs
in different countries in a day.

Such a phenomenon led to huge
volume of trade and commerce
cutting across towns, cities, coun-
tries and continents and ultimately
contributed to the emergence of a
single market world over smashing
down all barriers as to countries,
group of countries, continents etc.
Thus the miracle of marketing any
product or service of any destina-
tion at any place, with very few
exceptions, in the world became
a reality.

The technological developments
and innovations continuously tak-
ing place in the Automobile, Aero-
nautic, Shipping sectors culminated
in the advent of various kinds of
transport vehicles usable in land,
water and air for the carriage of
mankind, cargo, animals etc., and
are coping up with the aspirations
of expanding trade and commerce
world over.

The Logistic sector is predomi-
nantly a sister concern to other
sectors of the economy, they cannot
survive without one or the other.
Thus the service and equipment
industry, like transport sector, grow
mostly in consonance with any one
or other sector, like manufacturing
sector.

M
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Thus the survival, development
and flourishment of Transport and
Logistic sector in line with the other
sectors is of vital importance for
uniform growth of the economy of
every country and the world as a
whole. It may not be out of place
to describe the said sector as one
of the pillars of the economy,
without which the other sectors
cannot survive and grow. There is
no substitute to this sector, as is
evident from the standstill situa-
tions in times of strikes resorted
to by truck and fleet operators, avia-
tion employers or owners on one
pretext or other.

As far as service and equipment
sector is concerned it is like an
ancillary sector to any one of the
related sector mainly. The service
and equipment sector includes sev-
eral subordinate operations, allied
equipments which could be leased
in by the manufacturing houses etc.,
as and when needed.

The undertaking which pro-
vides services, besides transports
such as shipping, trucks, lorries,
railways, and air cargo, are public
utility concerns such as electricity,
gas and steam generation, schools,
hospitals, canteen etc. It may be
possible for some large industrial
houses to have one or the other
important utility services like
power house, transport, hospitals,
canteens etc., as in-house facilities
catering to the needs of the
factories, their employees etc.
None can have all kinds of in-house
utility services required by them
under one roof. Thus several of the
bigger industrial houses are look-
ing to outsource one or other utility
service from other service units in
the market. In case of Medium and
Small Scale Industrial sector, they
have to completely depend upon

utility service units in the market
for such services right from inward
transport, electric power, gas,
outward transport and even for
outsourcing badly needed highly
technological manufacturing opera-
tions etc., not to speak of employee
related welfare measures like
canteens, hospitals etc. Hence the
importance of Transport and Lo-
gistic sector is as high as any other
sector.

Relevance of Cost Accountant
The techniques and procedures

of Cost Accountancy embraces
and covers all fields of activities.
A simple definition is not
possible. Going by the terminology
published by the Institute of Cost
& Management Accountants,
London, “Cost Accountancy is
the application of Costing and Cost
Accounting principles, methods
and techniques to the service, art
and practice of cost control and the
ascertainment of profitability”.
Cost Accountancy is the process
of accounting the expenditures
right from the very point of incur-
rence as to cost centers or cost units,
exercising cost control, ascertain-
ment of profitability of activities
carried out or planned and
presentation of statistical data
thereon etc.

These observations on the
terminology of Cost Accounting
highlight the indispensability of
the services of a Cost and Man-
agement Accountant (CMA) in the
Transport and Logistic sector too.
CMAs experts in Cost Accounting
could efficiently guide every con-
cern in the sector to growth and
prosperity.

On the face of it, it may look
sufficient and satisfied with the
traditional method of Financial Ac-
counting consists of the classifica-
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tion, recording and analysis of
the transactions in a subjective
manner as to the nature of
business expenditure enabling the
preparation and presentation of
statements on the profits or loss
of the undertaking for a period
and the financial state of affairs as
on a given date. The aspects of
planning and control and decision
making is absent in the tradi-
tional method of accounting. Thus
it is nothing but a postmortem
exercise.

The cost of manufacture or of
rendering service is available in the
financial accounts; but in total for
the organization as a whole, and
that too at the end of the accounting
period alone. Whereas the Cost
Accounting system evolved and
implemented by the CMA brings
out concurrently the cost of every
product or service, the profit or loss
of each thereof, as the process of
manufacturing or rendering of
service proceeds.

The diverse nature of activities
in service undertakings necessitates
the costing system adopted in them
are also entirely different from the
one in manufacturing concerns. The
cost units that are in adoption in
service units are related to the
nature of service rendered, such
as, unit of electricity, cubic meter
of gas, tonne-km or passenger-km
of transport of goods or mankind,
respectively.

As far as transport undertak-
ings is concerned the costing sys-
tem evolved and put in operation
by the CMA is such that to de-
termine the operating cost of each
or group of vehicles and thereby
compute the cost per unit of service
rendered. The cost units involved
are different according to the needs
of the concern such as bulk, length,
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weight, type of goods carried and
distance covered in a trip. The
commonly used units are hourly
work, a kilometer, a tone, or quintal-
km and passenger-km.

Hence for the growth and
prosperity of an undertaking the
said traditional method could not
be a ideal one. Whereas, under
Cost Accounting the expenditure
incurred are recorded in an
objective manner according to the
purposes for which costs are in-
curred. The professional service of
a Cost Accountant is therefore a
necessity in transport and logistic
sector too.

The CMA plans and chooses a
suitable system of cost accounting
to the undertaking where he
works. A most efficient costing
system suitable for the business is
selected by him, under which he
lays down various routines and
procedures to be followed, designs
the forms and documents to be
adopted for the collection, alloca-
tion and apportionment of cost
and presentation of end cost data
and end results in an objective
manner. He implements the
system and moves with it effec-
tively. Corrects the deficiencies
that have cropped up in the
implementation phase and
thereby sets the system in motion
to operate systematically. Auto-
matically taking care of the in-
ternal control measures dovetailed
therein.

The cost incurred in a cost unit
or centre are classifiable broadly
under three heads :
Fixed or standby cost : Expendi-
ture incurred on garage charges,
insurances, taxes, license fee, de-
preciation, establishment and run-
ning expenditure incurred on the

administrative office and work-
shop, general service etc.
Maintenance cost : These includes
expenditure incurred on repairs,
maintenance, accessories and
spares which are semi-variable in
nature.
Operating and Running cost :
The incurrence of these cost de-
pends fully on the extent of usage
of the transport, service or equip-
ment. The expenditure incurred on
fuel, lubrication, wages and allow-
ances of operators & helpers etc.
which are variable in nature.

The advent of Information
Technology is handy to the CMA
too, to transmit cost statistical data
to the concerned executive in charge
of the department as well as to the
management on
● Comparative cost data on op-

erating and running cost per unit
of service against standards for
the sector, enabling to avoid
waste of fuel and consumables
etc.

● Comparative cost per unit of
service against standards exhib-
iting how efficiently the service
unit, cost centers functions.

● Comparative study on cost of
running own vehicle or service
with hired one enabling to
decide to have own or to
outsource the utility service.

● Cost of idleness of the transport
or service unit.

● Comparative cost study with
similarly placed concerns in the
sector citing how efficiently/ad-
versely the organization is func-
tioning duly bringing out de-
ficiencies and inefficiencies
contributed to loss of profit.
The CMA moves with the cost-

ing system in force and observes

the cost being incurred on every
activity, cost centre etc., and
simultaneously monitors and en-
sures not only as to the incurrence
of cost is according to plan, but
also that the end result attained
is as was contemplated.

In continuation the CMA exam-
ines the efficiency attained by
comparing the actual performance
against the plan/estimate/goal and
investigates into the causes for vari-
ances. Such a study is also done
by him with reference to the
performance attained during dif-
ferent periods for the same cost
centre, say a truck or bus or a fleet
thereof, functioning in different
regions etc. and there could be inter-
fleet or inter-zone comparisons of
the same company as well as with
inter-company in the same sector
of transport or a component of
logistic sector.

This vital function of the CMA
acts as an eye opener to the
management who are posted
with uptodate working figures of
every cost unit/centre every now
and then enabling them to intimate
timely and proper management de-
cisions.

A CMA functions not in iso-
lation but in close co-ordination
with other executives and cope-up
with one and all for the betterment
of the undertaking, be it transport,
other service utilities like power
or gas generating concerns, rail-
ways, shipping or aeronautic con-
cerns.

The advantages of installing
a proper Costing System and
placing a Cost and Management
Accountant in its command in
a Transport or Logistic Undertak-
ing are summed up herein
below :
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For the management
● Concurrent or continuous ap-

praisal of the incurrence of cost,
detection and prevention of
errors, manipulations and fraud,
then and there.

● The reliability of cost data
without any doubt whatso-
ever enable the preparation and
presentation of accurate reports
and returns.

● Continuous updating of the cost
accounting methods in line with
the advancements taking place
from time to time    enhances
the effectiveness of the control
system and cost presentation.

● Brings out avoidable wasteful
routine functions and proce-
dures in the system and thereby
enables to reduce the cost of op-
erating the system itself and
expedite the presentation of
data.

● Phases out uneconomical ser-
vice units of fleets, equipments
etc. then and there owing to
ageing, redundancy etc., on ac-
count of obsolescence and in-
ducting fuel efficient, pollution-
free ones.

● Acts as a catalyst to the Man-
agement to initiate timely ac-
tion for economic and efficient
usage of the elements of cost
and other resources so as to
enhance productivity, utiliza-
tion of capacity and thereby to
earn more profit.

For the Shareholders
● Ensures the correctness and ade-

quacy of inventory valuation.
● Highlight the efficiency or oth-

erwise of the management at
different levels, optimum uti-
lization of the scarce resources,
and productivity of elements of
cost etc.

For the Government & Consumers
● Reliable cost data which had

weeded out abnormal and
avoidable expenses enables to
enforce tariff protection.

● Fare, Price fixations for various
service utilities by Government
is possible on the basis of the
data made available by the
costing system.

● Mismanagement, inefficiencies,
inadequacies highlighted by the
system enables to take timely
corrective actions.

● Highlights areas wher e it will
be possible to enhance produc-
tivity and attain high profit.

The financial crisis that
rocked the world had its effect
on all sectors of Indian Economy
too. But our economic infrastruc-
ture withstood the storm and began
to grow strongly and relatively
faster. Government’s quick re-
sponse to the crisis by way of
stimulus package consisting of
concession/reduction in indirect
taxes and other fiscal and monetary
measures stimulated almost all
sectors of economy and boosted
demand.

Indian Automotive Sector
This sector is not an exception

to the economic meltdown. The glo-
bal automotive industry was also
adversely affected. The Global Au-
tomotive production declined by
3.7% in 2008 followed by a decline
of 13.5% in 2009 (Source OICA).
Many governments in developed
and emerging markets recognized
the importance of this sector and
responded with various measures
to boost the demand for automo-
biles.

As a consequence of the stimu-
lus packages put in action by the

Goverment of India, comprising
concessions in taxes and duties
 and other measures, the Automo-
tive Industry came out strongly
from the shock of the crisis and
registered healthy growth of
27.9% in the financial year 2010
against the decline of 4.8% in the
year 2009.

A table showing the statistical
data published by the Society of
Indian Automobile Manufactures,
on the Domestic Industry sales
during the financial years 2008,
2009 and 2010 along with the per-
centage of growth attained during
the finan-cial years 2009 and 2010
is reproduced below. The table ex-
hibits substantial growth in almost
all segments of vehicles, both in
passenger and commercial catego-
ries, ranging from 20% to
45% during the financial year 2010
over the sales of 2009. Consequen-
tial effect of this phenomenon
in transport sector would also be
substantial.

Conclusion
In line with the other sectors

of the economy the Transport &
Logistic sector also have grown. In
view of the continued growth
potential and positive outlook
ahead in almost all sectors, there
will be uniform growth in the
economy. The Transport and
Logistic Sector—which is a basic
necessity for other sectors—will
have to cope up with them in all
respects. Hence there is dire ne-
cessity for this sector to have the
Professional Service of a Cost and
Management Accountant in every
one of their concern so as to en-
hance their performance as well as
to continue to sustain in the field,
in view of the benefits etc., enun-
ciated herein above.
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Vechicle category F-08 F-09 F-10 F-09 F-10

Passenger Vechicles 1549882 1552703 1949776 0.2% 25.6

Cars 1203733 1220475 1526787 1.4% 25.1%

A1 : Mini 69553 49383 633378 –29.0% 28.3%

A2 : Compact 859197 885639 1128272 3.1% 27.4%

A3 : Mid size 225725 241683 276071 7.1% 14.2%

A4 : Executive 42195 33638 46346 –20.3% 37.8%

A5 : Premium 6201 9093 11455 46.6% 26.0%

A6 : Luxury 862 1093 1265 26.8% 15.7%

MPVs 100865 106607 150256 5.7% 40.9%

Uvs 245284 225621 272733 –8.0% 20.9%

Commercial Vechicles 488088 384194 531395 –21.3% 38.3%

LCVs 215912 200699 286337 –7.0% 42.7%

Passenger 27832 26952 34421 –3.2% 27.7%

Goods 188080 173747 251916 –7.6% 45.0%

M & HCVs 274582 183495 245058 –33.2% 33.6%

Passenger 38647 34892 43081 –9.7% 23.5%

Goods 235935 148603 201977 –37.0% 35.9%

3 Wheelers 364781 349727 440368 –4.1% 25.9%

Passenger 234774 268463 349662 14.3% 30.2%

Goods 13007 81264 90706 –37.5% 11.6%

2 Wheelers 9654435 7437619 9371231 –23.0% 26.0%

Scooters 1050109 1148007 1462507 9.3% 27.4%

Motorcycles 5768342 5831953 7341139 1.1% 25.9%

Mopeds 413759 431214 564584 4.2% 30.9%

Electric 17068 26445 3001 54.9% –88.7%

Domestic Industry Sales Growth During

CMA in Transport and Logistics Sector
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Logistic Industry in India:
Role of CMA
Satya Ranjan Doley*

ogistic outsourcing has
picked up momentum since
1990 and more value added

services are being offered. Logistic
industry is still a nascent and
fragmented industry in India but
Industry players see further
potentiality of growth in the sector.
The emergence of India as a
manufacturing hub, growth of the
organized retail industry, increased
domestic consumption and multi-
nationals bringing in global best
practices are all expected to boost
the logistic industry. In the paper,
the various problems con-cerning
the functioning of logistic industry
have been portrayed and there is
an attempt to describe the role of
CMA in the sector in the context
of the present era.

Introduction
The concepts of logistics out-

sourcing can be traced quite far back
in history. In Europe, a number of
logistic service providers (LSPs) can
date their origins back to the Middle
Ages (Lynch, 2002). Tracing the
evolution of logistic outsourcing in
recent decades, we find that in the
1950s and 60s logistic outsourcing
was limited to transportation and
warehousing. The transactions
were mainly short term in nature.
In the 70s the emphasis was on
improved productivity, cost re-
duction and long term contracts
while value added services such

*Assistant Professor of Accounting and
Finance, DHSK Commerce College,
Dibrugarh, affiliated to Dibrugarh Univer-
sity (Assam), Pin: 786001. E-mail:
satyadoley@yahoo.in

as packaging, labeling system
support and inventory manage-
ment were on offer in the 80s. Since
the 90s outsourcing has picked up
momentum and more value added
services are being offered. Some
of them are import/export manage-
ment, customs clearance, freight
forwarding, customs service, rate
negotiation, order processing,
assembly/installation, distribution
order fulfilment, reverse logistics,
consulting services that include
distribution network planning, site
selection for facility location, fleet
management, freight consolidation,
logistic audit etc.

Logistic Market in India
In India, the logistic market is

mainly thought to mean transpor-
tation. But the major elements of
logistics cost for industries includes
transportation, warehousing,
inventory management, courier and
other value added services. The
logistic costs account for 13 percent
of GDP. The industry is currently
on an upswing and is poised for
a growth of 20 percent in the coming
years.

Logistic industry is still a nascent
and fragmented industry in India.
It is estimated that while outsourced
logistics account for 54% of total
logistics spending in India,
organized players have only 10%
of the pie. In road transportation,
which accounts for the biggest
portion (36%) of logistic spending,
74% of operators are small time
players owning a single vehicle. In
outsourced warehousing, 92% of
players are from the unorganized
sector. Even among the organized

logistics players, few offerings
across multiple modes (air, water,
rail and road) and services
(transportation, warehousing and
value added services such as
packaging, cold chain and customs
clearance).

Potentiality of Logistic Industry
Industry players see further

potentiality of growth in the sector
which would certainly encourage
the development of the economy.
Several initiatives are under way
to boost development of roads
(including the Golden Quadrila-
teral,  South and East-West Corri-
dors Ports (Pipavav, Mundra and
Dhamra) and airports (Bangalore,
Hyderabad, New Delhi, and
Mumbai). The emergence of India
as a manufacturing hub, growth
of the organized retail industry,
increased domestic consumption
and multi- nationals bringing in
global best practices are all expected
to boost the logistic industry.

Indian logistic industry is seeing
increased demand due to economic
growth. This is spurring global
players such as DHL, AFL logistic
CEVA and others to set up shop
here bringing with them enhanced
processes and technology solutions
in additions to their global footprint
and customer base.

According to the study, Indian
logistic industry accounts for
merely 2% of the $5000 billion
global logistic industry. The Indian
market is estimated at $90 billion
and projected to burgeon to $385
billion by 2015. While the industry
is growing at 10%, the 3PL (third
party logistics) market, which
accounts for 6% of the total market,
is expec-ted to grow 16% and
command 13% of the total logistic
market by 2012.

Barriers in functioning of Industry
There are a number of hurdles

associated with logistic industry
which stand as barriers in the
functioning of it.

L
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● A lack of adequate infrastructure
is big hurdle. Moving cargo by
road has its own set of problems.
National highways form only
2% of India’s road network, but
they handle more than 40% of
road freight traffic which
naturally leads to traffic jams.
Regulatory requirements and
cumbersome documentation
also compromise speed.

● India’s tax system is complex.
To avoid multiple taxation
companies typically have ware-
housing operation in every state.
The result is a large number of
small warehouses across the
countries that lack the latest
warehousing processes and
technologies and do not offer
economies of scale.

● Although the Indian logistics
industry is growing its invest-
ment on information technology
is not keeping pace according
to the requirements of the sector
to equip with the present day.
Logistic sector spends little on
information technology.

● Indian freight forwarders are
not in a position to compete with
multinational freight forwar-
ders. MNCs can afford to offer
lower freight rates because of
their size and operations in many
countries, whereas Indian
freight forwarders are not
capable of matching the same
because of their smaller size and
lack of access to cheap capital.

● The cost of operation is more
and margin is less as observed
in the functioning of logistic
industry. Apart from this, there
is an unfair competition of
organized players with unorga-
nized players in the sector.

● There is dearth of skilled man-
power in the logistic sector be-
cause many do not regard logis-
tic as a prime job. As a result,

the sector is functioning without
adequate number of knowle-
dgeable and skilled man- power.

Role of Cost and Management
Accountant (CMA)
Cost and Management Accountant
plays a very significant role in a
business concern. He/She occupies
very a important position in the
organization chart. He/She
generally reports to the Managing
Director. He/She performs a variety
of functions and it is he/she who
advises on matters relating to
raising and investing of funds in
the most judicious manner so as
to maximize shareholder-wealth.

He/She applies his/her ana-
lytical abilities and skills while
performing his/her various
functions. Cost and management
accountant esta-blishes, coordinates
and maintains an integrated plan
for the control of operations. He/
She measures performance against
given plans and standards. The
result of operations is interpreted
to all levels of management. He/
She should evaluate various policies
and programs. He/She is expected
to report to Government agencies
as required under different laws
and to supervise all matters relating
to taxes. Besides, he/she is to assess
the effect of various economic and
fiscal policies of the Government
and to evaluate the impact of other
external factors on the attainment
of organizational objects. Function
of protection of assets is also to
be performed through the
maintenance of internal controls,
auditing and assuring proper
insurance coverage of assets.

CMA in Logistic Sector
There is need of service of the

CMA in the sector like others to
facilitate proper functioning of it.
Accordin-gly he/she renders
numerous services for the growth

of the sector and contributes to
buoyancy of the economy. The
present day business is complex
and expanding at a rapid speed
which enhances the responsibilities
of the accountant to a large extent.
Logistics sector has numerous
challenges ahead in view of era of
privatization, liberalization and
globalization; it necessitates the
CMA to update to the latest
development of the business.
Among the various problems
confronted by the sector, high cost
operation is one of them which
require control and CMA assists
by applying his/her expertise. He/
She is to offer his/her valuable
guidance in the matters relating to
taxation which enables the concern
to fulfil the obligations towards the
government by paying tax in time.
Under the Companies Act 1956,
there are certain companies which
are compulsorily required to audit
the cost incurred by the company
and, in that case cost auditor is
appointed to perform the task.
Now-a-day, the role of CMA is
broad based in the sense that in
addition to the normal functions
of the concern, he/she is to perform
other activities which is expected
of him/her in the profession to cater
to the present requirements of time.

Conclusion
Initiative has been taken by the

government to boost the develop-
ment of the sector which is a part
of the development strategy on the
part of the government. The de-
velopment of the sector would in-
crease the export of the country
along with creating job opportunity
for the young generation which,
in turn, provides solution of un-
employment to some extent. With
the growth of the sector, it is expec-
ted that the Indian economy will
witness buoyancy in the years to
come.

CMA in Transport and Logistics Sector
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IFRS – An Overview
CMA Wijo Gasper*

FRS is an acronym for Inter-
national Financial Reporting
Standards. IFRS consists of

standards (both IFRS and IAS)
and interpretations originating
from International Financial
Reporting Interpretations Commi-
ttee (IFRIC) and Standing Inter-
pretations Committee (SIC). Both
standards and interpretations
are provided by International
Accounting Standards Board
(IASB). IFRS provides for
broad principles rather than
specific set of rules to be used
while treating different type of
transactions. It also provides a
framework to define, recognize and
measure elements of financial
transactions and to  prepare
financial statements.

There are internal and external
reasons why IFRS has become a
necessity. Internal reasons can be
roughly summed up as below.
Companies that operate globally
often have to accommodate acc-
ounting and reporting transactions
under two different sets of
Accounting Rules — first under
local GAAP to meet tax, audit and
regulatory requirements of local
country and, secondly, under a
different GAAP, which is more
often based on the country where
its headquarters are located, for the
purpose of consolidated reporting.
This, in turn, leads to maintenance
of multiple books, increased effort
and cost and leaves room for

errors. More significantly, recon-
ciliation of the primary reporting
book and secondary reporting book
—which are maintained based on
different sets of GAAP becomes an
eternal nightmare.

There are external reasons that
are moving governments and
corporate s to IFRS. Today, along
with free trade, Capital markets are
getting integrated, leading to an
increased mobility of resources and
funds. A single, globally accepted
accounting and reporting stan-
dards facilitates easier comparison
of investment options. This aids
decisions on investments, mergers
and acquisitions. Adoption of IFRS
will ensure that financial state-
ments are made available on a
uniform platform and will do away
the need for doing adjustments to
meet regional needs. Companies
that benchmark against global
accounting and reporting stan-
dards stand to improve trans-
parency and quality of financial
reporting.
IFRS guidelines cover the below
areas :
■ IFRS 1—First time Adoption of

International Financial Repor-
ting Standards

■ IFRS 2 — Share-based Payment
■ IFRS 3 — Business Combina-

tions
■ IFRS  4—Insurance Contracts
■ IFRS 5—Non-current Assets

Held for Sale and Discontinued
Operations

■ IFRS 6—Exploration for and
Evaluation of Mineral Resources

■ IFRS 7—Financial Instruments :
Disclosures

■ IFRS 8—Operating Segments
■ IFRS 9—Financial Instruments

* Associate member of the Institute and a
Certified Project Management Professional.
He works as a program manager with,
leading IT company. He has led ERP
implementation projects across North
America, Asia Pacific and Europe regions.
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Major pronouncements of Inter-
national Financial Reporting Inter-
pretations Committee (IFRIC) may
be grouped as below :
■ IFRIC 1—Changes in Existing

Decommissioning, Restoration
and Similar Liabilities

■ IFRIC 2 —Members’ Shares in
Co-operative Entities and
Similar Instruments

■ IFRIC 3—Emission Rights
 Withdrawn June 2005

■ IFRIC 4—Determining Whether
an Arrangement Contains a
Lease

■ IFRIC 5—Rights to Interests
Arising from Decommission-
ing, Restoration and Environ-
mental Rehabilitation Funds

■ IFRIC 6—Liabilities Arising
from Participating in a Specific
Market—Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment

■ IFRIC 7—Applying the Restate-
ment Approach under IAS 29
Financial Reporting in Hyperin-
flationary Economies

■ IFRIC 8—Scope of IFRS 2. With-
drawn effective 1 January 2010

■ IFRIC 9—Reassessment of Em-
bedded Derivatives

■ IFRIC 10—Interim Financial
Reporting and Impairment

■ IFRIC 11—IFRS 2 : Group and
Treasury Share Transactions.
 Withdrawn effective 1 January
2010

■ IFRIC 12—Service Concession
Arrangements

■ IFRIC 13—Customer Loyalty
Programmers

■ IFRIC 14—IAS 19—The Limit
on a Defined Benefit Asset,
Minimum Funding Require-
ments and their Interaction

■ IFRIC 15—Agreements for the
Construction of Real Estate

■ IFRIC 16—Hedges of a Net In-
vestment in a Foreign Operation

■ IFRIC 17—Distributions of
Non-cash Assets to Owners

■ IFRIC 18—Transfers of Assets
from Customers

I
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■ IFRIC 19—Extinguishing Fi-
nancial Liabilities with Equity
Instruments
Transitioning from current

accounting standards to IRFS will
pose many challenges before
companies. New data may need to
be captured or existing data may
need to be captured in new ways
for IFRS compliance. There will be
more detailed accounting and more
disclosures. One such example is
Segment Reporting. Change in
accounting standard may not
necessarily change the way
companies operate or even produce
or sell, but it does have significant
impact on the way operations—be
it success or failure—is measured
and reported.

While Accounting goes global,
taxation may remain local which
will add to the list of challenges of
implementing IFRS. In Germany
there would be 2 sets of financial
statements—one local for taxation
purpose and another global for
IFRS compliance. In Luxemburg,
entities that adopt IFRS must get
approval of Tax authority so that
same standard of accounting may
be used for Tax Purposes as well.
In the absence of such approval two
books may need to be maintained.
In India, Ministry of Company
Affairs and Accountants are
studying impact of IFRS imple-
mentation on taxation.

IFRS is being rolled out in
phases in India. During the phase
of transition, comparisons between
those using IFRS and those still
using existing standards becomes
difficult. Tax liabilities for firms
falling under these two categories
may also significantly vary.  We can
take a look at few examples :

Redeemable Preference Shares
—Under the Indian GAAP, these
are treated on equal footing with
equity shares. Under IFRS, Redee-
mable Preference Shares will be
treated as a third party liability.

Consequently,  the dividend on
such preference shares is likely to
be recorded as interest, which is a
pre-tax item which would also be
deducted for the purpose of
computation of taxable income.
Those using Indian GAAP will be
required to treat this dividend as
post-tax appropriation of profit.

Current Investments could be
another example. Under Indian
GAAP, these are valued at lower of
cost or fair value. According to IFRS,
they should be valued at only fair
value. Under Indian GAAP, losses
and gains on derivate instruments
need not be recorded. Under
IFRS guidelines, all gains and losses
both realized or unrealized—are to
be booked in the profit and loss
account. A company following
Indian GAAP need not value and
book cost of options in its Profit and
Loss Account. Under IFRS, these
will need to be booked into Profit
and Loss Account.

Companies that adopt IFRS for
the first time are required to re-cast
their balances sheet based on IFRS.
Resulting adjustments will need to
be booked to retained earnings or
some form of equity account. This
affects evaluation of net worth of
business as a whole and would, in
turn, affect capital gain tax
computation in case of sale of
business at a later stage. Minimum
Alternate Tax (MAT) is computed
as percentage of value of assets.
Valuing assets under IFRS rules
have a big impact on MAT
computation. As for inventory
valuation, LIFO method will no
longer be permissible under IFRS
guidelines.

Regulators of different countries
have set varying timelines for
movement into IFRS. European
Union and Australia have adopted
IFRS as on January, 2005.Canada
will adopt the same in January 2011
whereas Japan would adopt this in
July 2011. US would adopt IFRS

only as late as January 2014.
Around 115 countries in the world
require or permit IFRS reporting.
Also, financial year followed in
countries are not uniform. While
US, UK, Japan and India follow
April to March calendar, Australia
follows July to June calendar.

India ICAI has made IFRS
mandatory for financial statements
prepared after 1st April 2011. RBI
has stipulated that financial
statements of banks need to be IFRS
compliant after 1st April 2013. By
end of 2014-15, listed companies
and non-listed companies with net
worth of Rs.500 crore or more
would have to transition to IFRS.

Oracle Financials is a leading
ERP package that caters to both local
and consolidation accounting
needs. Prior versions of Oracle had
Global Accounting Engine (GAE)
feature that provided for posting
into books based on different rules
without duplicating transaction
entry effort. Oracle R12 version
comes with Sub Ledger Accounting
(SLA) feature which facilitates rule
based accounting to multiple
books, while letting end user make
only entry into primary set of  books.
Most IFRS requirements would be
met by seeded Oracle features.

For business, transition to IFRS
would mean two fundamental
changes—business process change,
and systems change. Hopefully,
benefits that accrue over time
would justify time, cost and effort
that go into making this transition.
While everything around us is
going global, accounting profession
also cannot afford to remain far
behind!!
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IFRS in India —
Benefits versus Costs
Anuradha H. N.*
Adoption of IFRS is an attempt to establish a global standard for the preparation
of public company financial statements in order to integrate domestic businesses
with the global investor and financial community so that there is no language
barrier. Its implementation is expected to result in a fusion of benefits and
costs. In this regard, this article analyzes the costs and benefits of migrating
to IFRS with reference to India.

Introduction
move towards interna-
tional financial reporting
standards is gaining mo-

mentum in the world of accounting
today. International Financial Re-
porting Standards (IFRS) is a set
of accounting standards, developed
by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB), is becom-
ing a universal standard for the
preparation of public company fi-
nancial statements. Over 100 coun-
tries worldwide have moved or in
a process of synchronizing their na-
tional accounting standards with
IFRS.

The rationale behind migrating
to IFRS is to provide a single set
of high quality, understandable and
uniform accounting standards, to
improve comparability, transpar-
ency in reporting to build up in-
vestors’ confidence and to seek
better access to international capi-
tal market at lower cost of capital.

In line with the global trend,
the Institute of Chartered Accoun-
tants of India (ICAI) has declared
convergence with IFRS in India with
effect from April 1, 2011. Global-
ization of Indian GAAP will offer
a blend of rewards as well as
challenges. Thus, the analysis of
* Lecturer, Department of MBA, TTL
College of Business Management,
Mysore

its costs and benefits is vital to access
its feasibility in order to reap maxi-
mum benefits with a minimum cost
and to devise strategies to face the
future challenges effectively.

Objectives
The objectives of the study are :
I. To understand the evolution of

International Financial Report-
ing Standards.

II. To analyze the benefits avail-
able to key stakeholders due
to implementation of IFRS in
India.

III. To assess the costs or challenges
to be tackled by India on account
of migrating to IFRS.

Scope and Methodology
The scope of the study is limited

to analyzing the costs and benefits
of IFRS adoption with reference to
India. The study is based on sec-
ondary data. The data required for
the analysis are collected from
books, ICAI publications, newspa-
pers, journals, and relevant
websites.

Defining IFRS
The International Financial

Reporting Standards (IFRS) is a
novel way of looking at accounting.
IFRS is an accounting framework
that establishes recognition, mea-
surement, presentation and disclo-
sure requirements relating to trans-
actions and events that are reflected

in the financial statements. In simple
words, it is a set of international
accounting standards stating how
particular types of transactions and
other events should be reported in
financial statements. These are
generally principle based standards
rather than rule based standards,
its application requires exercise of
judgment by the preparer and
auditor in incorporating principles
of accounting on the basis of the
economic substance of transactions.

Evolution of IFRS
International Financial Report-

ing Standards are standards
adopted by the International Ac-
counting Standards Board (IASB),
an independent accounting stan-
dard-setting body, based in Lon-
don, which started its operations
in 2001 for developing global
accounting standards. IFRS came
into limelight when the European
Union decided to adopt it for all
its member countries in 2005. Since
then, IFRS has spread swiftly all
over the world.

As of now, more than 12,000
companies in almost 100 nations
have implemented IFRS. In 2005,
countries of the European Union,
Australia, New Zealand and Rus-
sia have adopted IFRS for listed
enterprises. China migrated to IFRS
in 2008. Brazil is expected to move
in 2010, Canada, Japan and India
by 2011, Mexico in 2012. US plans
to move to the pattern by 2014.
It is estimated that the number of
countries requiring or accepting
IFRS could grow to 150 in the next
few years.

In India, Accounting Standards
will undergo significant change
from 1st April 2011, when the IFRS
come into force as per the recent
proposal of 1CAI which was an-
nounced in July 2007. In the first
wave, IFRS will be implemented
in the Public interest entities such

A
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as listed companies, banks, insur-
ance companies, mutual funds,
financial institutions, companies
with a turnover of more than one
billion rupees in the preceding year,
companies with a borrowing of
more than 250 million rupees in
the preceding year and holding or
subsidiary of the above stated
companies.

Benefits to Stakeholders
Change is the order of the

modern era. Changing over to IFRS
fetch variety of benefits to the
economy in general and to the
diverse stakeholders in particular :

The Economy — The use of
different accounting frameworks in
different countries creates confu-
sion among the users of financial
statements. This confusion leads to
inefficiency in capital markets
across the world. Thus, globaliza-
tion of capital markets recognized
the need for a single set of high
quality, universally acceptable
accounting standards. This pro-
voked many countries to pursue
convergence of national account-
ing standards with IFRS. The
convergence benefits the economy
by boosting its international trade.
It facilitates maintenance of orderly
and efficient capital markets, ac-
celerates capital formation and
thereby contributes towards eco-
nomic growth. It also encourages
cross-border investment and leads
to increased flow of capital into
the economy.

Corporate world—Adoption of
IFRS significantly improves the
quality as well as comparability of
financial information of Indian
entities with global peers and
industry standards. It will result
in more transparent financial re-
porting and builds up trust and
reliance among the stakeholders—
both in India and overseas. This
would augment the reputation and
relationship of the Indian corporates

with the international financial
community. The Indian entities will
be able to raise funds from the global
capital market at lower cost of
capital. As IFRS removes barriers
to cross-border listing of securities,
the companies will be able to
attract more foreign investment.
Besides, it simplifies the process
of preparing the individual and
group financial statements by
eliminating multiple reporting
and reduces the costs and complexi-
ties of preparing the financial
statements.

Investors—Under IFRS envi-
ronment, financial statements will
be prepared by using a common
set of consistent accounting stan-
dards, hence accounting informa-
tion  will reflect high degree of
reliability, relevance and compa-
rability across national borders. This
facilitates better understanding of
financial statements globally and
also develops increased faith among
the investors. The investors can also
save the cost, time and the effort
of converting the different sets of
national financial statements and
be able to compare the investment
opportunities confidently.

Accounting professionals—
Migrating to IFRS will offer ample
opportunities to the accounting pro-
fessionals of India across the globe
as the same accounting practices
will prevail throughout the world.
Thus, they will be able to sell their
expertise in India as well as any
part of the world and can realize
attractive returns.

Employees—Implementation
of IFRS goes beyond a technical
exercise for an accounting function.
The training is needed for the entire
organization, not just for finance
or accounting personnel, to impart
new skills and knowledge among
the employees. Thus, the employ-
ees will get an exposure to novel
concepts and can expect more

career avenues as well as better
remuneration.

Banks / financial institutions—
Banks, as lender of funds, can
perform accurate risk evaluation
of borrowers. As a result, they can
offer their loan products at com-
petitive prices to their clients and
can improve the relationship with
them in the long run.

Regulators—Adoption of uni-
versal accounting standards would
be beneficial to the regulators too,
as this reduces the complexity as-
sociated with understanding the
various reporting regimes.

Costs of IFRS—In addition to
the above benefits, there are several
obstacles and practical challenges
to adopt and to achieve full com-
pliance with IFRS in India.

Need for Regulatory amend-
ments—The success of convergence
with IFRS depends on the extent
to which the national GAAP, legal
and regulatory issues are amended
to meet the requirements of IFRS;
otherwise, the conversion process
may not yield fruitful results. For
instance, the Companies Act
(Schedule VI) prescribes the format
for presentation of financial state-
ments for Indian companies,
whereas the presentation require-
ments are significantly different
under IFRS. Thus, the Companies
Act need to be modified in line with
IFRS.

Differences in economic envi-
ronment—Every country has a
unique culture, especially business
culture. The economic conditions
prevailing in each economy may
be distinct in nature. Having a
common set of international ac-
counting standards may hinder the
conveying of certain company
specific information which is in-
comparable with others. For ex-
ample, in India, even large pub-
licly-traded companies have a large
number of related party transac-
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tions. Thus, there is general require-
ment in India to disclose related
party transactions as per AS 18.
But it is not extensively covered
by IFRS. Another issue to be tack-
led is that many countries includ-
ing India do not have the adequate
depth and breadth for reliable de-
termination of fair values and they
oppose the use of fair value ap-
proach, whereas IFRS is very much
in favour of fair valuation prin-
ciples.

Lack of Readiness—IFRS con-
version will involve a fundamental
change to an entity’s financial
reporting systems, processes and
effects on business performance.
Hence, conversion process requires
the dissemination of IFRS knowl-
edge throughout the organization
to ensure its application on an
ongoing basis. But many Indian cor-
porations are unprepared to fully
adapt to IFRS because they just
consider this process as an account-
ing issue which can be left to the
finance function and auditors.

Scarcity of resource pool—The
number of accounting profession-
als with adequate practical expe-
rience on convergence process is
lacking. As a result, the companies
will have to rely on external advisors
and auditors. Besides, the account-
ing professionals, auditors as well
as their staff need to be well-trained
to function under IFRS environ-
ment. It is also important to modify
the syllabus of universities, colleges,
and professional accounting bod-
ies such as ICWA, ICAI etc. to broa-
den the pool of trained resources.

Costly exercise—Migrating to
IFRS involves significant costs in
terms of money, time and effort.
There will be one-time cost of
converting to IFRS including costs
of internal personnel time, imple-
menting IT systems, costs to dis-
mantling the standard setting
infrastructure and application of

revised reporting policies, processes
etc. In addition, educating all the
stakeholders such as accountants,
auditors, investors, regulators, em-
ployees, lenders, university faculty
etc., would be a greater challenge
within the prescribed time limit.

Burden for small and medium
enterprises (SMEs)— Though the
adoption of IFRS was made man-
datory for public interest entities
in the first phase, if any SME wants
to implement IFRS it may find it
too voluminous. They may also face
the barriers such as huge cost;
shortage of resources, expertise, etc.
Keeping in view the difficulties
faced by the SMEs, the IASB is de-
veloping an IFRS for SMEs.

Conceptual divergence—There
is a common assumption that
differences between Indian GAAP
and IFRS are few as the former has
been formulated on the basis of
principles the of latter. It does not
mean that the efforts required for
convergence is minimum. There are
significant differences between
Indian GAAP and IFRS, differences
in practical implementation and
interpretation of similar standards
in areas such as presentation of fi-
nancial statements, accounting of
financial instruments, business
combinations etc. These differences
must be harmonized to reap the
real benefits of IFRS.

Impact on financial perfor-
mance—Due to significant diver-
gences between Indian GAAP and
IFRS, the adoption of IFRS may have
material impact on the financial
performance of Indian organiza-
tions. The areas such as employee
compensation, structuring of ESOP
schemes, tax planning, and com-
pliance with debt covenants etc.
may experience substantial change.
Besides, IFRS may also affect on
the financial statements, loan loss
provisioning, impairment charges,
financial instruments and, thereby

on capital adequacy ratios of fi-
nancial institutions.

Suggestions :
On the basis of above analysis,

the following suggestions are
drawn —
I. The government and other

regulators like SEBI, RBI, ac-
counting standard setting bod-
ies should act in consensus to
achieve high level of integration
with IFRS without any bias.

II. SMEs should be enabled to
adopt simplified version of IFRS
so that the financial statements
of all entities irrespective of
listed/unlisted, public/private
and large/small can be synchro-
nized across national borders.

III. The curriculum of universities
and other professional account-
ing bodies should be reformu-
lated to include IFRS principles
and adequate training should
be provided to faculty members
to facilitate them in teaching.

Conclusion
International Financial Report-

ing Standards (IFRS) are emerging
as the primary accounting language
of the world. India is joining a league
of 100 plus countries by announc-
ing the convergence of Indian
GAAP with IFRS with effect from
April 2011. The use of IFRS in India
would have signi-ficant impact on
key stakeholders by presenting both
benefits as well as costs. The costs
of implementing IFRS should be
taken up as challenges or oppor-
tunities in order to encounter them
in the right spirit to ensure smooth
con-vergence with IFRS. India can
derive maximum benefit of IFRS
adoption at minimum cost by
learning from the experi-ence of
other countries, by building ad-
equate pool IFRS skills, knowledge,
as well as by securing the co-
operation of government and other
regulatory mechanisms.
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International Accounting
Standards and India’s
Preparedness
Dr. Akash S.B.*

lobalization promotes
many countries to expand
their business across the

borders and it also opens their doors
to foreign investment. In addition
to this many changes also took place
like integration of international
capital market; allow various coun-
tries to compete on the same
economic platform, many countries
open their business in different
countries, accessing the global
markets to fulfil their capital needs
by getting their securities listed on
the stock exchanges outside their
country, etc., this environment
generally expected and forces
business community to adopt
uniform accounting standards all
over the world because of different
accounting frameworks in differ-
ent countries, which leads to in-
consistent accounting treatment as
well as it creates confusion for users
of financial statements; and incon-
sistent accounting treatment leads
to inefficiency in capital markets
across the world.

Introduction
Accounting is a key factor in

business because it facilitates to
provide quantitative information—
primarily financial in nature—
about economic activities of busi-
ness that is intended to be useful

* Dept. of Studies and Research in
Commerce, Kuvempu University,
Shankarghatta, Shimoga District

in making economic decisions, in
making reasoned choice among
alternative courses of action. The
accounting discipline performed
their function properly and it attains
the requirement of the stakehold-
ers without fail when there is an
acceptable accounting standard.
However, accounting standards are
used all over the world as one of
the main compulsory regulatory
mechanisms for preparation of fi-
nancial statements because account-
ing standard are guidelines to
specific issues in financial account-
ing and reporting.

In other words, accounting
standard are written statements
issued from time to time according
to changing business environment
by professional bodies of particular
country and International Account-
ing Standard Board with view to
provide a proper accounting guide-
lines and uniform rules for prepa-
rations of financial reporting ap-
plicable to either to all or to a certain
class of business organization. And
it also played different role in
business viz., improve the credibil-
ity and reliability of financial state-
ments, accounting guidelines attain
the requirements of different par-
ties like investors, management,
auditors, creditors, government,
accountants; and other parties who
directly or indirectly get the ben-
efits of organization, helps the
accounting professionals to dis-

charge their obligations up to mark,
it helps management to take ra-
tional decisions about economic
activities of organization etc.
However, due to globalization
many changes took place in busi-
ness in recent past like rapid growth
of international trade, internation-
alization of firms, the developments
of new communication technolo-
gies, the emergence of international
competitive forces, capital move-
ments between countries, interna-
tional investment etc. This environ-
ment generally forces business
communities to use common ac-
counting standards for common
accounting language; because the
financial statements prepared using
accounting standards of one coun-
try may not be understood in the
same sense in another country—
in view of this harmonization of
accounting standard is needed.

Selected Review of Literature
International Accounting Stan-

dards were first developed in the
late 1960s but they have reached
their zenith of importance in today’s
economic and business environ-
ment. The main aim of international
accounting standards is to provide
norms and policies of accounting
in order to guide the accounting
authorities in respect of treatment
of economic activities of organiza-
tions in financial statement.

Here an attempt is made to
briefly review the earlier studies
conducted by the different schol-
ars. Harvey Pitt (2002) opined that
high quality global accounting stan-
dards are needed to improve the
ability of investors to make appro-
priate financial decisions as well
as to protect their business cred-
ibility in the international market
place. Anderson, A. (1993) argues
that adoption of common account-
ing standards all over the world

G
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is good in order to creation of value
and global decision making about
economic activities of organization.
K. S. Vikamsey (2001) pointed out
that those who invest overseas in
any international business naturally
want financial health of the secu-
rities issuers and objectives only
fulfill when the business commu-
nities have uniform accounting
standards. A. G. Piper (1985),
pointed out that if implemented
the international accounting stan-
dards all over the world would
benefit and improve the financial
markets. Belkaoui and Jones (1996)
argue that determining the best
mechanism to employ in establish-
ment of uniform accounting stan-
dards may be essential to the ac-
ceptability and usefulness of ac-
counting standards. Appa Rao
(2006) opined that adoption of in-
ternational accounting standards is
very much essential because varia-
tions in practice are very large.
Hossain (2000) opined that unless
and until the adoption of lASs for
the preparation of financial state-
ments, it is not possible to provide
desired information to international
communities. Thus it is clear that
from the above discussion the
uniform accounting standard is
needed in international business in
order to ensure uniform and con-
sistent accounting information
about economic activities of orga-
nizations to create stability of world
economy.
Statement of the Research Prob-
lems

International trade in recent past
is getting better position-ing due
to globalization because globaliza-
tion promotes many countries to
expand their business across bor-
ders and it also open their doors
to foreign investment. In addition
to this many changes also took place
like integration of international

capital market; allow various coun-
tries to compete on the same
economic platform, many countries
open their business in different
countries, accessing the global
markets to fulfil their capital needs
by getting their securities listed on
the stock exchanges outside their
country Capital markets are, thus,
becoming integrated consistent
with this worldwide trend etc. This
environment generally expected
and forces business community to
adopt uniform accounting stan-
dards all over the world to provide
desire accounting information
about organization activities to
stakeholders, because accounting
information, a reflection and de-
scription of the overall status of
the organization, directly influences
the decision of stakeholders, it is
the important foundation of finan-
cial stabilization, it facilitates to keep
away from the risk of financial crisis,
the transparency of accounting in-
formation protect the interest of
stakeholders etc. This is only
possible when business community
adopt uniform and proper account-
ing standards.

United Nations’ report (2006)
pointed out that most of the coun-
tries in Asia are under financial
crisis, due to improper accounting
standards and not adoption of
international accounting standard.
ICAI (2007) opined that sound
financial reporting standards un-
derline the trust that investors place
in financial reporting information
and thus play an important role
in contributing to the economic
development of a country. How-
ever, many studies pointed out that
different accounting frameworks in
different countries, which leads
inconsistent accounting treatment
and presentation of the same
underlying economic transactions,
creates confusion for users of
financial statements. This confusion

leads to inefficiency in capital
markets across the world, there-
fore, this environment forces to
adopt uniform and globally ac-
cepted accounting standards. Due
to these reasons many countries
came forward and are preparing
themselves about convergence of
national accounting standards with
IFRS. With this backdrop the study
assumed great importance to study
on International Accounting Stan-
dards and India’s preparedness.

Objectives of the Study
Against the above backdrop the

study have plan to study the
objectives like to study the status
of accounting standards in India,
to find out the possible reasons that
are responsible for single account-
ing standard for global enterprise,
to analyze the regulatory frame-
work and effort of regulatory
authorities of India towards con-
vergence of accounting standards,
to analyze the perceptions of
chartered accountants and auditors
about convergence of national
accounting standards with IFSR, to
analyze the challenges of regula-
tory authorities of India in the
process of harmonization of ac-
counting standards and suggest
proper ways for harmonization of
accounting standards.
Sources of Data

The study is based on both
primary and secondary data— the
primary data collected from sample
chartered accountant and auditors.
The secondary data were collected
from the reports of professional
bodies like 1CAI and other pro-
fessional bodies in the world and
the study also referred to profes-
sional national and international
journals.
Sample design

The size of chartered accoun-
tant and auditors are very large
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in India, since detailed study of
opinions of all chartered accoun-
tant and auditors is very difficult
and time consuming about useful-
ness of international accounting
standards and India’s preparedness
level for convergence of national
standards with IFRS. In view of
this the study has selected 150
sample chartered accountants in-
cluding auditors in different places
in India like Bangalore Hubli,
Karwar Belgaum, Bijapur, Kolapur,
Goa and some other places in India
by adopting convenient sampling
method.

Reasons Responsible for increase
in the Role of International
Accounting Standards

Globalization, liberalization,
privatization and advent of new
technologies have dramatically
changed and a number of multi-
national companies are establish-
ing their businesses in emerging
economies, and vice versa. The
entities in emerging economies are
increasingly accessing the
global markets to fulfil their capital
needs by getting their securities
listed on the stock exchanges
outside their country. This envi-
ronment generally expected uni-
form accounting and acceptable
accounting standards for global
business. However, main reasons
that are responsible for increase in
the role of International accounting
standards such as ensures quality
governance, uniform standards for
global business, high and accept-
able standards for world business
communities, proper regulatory
frame- work for economic devel-
opment, encourages the foreign
business communities to invest
money across the border, contrib-
uting a lot towards economic
development of a developed as well
as underdeveloped countries, pro-
vides proper platform to business

community to effectively face the
globalization problems, it is needed
to evaluate the performance of
multinational organization having
its own  subsidiarie’s, to make a
proper comparison of a company’s
financial performance with inter-
national organizations, to protect
the stakeholders’ interest and
minimize the international varia-
tions in accounting practice etc.

Brief History of Accounting Stan-
dard in India

The Council of the Institute of
Chartered Accountant of India
(ICAI) constituted the Accounting
Standard Board in 1977 with the
aim of issuing accounting guide-
lines according to changing busi-
ness environment to support the
meaningful accounting practices.
The ASB issued preface to the state-
ment of accounting standard in
1979. The preface statement
includes its scope and functions,
scope of accounting standards,
the procedure to be followed in
formulating the accounting stan-
dards etc.

Status of Indian Accounting Stan-
dards under Changing Business
Environment

The main aim of accounting is
recording, measuring and commu-
nicating economic information for
decision making to stakeholders.
The accounting authorities are only
to do and discharge their obliga-
tions without fail when acceptable
accounting standards are available
to business community, because the
accounting standards provide
uniform rules for preparation of
financial statement either to all or
to a certain class of business
enterprise. However, the Institute
of Chartered Accountants of India
(ICAI) as the accounting standards-
formulating body in the country—
has always made efforts to formu-

late high quality accounting stan-
dards and has successfuly issued
132 accounting standards on par
with International Accounting Stan-
dards. However, the globalization
provided many opportunities to
many countries to open their doors
to foreign investment across the
borders and also it encourages the
business communities to expand
their business in different countries
at different angles. This environ-
ment generally expected commonly
accepted uniform accounting stan-
dards for international business,
because commonly accepted ac-
counting standard ensures to pro-
tect the business as well as stake-
holders of business.

India is positively responding
towards changing business envi-
ronment in respect of accounting
rules and regulations because, so
far as the accounting professional
body like ICAI and the Govern-
mental authorities viz., the National
Advisory Committee on Account-
ing Standards established under the
Companies Act, 1956, and various
regulators such as Securities and
Exchange Board of India and
Reserve Bank of India are con-
cerned, the aim has always been
to comply with the IFRS to the extent
possible with the objective to for-
mulate sound financial reporting
standards. Moreover, accounting
professional body of India always
concentrate on formulating very
high quality standards resulting in
transparent and comparable
financial statements, however, if
any deviations from IFRS were
made it was where it was consid-
ered that these were not consistent
with laws and business environ-
ment in India. Now, as the world
globalizes, it has become impera-
tive for India also to make a formal
strategy for convergence with IFRS
with the objective to harmonize
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with globally accepted accounting
standards.

India’s Effort towards Improve-
ment of Accounting Practices at
International Level

Globalization of business ex-
pected a universally accepted
accounting language and it is
gaining momentum across the globe
in recent past. Due to this reason
the government of India took many
measures to improve the status of
accounting practices. The follow-
ing explanations clearly reveal the
effort of the government towards
improvement of accounting prac-
tices :

1. Government of India amen-
ded the Companies Act by intro-
ducing Section 211(3C) through the
Companies (Amendment) Act,
1999, whereby it is required that
the companies shall follow the Ac-
counting Standards notified by the
Central Government on a recom-
mendation made by the National
Advisory Committee on Account-
ing Standards (NACAS) constituted
under Section 21OA of the said Act.

2. Further, the government’s
Ministry of Corporate Affairs is-
sued notification on December 2006,
which prescribed Accounting Stan-
dards 1 to 29 as recommended by
the accounting professional body
of India (ICAI) and which came
into effect in respect of the account-
ing periods commencing on or after
the aforesaid date with the pub-
lication of these Accounting Stan-
dards in the Official Gazette. In
addition to that Government of
India had taken many steps to
improve the status of accounting
practice.

3. The Reserve Bank of India
is the banker of banks and it issued
guidelines to banks to follow the
accounting standards in preparing
and disclosing economic informa-
tion of organizations.

4. The Securities and Exchange
Board of India (SEBI), through the
listing agreement with stock ex-
changes, requires all listed entities
to follow the existing accounting
standards.

5. According to Insurance Re-
gulatory and Development Author-
ity Regulations Act, 2002, every in-
surance company has to comply
with the accounting standards
issued by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India for prepar-
ing and presenting their financial
statements.

6.  Institute of Chartered Ac-
countants of India is a full fledged
member of International Federa-
tion of Accountants Committee
(IFAC) and it has formulated ac-
counting standards on the basis of
International Accounting Stan-
dards. However, where departure
from IFRS is warranted keeping in
view the Indian conditions, the
Indian Accounting Standards have
been modified to that extent.

7. Institute of Chartered Accoun-
tants of India attempted in differ-
ent angles to bridge the gap be-
tween Indian accounting standards
and IFRS, through formulating
many new accounting standards
but also attempted to ensure that
the existing accounting standards
are in line with globalized business
environment.

8. Indian accounting body an-
nounced in 2007 about adoption
of international accounting stan-
dards from accounting period
commencing on or after 1st April
2011, and it is applicable to listed
entities; banks, financial institu-
tions, mutual funds and insurance
entities; entities with turnover ex-
ceeding 1 billion rupees, entities
having public deposits and/or bor-
rowings from banks and financial
institutions in excess of 250 million
rupees and holding or subsidiary

companies of any of the above
entities.

Harmonization of Accounting
Standards

International Financial Report-
ing Standards ensures universal
financial reporting language. In
view of this it is gaining momen-
tum across the globe, in recent past
and more than 100 countries are
ready to adopt international ac-
counting standards on or before
2011. In view of this many coun-
tries took interest in harmonization
of accounting standards. However
the harmonization means formu-
lation of accounting regulations
which, in material respect, are
similar to those of other countries.

Benefits of Harmonization of
Accounting Standards

The global business environ-
ment changes lot in world trade
like increase in the international
trade, and many domestic organi-
zations expand their business at in-
ternational level, rapid develop-
ment of technology etc. This en-
vironment generally forces business
communities to adopt common
accounting standards worldwide,
because it protects the interest of
large number of people and it is
a prerequisite for attracting foreign
investors as well as it is a tool to
motivate the domestic investors to
invest their fund across the border.
However, the harmonization of
accounting has many benefits it
increases the financial health of the
securities; protects—the interest of
stakeholders, minimizing exchange
costs through correct and fair in-
formation, increases the interna-
tional transactions and flow of
funds, ensures standardized ac-
counting information for policy
formulation to world business
communities, improving financial
markets information; increases the
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accoun-tability of government and
business comparability of interna-
tional financial information, elimi-
nate the misleading of financial
information to investors, uniformity
in financial reporting and it also
ensures adequate and acceptable
accounting information to manage-
ment to take right decisions about
international business activities.

Challenges of Harmonization of
Accounting Standards

Harmonization of accounting
standards provides useful informa-
tion to international communities—
those who directly or indirectly get
the benefits of multinational orga-
nizations and guiding them to take
appropriate decisions, however,
harmonization of accounting
standards is not a easy task, be-
cause it has many  challenges, these
are as follows :

1.  Accounting standards gen-
erally formulated by specific coun-
try based on their legal, economic,
social and cultural environments
this environment differs from
country to country and region to
region. Therefore, it is a challeng-
ing job before a respective country
to harmonize the accounting stan-
dards and adoption of international
accounting standard.

2.  There is a lot of gap between
accounting standard of India and
International accounting standards
and every country has its own
financial reporting philosophy and
would find it extremely difficult
to harmonize its domestic standards
with International financial report-
ing standards.

3.  Harmonization of account-
ing standard is dangerous to the
companies as the standards could
cut profits and inject volatility into
the balance sheets of the compa-
nies; hence the organization pro-
vide adequate education to the
investors about consequences of

harmonization of accounting stan-
dards.

4. Many studies pointed out that
accounting is flexible in nature and
it helps to adopt different account-
ing polices for different accounting
issues, but once harmonization of
accounting standards take place
they won’t be flexible enough, and
cannot fit the wide range of national
circumstances, legal systems, eco-
nomic and cultural differences of
countries.

5. Government and the regu-
latory authorities of India needed
to establish legal and regulatory
environments that provide for com-
pliance with all the IFRS.

6. Business organization has to
pay tax on their annual earnings
and it is generally commuted tax
on business income on the basis
of provisions of the Indian Income
Tax Act, 1961, however there is a
needed clarification from the tax
authorities on treatment of various
accounting transactions.

7. Reserve Bank of India and
Insurance Regulatory Authority of
India issued the set of guidelines
for the financial reporting for banks,
financial institutions and insurance
companies, respectively, including
the presentation format and ac-
counting treatment for certain types
of transactions etc., these guidelines
currently are not consistent with
the requirements of International
Financial Reporting

8. Security and Exchange Board
of India has also issued set of guide-
lines for listed companies regard-
ing disclosure of financial informa-
tion some of which are not con-
sistent with the requirements of
International Financial Reporting.

9.  Adoption of IFRS is unlikely
to improve accounting information
unless there is a corresponding
strengthening of laws and enforce-
ment.

10. The extension of Interna-

tional accounting standards to small
and medium-sized enterprise is also
challenging.

11. There are differences of
certain Indian Accounting Stan-
dards as compared to International
accounting standards viz., inven-
tories, cash flow statements, ac-
counting for government grants and
disclosure of government assis-
tance, earnings per share, impair-
ment of assets and intangible assets.

Major Findings of the Study
Here an attempt is made to

highlight the major findings of the
study; the findings of the study are
based on primary information
which is collected from the sample
accounting professions, these are
as follows :

1. More than 90% of sampled
chartered accountants and auditors
felt that harmonization of Interna-
tional accounting standard is good
in order to protect the interest of
those who directly or indirectly get
the benefit of organization as well
as to ensures prosperity of world
economy.

2. Among sample respondents
112 (75%) respondents opined that
ICAI formulated accounting stan-
dards based on IFSR but there is
a much gap between accounting
standards of India and International
accounting standards due to legal,
economic, social and cultural
environments and 38 respondents
(25%) not expressed any opinions
about gap between Indian account-
ing standards and International
accounting standards.

3. More than 90% of the sample
respondents opined that different
countries have different account-
ing standards which lead to incon-
sistent treatment and presentation
of accounting information which
creates confusion for users of fi-
nancial statements as well as it
creates inefficient capital markets
and economic crises.
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4. More than 87% (131) of sample
respondents argue that conver-
gence have many benefits like
growth of its international business,
ensures efficient capital market,
encourages investors to invest
money abroad, more foreign capi-
tal flow, ensures investors better
understanding investment oppor-
tunity, facilitates industry, raises
capital from foreign marketed., re-
maining 19 sample respondents
constituting 12.6% not expressing
their opinions about benefits of con-
vergence of national accounting
standards with IFRS.

5. Nearly 75% of the sample
respondents opined that conver-
gence of national accounting stan-
dards increases the relevance of
accounting profession and it also
facilitates to sell their services in
domestic country as well as foreign
country. And 37 sample respon-
dents amounting  25%  argue  that
convergence  of accounting  stan-
dards will not  help  accounting
profession to sell their services
abroad easily.

6. Around 80% (119) of the
sample respondents argue that ICAI
already announced the date of
adoption of International account-
ing standards and it also prepared
most of things what India needs
for convergence of national
accounting standards with IFSR.
20% (31) of the respondents opined
that ICAI is needed to prepared
many things to convergence of
national accounting standards with
IFSR in order to protect the interest
of stakeholders.

7. More than 90% of sample re-
spondents argue that the process
of convergence is a great challeng-
ing job and its success depends upon
proper compromise between the
accounting standard board of India
and International accounting stan-
dard board and remaining 14
sample respondents constituting

9.3% percent not expressing their
opinions about challenges of India
about convergence of national
accounting standards with IFSR.

Conclusions
Under globalized scenario the

world has become an economic
village; due to this reason many
changes took place in international
business like rapid growth of
international trade, international-
ization of organizations, fast de-
velopment in communication tech-
nologies, emergence of interna-
tional competition and integration
of international capital market etc.
This environment generally ex-
pected common accounting lan-
guage all over the world because
different countries in the world uses
different accounting polices which
lead to inconsistent treatment,
inconsistent disclosure, different
methods followed for measurement
of assets and liabilities and other
aspects as relating to accounting
etc., it creates confusion for users
of financial statements and it is also
not fully guiding the business
authorities to take proper economic
decisions as well as it leads to in-
efficiency in capital markets across
the world. In view of this many
countries in the world globally
accepted accounting standards and
implemented them, and some coun-
tries have announced the globally
accepted accounting standards are
to be implemented in near future
India also announced public inter-
est entities and listed entities should
be adopted from accounting peri-
ods beginning on or after 1st April
2011. However, India had many
challenges about convergence
national standards with IFSR, such
as legal problems, cultural prob-
lems; conceptual difference of
Indian accounting standards as
compared to International account-
ing standards etc. India is success-

fully converging national standards
with IFSR with proper com-prom-
ise and understanding between the
accounting standard board of India
and International accounting stan-
dard board.
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inancial statements are pre-
pared and presented for both
internal and external users

and for statutory requirement by
many entities around the world.
Although such financial statements
may appear similar from country
to country, they apply different
criteria for the recognition of items
in the financial statements. With
a view to harmonise regulations,
account-ing standards and proce-
dure relating to the preparation and
presentation of financial state-
ments, International Accounting
Standard Board (IASB) has
formulate the Global Accounting
Standard called IFRSs.

International Financial Repor-
ting Standards(IFRS) is the latest
and hottest topic among accoun-
ting professional and business
community across the globe. With
the opening up of economy due
to globalisation and business
expanding rapidly beyond geogra-
phy, multiple reporting system has
become time consuming, require
extra efforts and skill and costly.
It has also been identified as
hindrance for corporate growth.
The International Accounting
Standard Committee(IASC) is

committed to eliminate these
problems by developing one set
standards for reporting financial
statements, i.e. IFRS.

IFRSs issued by International
Accounting Standard Board(IASB)
are increasingly being recognised
as global reporting standards.
More than 100 countries including
all European Union countries and
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka
have already adopted IFRS.
Barring UK and USA, by 2011 all
developed and developing econo-
mies including India will be
converging to IFRS.

Though US has deferred its plan
to implement IFRS, a major
breakthrough has been achieved in
US as the Securities & Exchange
Commission (SEC) has allowed
Non-US companies listed in US
Stock exchanges to prepare their
financial statements under IFRS and
have given exemption to prepare
financial statements under US
GAAP.

What is IFRS
International Financial Repor-

ting Standards (IFRS) are standards
and interpretations adopted by the
International Accounting Stan-
dards Board (IASB).
They comprise :
(a) International Financial Report-

ing Standard
(b) International Accounting Stan-

dards; and
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(c) Interpretation developed by the
International Financial Re-
porting Interpretation Commi-
ttee (IFRIC) or the former
Standing Interpretation Co-
mmittee (SIC).

Why IFRS
Accounting bodies all over the

world and the various accounting
standard setting bodies are looking
to eliminate the differences
persisting in various countries as
to the treatment in the accounts
in respect of assets, liabilities,
Income & expenses etc. The main
purpose is to create a condition in
which the financial statements of
any entity can be easily read and
understood by the various users
of the statement residing in different
parts of the world. IFRSs  are the
solutions to this problem.

IFRS Compliants
As per IAS 1, an entity  is said

to have complied with IFRS if it
has complied with

(1) All IAS and IFRS
(2) All IFRIC and SICs
(3) Apply  all the pronounce-

ments of National standard setter
to the extent they are consistent
with other IFRS, SICs, IFRICs &
IASB frame work.

Benefits of convergence/adoption
of IFRS
(1) Only one set of Financial

Statement will be prepared
under IFRS as against multiple
set of financial statement as
per requirement of different
regulators.

(2) Universal financial reporting
language.

(3) Easy comparison of Financial
Statement.

(4) Due to preparation of only one

F

Contd. to Page 679
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Role of CMAs in
IFRS Era
CMA Dr. T. P.Ghosh*
Analysed from the perspective of the integration of Financial Accounting
System ( FAS) and Management Accounting System (MAS) , this paper
critically reviews four  issues :

 Fair value measurement framework
 Cost plus pricing and fair value based risk premium
 Componentisation of Assets
 Critical Estimation

and concludes that MAS  would be the basis of FAS in the IFRS era.
The paper also highlights the role of management accountants in different
phases of IFRS implementation.
As IFRS influence and improve the decision making system in the process
of delivering an improved financial reporting system, there is a need for
developing International Management Accounting Standards in the form
of best practices in the key decision making areas like fair value measurement,
cost plus pricing, and componentisation and principles of estimation which
would act  as an  accounting support system to IFRS.
Based on the limited review of four issues, this paper suggests to develop
seven standards in the first phase.

Introduction :
nternational Financial Report-
ing Standards ( IFRS) pene-
trate into the managerial

decision making process and
management control system to
improve the quality of the financial
reporting system. Whether the
pervasive influence of IFRS would
change the decision making process
and management would lean
towards fair value information
rather than cost based information
are the critical issues . In any case,
the generation of  IFRS based
financial statements depends upon
a supporting  Management Accoun-
ting System (MAS). Neither the
IFRS information can be generated
exclusively through voucher
accounting system  nor is it expected

that fair value based accounting
could be achieved through voucher
recording. Convergence to IFRS is
widely perceived as role enhan-
cement of the management accoun-
tants on many counts.

The fallacy that the IFRS
implementation project is finance
specific rather than business
initiative is now conclusively
resolved with a general  consensus
that the implementation of the IFRS
affects most of the processes and
functions within an entity, e.g.
finance, accounting, information
systems, and human resources.
MAS researchers like Juergen Daum
viewed  a missing link  that “there
are no analytical/management
accounting concepts based on the
IFRS performance philosophy to
support management in detailed
day-to-day decision making” and
argued for developing Interna-

*Professor, Institute of Management
Technology, Dubai. Email : tpghosh@
imt-dubai.ac.ae
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tional Management Accounting
Standards (IMAS).

Researchers like Hemmer &
Labro (2008) and Taipaleenmäki &
Ikäheimo (2009) suggest that the
financial accounting and manage-
rial accounting are more integrated
in the post-IFRS era than evidenced
in the earlier literature. Hemmer
and Labro (2008) further  argued
that management and financial
accounting systems are not inde-
pendent. Their study suggests that
the managerial decision making role
of a Management Accounting
System (MAS) does not seem to
be a concern in a Financial Accoun-
ting System (FAS). However, the
MAS is directly linked to properties
of the FAS.

In view of the above, this paper
intends to review linkage of MAS
and FAS in the context of IFRS
becoming the basis of FAS and that
specific issues wherein FAS would
penetrate MAS are fair value
measurement, cost principles,
performance evaluation , asset
management and  disposal, opera-
ting segment, risk and capital
management, assessment of un-
certainty and impairment of  assets
including financial assets.
This paper critically reviews impor-
tant issues like :
■ Fair value measurement of finan-

cial and non-financial assets
would essentially demand collec-
ting , recording and managing
non-accounting information syste-
matically. Accordingly, there
shall be a need for robust mana-
gement accounting system.

■ Fair value based expenses and cost
plus pricing : All elements of
historical cost like employee
costs, spares and consumables,
borrowing costs, depreciation,
etc. are affected by fair value
measurement  resulting in a
challenge to cost plus pricing

I
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methodology vis-à-vis target
return.

■ Controlling assets by components
as standardised in IAS 16.
Property, Plant and Equipment
links financial reporting to  asset
management strategies. Assets
are managed by components not
as a whole.

■ Present value accounting of
IFRS (like the case of IFRIC
12—Service Concession Arran-
gements) reflects a new perfor-
mance evaluation base. MAS
has to review  how the
management would use such
information as performance
evaluation criteria. In general,
fair value based profitability
parameters would essentially be
different from the historical cost
based profitability—posing
challenge to shift the decision
making parameters.

■ Neither the traditional financial
accounting concepts support
identification and valuation of
many intangible assets nor the
management accounting system
bridges the gap. This can be
linked to IFRS 3—Business
Combinations—wherein the
traditional concept of goodwill
is broken into marketing related,
customer related , contract
based, technology based and
artistic based intangible assets.
IFRS 3 demands reflection of
boardroom decisions in the
financial assets. Presently
corporate financial statements
mostly reflect physical assets
and unreconciled goodwill.

■ Linking the managerial decision
making process to accounting
and disclosures as reflected in
IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held
for Sale and Discontinued
Operations,  IFRS 8 Operating
Segment  and IFRS 9 Financial
Instruments, IAS 19 Leases

would require interlinking
management information system to
financial reporting system.

■ Risk management issues (like
vertical domain risk, geographic
channel risk, and much talked
about financial risk like credit
risk, liquidity risk, market risk)
have so far lacked  transparency
that could be linked to weak
corporate governance in many
jurisdictions. IAS 1 Presentation
of Financial Statements and
IFRS 7 Financial Instruments :
Disclosures sought to bring the
much desired transparency in
the field of risk management.
Disclosures of sources of esti-
mation uncertainty,  financial
risk disclosures or capital dis-
closures would necessitate a
management accounting system
to capture risks and uncer-
tainties and reflect in the
financial statements.

■ Impairment of financial assets and
application of accrued loss
model rather than estimated loss
model demands  detailed
impairment analysis of troubled
debt.

■ Cost to company principle of
employee cost assessment in
IFRS era is another aspect that
modern cost accounting system
shall capture. Valuation of
concessional loans to employees
as a financial instrument in
accordance with  IAS 39
Financial Instruments :
Recognition and Measurement
would capture better cost
information. In particular, it
would impact the cost plus
pricing.
Although this is not an exhaus-

tive list of issues that would require
improvement in  MAS, an attempt
has been made in this paper to detail
out four highly critical  issues (e.g.
fair value measurement, cost plus

pricing and risk premium, asset
management and estimation
uncertainty) leading to a conclusion
that there shall be a need for
management accounting standards
to uphold and strengthen the IFRS
based financial reporting system.
This paper intends to review in
details the MAS issues that would
support IFRS and in specific, the
role of the management accountants
in the IFRS era.

Fair Value Measurement Para-
meters
Determination of fair value as an
important measurement base is not
adequately clarified in the existing
IFRS and in the forthcoming
standard on fair value measure-
ment whereas various assets and
liabilities shall be measured
applying fair value ( Table 1).
The Exposure Draft on Fair Value
Measurement has suggested three
principal methods :

● Market approach
● Income approach
● Cost approach

Market approach : Under this
approach, prices and other relevant
information generated by market
transactions involving identical or
comparable assets or liabilities
(including a business) are used.
Other than direct market quotation,
valuation using multiples ( like P/
E multiples of similar companies)
fall within this approach.
Income approach : Under this
approach future amounts (eg cash
flows or income and expenses) to
a single present (discounted)
amount. Present value technique
falls under this category. Option
pricing models like Black Scholes
model (for valuation of European
stock option) or Binomial model
(lattice model), present value
accounting discounting and
categorized under this approach.
Similar valuation approaches are
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adopted for valuation of currency
option ( Garman Kohlhagen model),
interest rate swap, cap, color, floor,
FRA, etc.
Cost approach : The cost approach
is based on the current replacement
of the asset. It reflects the amount
that would currently be required
to replace the service capacity of
an asset . From the perspective of
a market participant (seller), the
price that would be received for
the asset is based on the cost to
a market participant (buyer) to
acquire or construct a substitute
asset of comparable utility,
adjusted for obsolescence. Obsoles-
cence encompasses physical
deterioration, functional (tech-
nological) obsolescence and
economic (external) obsolescence .
It is broader than depreciation for
financial reporting purposes which
is just an allocation of historical
cost.  The current replacement cost
approach is generally appropriate
for measuring the fair value of
tangible assets using an in-use
valuation premise because a market
participant would not pay more for
an asset than the amount for which

available and that are developed
on the basis of the best information
available about the assumptions
that market participants would use
when pricing the asset or liability.
Fair value hierarchy — The proposed
standard has also set out three levels
of fair hierarchy :
Level 1 Inputs : They are quoted
prices (unadjusted) in active
markets for identical assets or
liabilities that the entity can access
at the measurement date.
Level 2 Inputs : They are quoted
prices of similar assets—
 i. quoted prices for similar assets
or liabilities in active markets;
ii. quoted prices for identical or
similar assets or liabilities in
markets that are not active;
iii. inputs other than quoted prices
that are observable for the asset
or liability (eg interest rates and
yield curves observable at
commonly quoted intervals,
volatilities, prepayment speeds, loss
severities, credit risks and default
rates);
iv. inputs that are derived
principally from or corroborated
by observable market data by

it could replace the service capacity
of that asset. One variant of
replacement cost approach is
optimised current replacement
cost method [ Ghosh 2010] that takes
into account the principle of exit
price, and optimized the current
replacement cost taking into
account capacity difference and
other factors.
Inputs to the valuation techniques —
Inputs refer broadly to the assum-
ptions that market participants
would use when pricing the asset
or liability, including assumptions
about risk, eg the risk inherent in
a particular valuation technique
used to measure fair value (such
as a pricing model) or the risk
inherent in the inputs to the
valuation technique.
Inputs may be observable or
unobservable :
(a) Observable inputs are inputs that
are developed on the basis of
available market data and reflect
the assumptions that market
participants would use when
pricing the asset or liability.
(b) Unobservable inputs are inputs
for which market data are not

Table 1 : IFRS  Measurement Bases of Assets and Liabilities
Items of assets Initial Subsequent IFRS guidance
and liabilities measurement measurement on Parameters
Property, Plant and Cost Cost or revaluation model Earnings or depreciated
Equipment replacement cost
Intangible Asets Cost Cost or revaluation model No guidance
Financial Assets Fair value Fair value Level I , Level II, and Level III inputs
designated as at fair value
Financial Assets Fair value Amortised cost Amortised cost computation has been
designated as at amortised cost illustrated
Derivative Financial Instruments Fair value Fair value Valuation methodology not explained
Investment Property Cost Cost or revaluation model Level I , Level II, and Level III inputs
Biological Assets Cost Cost or fair value less costs to sell Market price and nature of market

explained
Non-current Assets Held for Fair value less Level I , Level II, and Level III inputs
Sale and Discontinued Operations costs to sell
Held for Trading Fair value Fair value Level I , Level II, and Level III inputs
Financial Liabilities
Other Financial Liabilities Fair value Amortised cost Amortised cost computation has been

illustrated
  Note : Fair value at the initial measurement has been adequately clarified in the respective IFRS/IAS
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correlation or other means (market-
corroborated inputs).
Level 3 Inputs : They are inputs
for the asset or liability that are
not based on observable market
data (unobservable inputs).
Unobservable inputs are used to
measure fair value to the extent
that relevant observable inputs are
not available, e.g. when market
activity for the asset or liability at
the measurement date is little or
nil.

The fair value hierarchy gives
the highest priority to quoted prices
(unadjusted) in active markets for
identical assets or liabilities (Level
1 inputs) and the lowest priority
to unobservable inputs (Level 3
inputs). In some cases, the inputs
used to measure the fair value of
an asset or a liability might be
categorised in different levels of
the fair value hierarchy. The fair
value measurement is categorised
in its entirety in the same level of
the fair value hierarchy as the lowest
level input that is significant to the
entire measurement.

International Valuation Stan-
dards add further to these valuation
principles.

The missing link is the practical
application manual for various
methods guiding data collection,
model building, filtering the out-
put and selection of the appro-
priate output from the range of
outcomes. For example, applica-
tion of de-preciated replacement
cost method or an optimised version
[ Ghosh 2010 ] would essentially
require critical and subjective
estimations leading to audit
controversies.

Accounting literature has
already captured the gap and IFRS
valuation guidance books attem-
pted to fill the missing links [ like
Catty, James P  2010].

In this context , a management

accounting standard ( or best
practices) may guide :
— Selection of methodologies for

valuation of various kinds of
assets and liabilities including
specific guidance to specialised
industries;

— Selection of input;
— Discounting, choice of discount

rates and sourcing discount
rates;

— Filtering range of outcomes;
— Supportive of MAS for main-

taining audit trails; and
— Linking the fair value to

management decision making.
It is possible to have a separate

classified standards for specia-
lised intangible assets like brand,
customer lists, artistic based
intangible assets, and derivative
instruments like swaps, options,
forwards, etc.

Cost Plus Pricing and Target
Return
Cost plus pricing is a popular
pricing methodology in the
regulatory pricing of goods or
services like fertiliser pricing or
pricing of electricity generation,
transmission and distribution.
This is also a popular pricing
method in free market pricing and
widely used in tendering for job
contracts.

Pre-IFRS historical costs of
materials, labour and overhead are
affected by fair value measurement
principles and other IFRS require-
ments on many counts :
— Componentisation of property,

plant and equipment alters
concept of  revenue and capital
expenditure;

— Change in the IFRS based depre-
ciation and asset maintenance
costs;

— Fair value of employee costs
covering concessional loans and
similar other financial benefits;

— Amortised cost based borrowing
costs;

— Effect of cash flow hedge reserve
on non-financial assets.
On the other hand, the target

return on the enhanced asset base
valued at replacement cost would
essentially be higher. Eventually
the fair value based cost plus
pricing will set a new pricing
dimension. Perhaps an older asset
base would lean back to a legitimate
a fair value basis to claim a
comparative return.

However, the recent develop-
ment shows that the Canadian
energy regulator has already
settled down to historical cost
depreciation in cost plus energy
pricing mechanism rather than fair
value depreciation.

Fair value measurement would
require compensating risk premium
by way of  return on assets such
that impairment is prevented in the
regulatory pricing mechanism.
Impairment analysis under IAS 36
and  fair value basis will be major
decision making factors in
regulatory pricing in the context
of public-private partnership. The
forthcoming standard on rate
regulated activities adds further
concern about the expanded asset
base. Return on asset should
compensate adequately such that
deferred expenses which are to be
recovered through rates (and
classified as rate regulated asset)
are justified and are not impaired.
Otherwise the very purpose of rate
regulated assets will be defeated.

The best practice guidance on
appropriate cost plus pricing
framework is emergent to protect
shareholders’ value in the listed
public sector companies governed
by the regulatory pricing
mechanism. Similarly, this will
provide a guidance on effective job
cost tendering.
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● the expected life (finite life
assets) or the expected treatment
cycle (for indefinite life assets
that need treatment)

● timing, nature and cost of all
capital treatments (in-life main-
tenance and end-life replace-
ment) needed to maintain serv-
ice potential of the asset over
its useful life.
Life cycle plan is designed to

optimise value (not just lowest
economic cost) over the cycle and

Componentisation of Assets
4.  Componentisation of assets in
accordance with IAS 16 Property,
Plant and Equipment is driven by
asset management and main-
tenance  requirements.  Refer to
Fig. 1 for componentisation prin-
ciple outlined in Asset Accounting
Framework published by the
Treasury Department of the
Government of South Australia.
An  asset register normally reflects
how assets are structured from asset
category to asset classes to asset
components ( Refer to Table 2). It
facilitates  data processing and
reporting needs, namely :
a. to perform valuations of assets

(from the component level) as
required by fair value assess-
ments;

b.  to provide structural layout of
assets andlink assets/asset
components to their location;

c.  to deliver works orders on an 
asset or asset  component;

d. to enter condition (and calculate
condition rating) at component
level and roll this up to an
aggregate at the asset level;

e. to generate inspection (ins-
pection orders) and work acti-
vities (works orders) against an
assets (at component level);

f. rollup costs for maintenance
and capital works for asset com-
ponents to account for costs at
the asset class or category level.
Generally, the  asset manage-

ment best practices have the
following steps :
Step 1 : Use inventory and
maintenance practice to determine
components and groupings;
Step 2 : Decide whether they have
finite or indefinite lives and whether
indefinite life assets need capital
treatments to keep them in use.
Step 3 : For each asset/component/
group, develop a life cycle plan
which includes:

reflects good engineering practice.
Plans should include revenue as
well as capital costs, though the
two should be separately identi-
fied. Revenue costs are not used
for valuation, but are needed for
ex-penditure planning and whole
life cost optimisation.

For example, Major Buildings
are  componentised into key compo-
nents like a. Roof b.  External Walls
c. Internal walls d. Floors  e. Ceilings
f. Mechanical Equipment g. Elec-

Componentisation
would result in
benefits in the
same time frame
as the asset as a
whole

If a component’s replacement cost
cannot be measured reliably, it is
not a major component
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trical Equipment h. Internal fittings Any lower levels are generally not
significant and should be avoided.
Fig. 1 Principles of Componentisation
Table 2 CSS/TAG Classification of Highway Assets
(This is not an exhaustive list of asset types/asset group/asset components)

Level 1 : Level 2 : Level 3 :
Asset Type Asset Group Components that Level 2

implicitly  covers in valuation

Road Flexible pavements • Pavement layers (formation, road-
base, binder course, surface course)

Flexible composite • Other surface types e.g. paved
pavements • Hard strip/shoulder

• Footway/cycleway attached
to Rigid concrete road

pavements • Central reservation, round-
about, lay-by etc.

Rigid composite • Markings
pavements • Kerbs

• Earthworks
(embankments & cuttings)

• Vegetation
• Drainage
• Safety fences
• Boundary fences and hedges
• Verges

Segregated Footpath • Binder course and surface course
footpaths Bridleways • Formation
and cycle Off road cycle routes
routes Pedestrian areas
Highway Lighting columns • Column and foundations
lighting and Lighting unit • Bracket
high mast attached to wall • Luminaire (or other fixtures, e.g.
lighting High mast lighting CCTV)

• Control gear, switching and inter-
nal wiring cabling (may depend on

ownership)

Three levels discussed in Table 2 are hierarchical :

Level 1 : Asset Types — Broad
categories based on the general fun-
ction of the assets. Similar assets
are aggregated  into asset types  that
is suitable for repor-ting in the
financial statements and provide
an appropriate basis for high level
management information.
Level 2 : Assets Groups — Used
to distinguish between assets that
have a similar function and form.
The asset groups should distinguish
between assets that are likely to
require different Unit Rates and
Gross Replacement Cost models.

Each asset group may need to be
further divided into sub-groups if
the Unit Rates are likely to vary
significantly between assets in
a group.
Level 3 : Components —Distingui-
shes between components that are
likely to require different depre-
ciation and impairment models, e.g.
different service lives and/or rates
of deterioration.

CSS/TAG Classification of
High-way Assets presented above
is a classic example of  decom-
position of assets into asset-
groups and then carrying out com-

ponentisation.  There are varied
practices and internal guidelines for
componentisation of assets.
Asset Revaluation : It is carried
applying cost approach like
depreciated replacement cost
(DRC) approach or another variant
optimised depreciated replacement
cost (ODRC). This involves
calculating the DRC by reducing
the gross replacement cost to reflect
the current age, condition and
performance of assets.

To calculate the initial DRC it
is necessary to know the current
condition and performance of the
assets. The condition and perfor-
mance data are then used to assess
the cost of work required to restore
the assets to the full performance
or as new condition. Such informa-
tion is an essential component of
asset management; but without
asset management to provide con-
sistent data covering all the asset
types the calculation cannot be
done.

Therefore, componentisation
of assets and application of revalu-
ation model in accordance with IAS
16 depends upon appropriate Asset
Management System.
IAS 16 Property, Plant and
Equipment would require :
— Depreciation charge based on

component of assets is expected
to be higher than the average
depreciation on the asset as
whole;

— Capitalisation of decommi-
ssioning , site restoration and
other liabilities would increase
the depreciation charge;

— Replacement cost depreciation
is essentially higher than
historical cost depreciation;

— Value of major spares and
inspection costs are capitalised

— Repairs and maintenance
overhead charge are expected
to reduce.
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Case Example 1. This case example explains that componentisation
of assets, capitalisation of major components on replacement, and
component-wise depreciation has the effect of smoothing asset utilisation
effect over the useful life of the asset.
Table 3  Comparative position of component-wise depreciation and
Indian GAAP depreciation

An asset is segregated into components and depreciated applying
straight line method whereas traditional system requires depreciation
over the useful life of the asset as a whole :

Amount in Rs. Million Components

Structure 1 2 Others Total
Carrying amount 600 100 100 50 850.0
Useful life (in years) 20 10 5 20
Residual value 30 5 5 0 40.0
Traditional Depreciation 40.50
IFRS Depreciation 28.50 9.50 19.00 2.50 59.50

Table 3A Neutralisation of  expense shock of component replace-ment cost

(a) Grantor of  the service arrange-
ment is a public sector entity,
including a governmental
body, or a private sector entity
to which the responsibility for
the service has been devolved.

(b) The operator is responsible for
at least some of the manage-
ment of the infrastructure and
related services and does not
merely act as an agent on be-
half of the grantor.

(c) The contract sets the initial
prices to be levied by the
operator and regulates price
revisions over the period of the
service arrangement.

(d) The operator is obliged to hand
over the infrastructure to the
grantor in a specified condi-
tion at the end of the period
of the arrangement. For hand-
ing over either  little or no
incremental consideration is
charged  irrespective of which
party initially financed it.

In ‘Built, Operate, Transfer’
(BOT) type arrangement, a service
provider develops the infras-
tructural  facilities, operates such
facilities for the agreed period of
time at a price to recover the cost
of facilities including profit, and
then transfers to the government
or governmental agency a private
sector entity to which the respon-
sibility for the service has been
devolved.

Amount in Years
Rs. Million

Cost Impact 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Analysis
Traditional
Depreciation 40.50 40.50 40.50 40.50 40.50 40.50 40.50
Routine Repairs 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00
and maintenance
Special repairs 100 200
Traditional Cost 60.50 160.50 60.50 60.50 60.50 60.50 260.50
IFRS
Depreciation 59.50 59.50 59.50 59.50 59.50 59.50 59.50
Routine Repairs 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00
and maintenance
IFRS Cost 79.50 79.50 79.50 79.50 79.50 79.50 79.50

Traditional accounting would
charge repairs and maintenance
costs including special repairs to
profit or loss unless future economic
benefit arising out of repairs has
increased from the past level.
IAS requires componen-tisation of
asset; and replacement of a
component is treated as a capital
expenditure.
Performance Measurement—
Evaluation of Service Concession
Arrangement
A service concession arrangement
contractually obliges the operator
to provide the services to the public

on behalf of the public sector entity.
Common features of this arrange-
ment are :
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IFRIC 12  Service Concession Arrange-
ments offers a fair value based
revenue recognition criteria which
has been described through Case
Example 2.
Case Example 2  An operator was
engaged by the Public Works
Department to construct a road
under ‘Build,  Operate and Trans-
fer’ mechanism. As per terms, the
operator has to complete construc-
tion within two years, and main-
tain and operate the road to a
specified standard for eight years
(i.e. years 3 –10). The terms of the
arrangement also require the
operator to resurface the road at
the end of year 8 —the resurfacing
activity is revenue-generating. At
the end of year 10, the arrangement
will end.

The operator provides the fol-
lowing cost estimates :
Contract Costs ( Rs. in million)
Year 1 :
Construction costs                                                  400
Year 2 :
Construction costs                                                   200
Years 3-10 :
Operating service cost  @ 10 million
per year
Year 8  :
Road resurfacing                                                      150

In year 8 the operator will be
reimbursed by the grantor for
resurfacing the road.

Assumed that  all cash flows
take place at the end of the year.

The terms of the arrangement
require the grantor to pay the
operator Rs. 150 million  per year
in years 3–10 for making the road
available to the public.

Suppose that the following
forecast is made for fair value

measurement (which are critical
estimation) :
Construction services   + 10%
Operating services  + 25%
Resurfacing + 10%
Accounting for this  service con-
cession arrangement under IFRIC12
applying fair value principle is ex-
plained below.
Analysis :  As per IFRIC 12 , the
operator recognises contract rev-
enue and costs in accordance with
IAS 11 Construction Contracts and
IAS 18 Revenue. The costs of each
activity—construction, operation
and resurfacing—are
recognised as expenses by re-
ference to the stage of completion
of that activity. Contract revenue
as measured by the fair value of
the amount due from the grantor
for the activity undertaken, and is
recognised simultaneously. The
obligation to resurface the road is

measured at zero in the statement
of financial position and the rev-
enue and expense are not recog-
nised in profit or loss until the re-
surfacing work is performed.
Year 1 :
Construction costs Rs. 400 million
Construction revenue Rs. 440
million
So construction profit of Rs. 40
million is recognised.
The amounts due from the grantor
meet the definition of a receivable
in IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Rec-
ognition and Measurement. The
receivable is measured initially at
fair value. It is subsequently
measured at amortised cost, i.e.
the amount initially recognised plus
the cumulative interest on that
amount calculated using the effec-
tive interest method minus repay-
ments.

The  effective interest rate  is IRR of cash flow as shown in
Table 4 below :

Table 4 Computation of Effective Interest Rate in Service

Concession Arrangements ( Rs. in Million)
Contract Operating  Resurfacing Payment by Net

 Year Services Services Services Grantor  Cash flow
0 0
1 -440 -440
2 -220 -220
3 -12.5 150 137.5
4 -12.5 150 137.5
5 -12.5 150 137.5
6 -12.5 150 137.5
7 -12.5 150 137.5
8 -12.5 -165 150 -27.5=
9 -12.5 150 137.5

10 -12.5 150 137.5
IRR 7.69%
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Receivables Accounting including computation of finance income as
is explained in Tables below:
Table 4 A Receivables Accounting in Service Concession Arrangements
( Rs. in Million)

Opening Due for Due for Due for
Year Balance of Construction Operating Resurfacing Cash Closing

Receivables Interest Services Services Services Receipt Balance
1 440.00
2 440.00 33.82 220 0 0 0 693.82
3 693.82 53.34 0 12.5 -150 609.66
4 609.66 46.87 0 12.5 -150 519.03
5 519.03 39.90 0 12.5 -150 421.43
6 421.43 32.40 0 12.5 -150 316.32
7 316.32 25.32 0 12.5 -150 203.14
8 203.14 15.62 0 12.5 165 -150 246.25
9 246.25 115.93 0 12.5 -150 127.68

10 127.68 9.82 0 12.5 -150 0.00

Table 4 B. Reconciliation of Cash Flow – Profit , Cost and Cash Payments
Received ( Rs. in Million)

Profit
Year Construction Operating Resurfacin Interest Total

Services Services Facing Income
1 40 40.00
2 20 33.82 53.82
3 2.5 53.34 55.84
4 2.5 46.87 49.37
5 2.5 39.90 42.40
6 2.5 32.40 35.90
7 2.5 25.32 26.82
8 2.5 15 15.62 33.12
9 2.5 115.93 21.43

10 2.5 9.82 12.32
60 20 15 275 370.00

Cost of construction 600.00
Cost of operations 80.00
Cost of resurfacing 150.00
Total Cost (a) 830.00
Total Receipt (b) 1200.00
Total Profit (b)—(a) 370.00

fair value measurement of revenue
but it has to support the criticalities
of estimation of future cash flows
and assessment of inherent uncer-
tainties to minimize the variance
between expected profit and earned
profit. Otherwise fair value based
IFRS profit would be essentially a
hypothetical profit measurement
approach detrimental to the share-
holders’ value.
IFRS Implementation
IFRS implementation is essentially
carried out through four phases as
shown in Figure 3.
Impact Analysis
● Evaluation of the definitions of

cost, revenue, asset and liabili-
ties  as per IFRS and its con-
tradiction with the existing Cost
Accounting System (CAS).

● Evaluate managerial require-
ments of the existing CAS based
information  and need for gen-
erating such information in post-
IFRS periods. This can be
achieved by mapping  informa-
tion requirements for manage-
ment accounting purposes.

● Listing non-accounting informa-
tion requirements to carry out
IFRS based measurement and
linking them with Management
Information System (MIS).

● Assessing the relevance of non-
accounting information ( eg. fair
value information) in the mana-
gerial decision making.

● Evaluating whether parallel
historical cost records are essen-
tial wherever fair value basis
are applied.

● Perform a cost benefit analysis
to compare the feasibility of
maintaining traditional cost
records which were used for
decision making process in the
pre-IFRS era, decision impact
on application of IFRS informa-
tion and need for continuation
of old  CAS based information
(if any) in the post-IFRS era.

Accordingly, the company will
recognise profit and interest income
in different years and charge costs.

How would IFRIC 12 affect the
MAS of an infra company? It

requires to develop a target profit
measurement basis appropriate to
the circumstance for measuring the
fair value of revenue. The MAS
should be able to support not only
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Case Example 3 : IAS 16 Property,
Plant and Equipment requires com-
ponentisation of assets. Currently
certain components are recognised
as inventories of spares and
expensed on consumption. In
post—IFRS era those spares shall
be classified as assets and to be
depreciated. Since uneven nature
of the cost as per existing MAS is
smoo-thed under IFRS system ( refer
to Case Example 1 and Figure 2),
it would alter risk and return
analysis.
Case Example 4: Concessional loans
to employees are measured at fair
value at initial recognition apply-
ing IAS 39/IFRS 9. There shall be
fair value loss at initial recognition
as the interest charged to employ-
ees is lower than the benchmark
yield. This will impact employee
costs derived as per existing  MAS
which does not apply cost to com-
pany model. The additional em-
ployee cost shall impact the mar-
ginal cost, product profitability
and even regulatory pricing of
goods and services wherever
applicable. To avoid the far—reach-
ing consequences, the manage-
ment/regulator may require to
continue with the existing CAS
based employee costs. Even the
IFRS record keeping would be
different from the historical cost
based record keeping.

2. Planning
■ Identification of changes re-

quired in the MIS
■ Define changes required to man-

agement accounting policies
■ Develop plan for integration

with the  financial reporting
system

■ Develop a detailed conversion
project plan including resource

requirements, key milestones
and deliverable due dates.

3. Implementation
■ Map the conversion adjustments

required; for example, determin-
ing what information the IT
system would now be required
to capture, such as credit risk
by customer pool.

■ Finalize management account-
ing policies.

■ Staff training.
4. Post-Review
■ Assess quality of analytical data

delivered.
■ Determine changes needed to

meet best practice requirements.
■ Finalize management account-

ing requirements for informa-
tion systems.
Increasingly, management team

will need policies and  practices
that support daily decision-mak-
ing within the IFRS framework
based on the principle of fair value.
Case Example 5: Management has
taken currency forward for hedg-
ing currency risk. Forwards elimi-
nates the upside advantage but
cover downside risk. A company
having foreign currency revenue
or expenses often uses forwards for
hedging that caps the upside ad-
vantages. They do not use options
to avoid upfront payment. IAS 39/
IFRS 9 require fair value measure-
ment of derivatives and creation
cash flow hedge reserve. A cumu-
lative negative fair value of the cur-
rency forwards would reflect the
inherent risk in the hedging strat-
egy and influence the management
to look for alternative financial
products. The management accoun-
tants shall have to design the data
base for alternative performance
evaluation system.

Figure 3 Phases of IFRS Imple-
mentation

Concluding Remarks
Fair value based accounting has
opened new vistas for managerial
decision making resulting in a
critical shift in the MAS as well
as the role of  management accoun-
tants. A pre-requisite of IFRS
implementation is captur-ing non-
accounting information into
financial reporting system. This
enhanced data requirement
demands and dictates the re-
positioning of the  management
accounting professionals and also
pushes them to assume a key  role
in the financial reporting function.
In India, it is the responsibility of
the cost and management accoun-
ting institute to lead the process
of designing IFRS based decision
making system.
Management accounting cannot
be standardised in the same way
as financial accounting. In
this context, standards refer to
a common approach rather
than fixed, mandatory rules.
Common best practices need to be
shared, and international manage-
ment accounting standards
(IMAS) should represent best-
practice standards for mana-
gerial decision making. Some select
areas for the first instalment
should cover :

IFRS Implementation

Impact Analysis 1

Planning 2

Implementation 3

Post Review 4
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Standard 1 Management Accoun-
ting  System  for Fair
value Measurement

Standard 2 Fair Value of Intangi-
ble Assets

Standard 3 Fair Value Measure-
ment of Derivative
Financial Instruments

Standard 4 Cost Plus Pricing
Framework

Standard 5 Asset Management
System

Standard 6 Componentisation of
Assets

Standard 7 Basis of Estimation

Keywords :
Asset Management System,
Componen-tisation of Assets, Fair
Value Measurement, Financial
Accounting System, International
Financial Reporting Standards, Ser-

vice Concession Arrangement,
Management Accounting System,
Optimised Depreciated Replace-
ment Cost.
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set of financial statement
under IFRS, it will be cost
effective and time saving.

(5) Cost of raising funds from
abroad will be cheaper.

Applicability of IFRS in India
IFRS will be implemented in

India in three different phases :
Phase I :
Effective from 1st April 2011
(1) Sensex 30 Companies
(2) Nifty 50 Companies
(3) Listed & Non-listed Com-

panies having Net Worth of
more than  Rs.1000 Crore  as
on 1st April 2009.

Phase II :
Effective from 1st April 2012
(1) Listed & Non-listed companies

with net worth of more than
Rs.500 Crores

(2) Insurance Companies.
Phase III :
Effective from 1st April 2013
(1) All listed Companies with Net

worth of less than Rs.500 Crore
(2) Banking Companies.
Non-Applicability of IFRS in India

IFRS standards  will not apply

to non-listed companies with a net
worth of less than Rs.500 crore &
to SMEs, though they can volun-
tarily prepare their financial
statements under IFRSs.
Earlier adoption of IFRS

Earlier adoption of IFRSs in
India  and preparation of financial
statements accordingly is not
permitted as it does not have legal
backing as of now.
Challenges for India

As the Government of India has
set the dateline for adoption of
IFRS in India for financial year
commencing on or after 1st April
2011, it is imperative to make
changes in the following Acts :
(1) Companies Act
(2) SEBI Act
(3) Banking Regulation Act
(4) Insurance Act
(5) Income Tax Act.
Fate of Accounting Standards
issued by ICAI

As of date, there are about
8,50,000 companies registered in
India under the Companies Act,
1956. Out of this, around 6,000

companies are listed in different
exchanges in India and few blue
chip companies are listed in
exchanges outside India i.e in
NASDAQ , LSE , Luxemburg etc.
A vast majority of the companies
in India are not listed and having
net worth of less than Rs. 500 crore,
are given exemption from adoption
of IFRS. These companies are
required to prepare their financial
statements under Indian GAAP.
Therefore, Companies Act need to
be amended suitably to accommo-
date both the Indian GAAP &
IFRS.
Conclusion

In the changing economic
environment, India cannot afford
to isolate itself from global
accounting practices. Not  shout
it. Irrespective of changes required
in our legislation and resources
needed for convergence to IFRS,
sooner the better for  economic pros-
perity. There are huge challenges
ahead—yet there are immense
opportunities  for Indian accoun-
ting professionals.

Contd. from Page 668
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Implementation of
IFRS in India
Puja Aggarwal*

IFRS, International Financial Reporting Standards, are issued by IASB,
International Accounting Standard Board (IASB is the independent standard
setting body of the IASC Foundation1). Earlier the issuing body was known
as IASC, International Accounting Standard Committee, and the standards
issued by IASC were known as IAS, International Accounting Standard.
IASC worked from 1973 till March 2001. From April 1, 2001, IASB took
over IASC. IASB adopted the existing IAS and continued developing the
standards with the name IFRS. Interpretations of IAS and IFRS are developed
by the IFRS Interpretations Committee2. The Interpretations Committee
replaced the former Standing Interpretations Committee (SIC) in March
2002. The Interpretations Committee’s mission (from the IASCF Consti-
tution) is “to interpret the application of International Accounting Standards
(IAS) and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and provide
timely guidance on financial reporting issues not specifically addressed in
IASs and IFRS, in the context of the IASB Framework, and undertake
other tasks at the request of the IASB”.
Presently there are in total 29 IAS, 11 SIC, 9 IFRS AND 19 IFRIC.

ccounting world in India
is having lot of anxieties
regarding the implemen-

tation of IFRS. Earlier things were
not clear as to the procedure of
implementation of IFRS in India
but now the clouds are no more
there as we have got the guidelines
on the phased implementation of
IFRS in India. India is all set to
converge with IFRS, YES THE
Buzz… word is convergence. India
is not adopting IFRS, it is converg-
ing with IFRS. Although the guide-
lines for the convergence have been
laid yet the possibilities of teething
*Faculty member, IMT Ghaziabad.
1. IASC Foundation has formally
changed its name to IFRS Foundation
wef July 1,2010
2. At their meeting in January 2010,
the IASCF Trustees voted to rename
the International Financial Reporting
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) to
the IFRS Interpretations Committee.
The name change is being implemented
as of 31 March 2010.

troubles cannot be overruled. For
past many decades we have fol-
lowed certain system and now to
shift to new accounting practices
would not be a cakewalk. But this
entire exercise would help bring
Indian accounting to an interna-
tional platform.

This article aims to look at all
the regulations set by the Depart-
ment of Company Affairs till now,
regarding the phased implemen-
tation of IFRS in India. The article
would also throw some light on
the areas of accounting which
would see a major change after the
implementation of IFRS.

The Road map to IFRS in India
The Core Group constituted by

the Ministry of Corporate Affairs
for convergence of Indian Account-
ing Standards with International
Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) from April, 2011 has agreed
that there will be two separate sets

of accounting standards under
Section 211 (3C) of the Companies
Act, 1956.

This was decided at a meeting
of the Core Group held on January
11 in view of the roadmap for
achieving convergence, an official
press release said.

According to it, the first set
would comprise the Indian Ac-
counting Standards which are
converged with the IFRS, which
shall be applicable to the specified
class of companies.

The second set would comprise
the existing Indian Accounting
Standards and would be applicable
to other companies, including small
and medium companies (SMC).

The first set of Accounting Stan-
dards (converged accounting stan-
dards) will be applied to specified
class of companies in phases. The
following scheme is for all com-
panies other than Banking and
Insurance Companies. For Banking
and Insurance Companies a sepa-
rate scheme has been chalked out.
(a) Phase I : The following catego-
ries of companies will convert their
opening balance sheets as at April
1, 2011, if the financial year com-
mences on or after April 1, 2011
in compliance with the notified ac-
counting standards which are
convergent with IFRS. These com-
panies are :
a. Companies which are part of

NSE—Nifty 50
b. Companies which are part of

BSE—Sensex 30
c. Companies whose shares or

other securities are listed on
stock exchanges outside India

d. Companies, whether listed or
not, which have a net worth in
excess of Rs.1,000 crores.

(b) Phase II : The companies,
whether listed or not, having a net
worth exceeding Rs. 500 crores but
not exceeding Rs. 1,000 crores will

A
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convert their opening balance sheet
as at April 1, 2013, if the financial
year commences on or after April
1, 2013 in compliance with the
notified accounting standards
which are convergent with IFRS.
(c) Phase III : Listed companies
which have a net worth of Rs. 500
crores or less will convert their
opening balance sheet as at April
1, 2014, if the financial year com-
mences on or after April 1, 2014,
whichever is later, in compliance
with the notified accounting stan-
dards which are convergent with
IFRS.

When the accounting year ends
on a date other than March 31, the
conversion of the opening Balance
Sheet will be made in relation to
the first Balance Sheet which is made
on a date after March 31.

Companies which fall in the fol-
lowing categories will not be re-
quired to follow the notified ac-
counting standards which are
converged with the IFRS (though
they may voluntarily opt to do so)
but need to follow only the notified
accounting standards which are not
converged with the IFRS. These
companies are :
(a) Non-listed companies which

have a net worth of Rs. 500
crores or less and whose shares
or other securities are not listed
on Stock Exchanges outside
India.

(b) Small and Medium Companies
(SMC).

The ‘Core Group’, has also pub-
lished certain clarifications of
earlier announcements about the
changeover, as follows :

Companies covered in Phase I
will prepare their financial state-
ments for 2011-12 in accordance
with converged accounting stan-
dards but will show previous years’
figures as per non-converged ac-
counting standards.

However, there will be an option
to add an additional column to
indicate converged accounting
standards figures, had these been
applied in that previous year.
Companies which make this ad-
ditional disclosure will, for this
purpose, convert their opening
balance sheet as at the date on which
this previous year commences and,
in that case, a further conversion
of the opening balance sheet for
the year for which the financial
statements are prepared will not
be necessary.

Companies covered in 2nd/3rd
phase will have an option to apply
converged accounting standards
only for the financial year commenc-
ing on April 1, 2011 or thereafter.

With regard to parent compa-
nies covered in any one of the three
phases for the changeover to con-
verged accounting standards,
having subsidiaries, joint ventures
or associates not covered under the
same phasing plan, the consolidated
financial statements are to be
prepared with converged account-
ing standards in accordance with
the same timetable as the parent
company.

When one or more companies
in a group fall in a phase other
than the phase applicable to the
parent company, they can continue
to prepare stand-alone accounts ac-
cording to the phase applicable to
them, but the parent may need to
make convergence amendments to
these accounts for the purposes of
consolidation. Such subsidiaries,
joint ventures or associate compa-
nies may opt for early adoption
of converged accounting standards.

Once a company starts follow-
ing converged accounting stan-
dards on the basis of the eligibility
criteria, it will be required to follow
such accounting standards for all
the subsequent financial statements

even if any of the eligibility criteria
does not subsequently apply to it.

For the purpose of calculation
of qualifying net worth of compa-
nies, the following rules will
apply :
● The net worth will be calculated

as per the audited balance sheet
of the company as at March 31,
2009 or the first balance sheet
for accounting periods which
end after that date;

● The net worth will be calculated
as the Share Capital plus Re-
serves less Revaluation Reserve,
Miscellaneous Expenditure and
Debit Balance of the Profit and
Loss Account;

● For companies which are not
in existence on March 31, 2009,
the net worth will be calculated
on the basis of the first balance
sheet ending after that date.

Banking and Insurance Compa-
nies

On 29th March 2010, a meeting
of the Core Group was held under
the Chairmanship of Shri
R. Bandyopadhyay, Secretary,
Ministry of Corporate Affairs.  The
meeting was attended by the of-
ficials from Ministry of Finance,
SEBI, RBI, IRDA, C&AG, PFRDA,
ICAI, Industry representatives and
other experts.        

In the meeting, the Core Group
deliberated and approved the
Roadmap recommended by Sub-
Group I in respect of Insurance
Companies, Banking Companies
and Non-Banking Finance Compa-
nies.  The Roadmap recommended
by Sub-Group I for such classes
of companies is as under :

Insurance Companies
All insurance companies will

convert their opening balance sheet
as at 1st April 2012 in compliance
with the converged Indian Account-
ing Standards.
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Banking Companies
(a)  All scheduled commercial

banks and those urban co-opera-
tive banks (UCBs)  which have a
net worth in excess of Rs. 300 crores,
will convert their opening balance
sheet as at 1st April 2013 in com-
pliance with the first set of Account-
ing Standards (i.e. the converged
Indian Accounting Standards).

(b)  Urban co-operative banks
which have a net worth in excess
of Rs. 200 crores but not exceeding
Rs. 300 crores will convert their
opening balance sheets as at 1st April
2014 in compliance with the first
set of Accounting Standards (i.e.
the converged Indian Accounting
Standards).

(c)  Urban co-operative banks
which have a net worth not ex-
ceeding Rs. 200 crores and Regional
Rural Banks (RRBs) will not be
required to apply the first set of
Accounting Standards i.e. the
converged Indian Accounting Stan-
dards (though they may voluntar-
ily opt to do so) and need to follow
only the existing notified Indian
Accounting Standards which are
not converged with IFRSs.

Non-Banking Financial Companies
(i)  The following categories of

non-banking financial companies
(NBFCs) will convert their opening
balance sheet as at 1st April 2013
if the financial year commences on
1st April (or if the financial year
commences on any other date, then
on the date immediately following
1st April 2013) in compliance with
the first set of Accounting Stan-
dards (i.e the converged Indian
Accounting Standards). These
NBFCs are :
a.  Companies which are part of

NSE—Nifty 50
b.  Companies which are part of

BSE—Sensex 30
c.  Companies, whether listed or

not, which have a net worth in
excess of Rs.1,000 crores.

(ii)  All listed NBFCs and those
unlisted NBFCs which do not fall
in the above categories and which
have a net worth in excess of Rs.
500 crores will convert their open-
ing balance sheet as at 1st April 2014
if the financial year commences on
1st April (or if the financial year
commences on any other date, then
on that date following 1st April 2014)
in compliance with the first set of
Accounting Standards (i.e con-
verged Indian Accounting Stan-
dards).

(iii)  Unlisted NBFCs which
have a net worth of Rs. 500 crores
or less will not be required to follow
the first set of accounting standards
(i.e the converged Indian account-
ing standards), though they may
voluntarily opt to do so, but need
to follow only the notified Indian
accounting standards which are not
converged with the IFRSs.

The rules for calculation of
qualifying net worth to be recom-
mended to the scheduled commer-
cial Banks/urban cooperative
Banks/NBFCs are as follows :
● The net worth will be calculated

as per the audited balance sheet

(Contd.)

of the scheduled commercial
Banks/ urban co-operative
Bank/NBFC as at March 31, 2011
or the first balance sheet for
accounting periods which ends
after that date;

● The net worth will be calculated
as the Share Capital plus Re-
serves less Revaluation Reserve,
Miscellaneous Expenditure and
Debit Balance of the Profit and
Loss Account;

● For scheduled commercial
Banks/urban co-operative
Banks/NBFCs which are not in
existence on March 31, 2011, the
net worth will be calculated on
the basis of the first balance sheet
ending after that date.
Above are all the regulatory

guidelines on the implementation
of IFRS. As already discussed there
are 29 IAS and 9 IFRS. Although,
by and large, for every IFRS and
IAS, there is a  corresponding
Accounting Standard in India, but
the regulations of Indian Account-
ing standards are quite different
from that IFRS. Below is the list
of all the IFRS and IAS and the
corresponding Indian AS :

IAS Title Corresponding
No.  Indian AS

IAS 1 Preparation of Financial Statements AS-1
IAS 2 Inventories AS-2
IAS 7 Cash Flow Statements AS-3
IAS 8 Accounting policies, change in AS-5

accounting estimates and errors
IAS 10 Events occurring after the balance AS-4

sheet date
IAS 11 Construction contracts AS-7
IAS 12 Income Tax AS-22
IAS 16 Property Plant and equipment AS-6 & 10
IAS 17 Leases AS-19
IAS 18 Revenue AS-9
IAS 19 Employee benefits AS-15
IAS 20 Accounting for Govt. grants and AS-12

disclosure of Govt. assistance
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IAS 21 The Effects of changes in foreign AS-11
exchange rates

IAS 23 Borrowing costs AS-16
IAS 24 Related Party disclosures AS-18
IAS 26 Accounting and reporting by retire- —

ment benefits plans
IAS 27 Consolidated and separate financial AS-21

statements
IAS 28 Investment in Associates AS-23
IAS 29 Financial reporting in Hyper infla- —

tionary economies
IAS 31 Interest in Joint ventures AS-27
IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation AS-31
IAS 33 Earning per Share AS-22
IAS 34 Interim Financial Reporting AS-25
IAS 36 Impairment Assets AS-28
IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and AS-29

Contingent assets
IAS 38 Intangible Assets AS- 26
IAS 39 Financial Instrument: Recognition AS- 30

and Measurement
IAS 40 Investment Property AS- 13
IAS 41 Agriculture  —
IFRS 1 First time adoption of IFRS  —
IFRS 2 Share based payment Guidance Note
IFRS 3 Business Combination AS- 14
IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts   —
IFRS 5 Non Current Assets held for sale AS- 24

and discontinued operation
IFRS 6 Exploration for and evaluation of —

Mineral Resources
IFRS 7 Financial Instrument: Disclosures AS- 32
IFRS 8 Operating Segment AS- 17

% IAS 33, Earning Per Share
% IAS 36, Impairment of Asset
% IAS 38, Intangible Assets
IFRSs require  some time to reach
a level of technical preparedness
% IAS 18, Revenue
% IAS 21, The Effects of Changes

in Foreign Exchange Rates.
% IAS 26, Accounting and Report-

ing by Retirement Benefit Plans
% IAS 40, Investment Property
% IFRS 2, Share Based Payment
% IFRS 5, Non-current Assets

Hold for Sales and Discontin-
ued Operations

IFRSs—Adoption of Which Require
Changes in Laws/Regulations
% IAS 1, Presentation of Financial

Statements
% IAS 8, Accounting Policies,

Changes in Accounting and Es-
timates Errors

% IAS 10, Events after the  Balance
Sheet Date

% IAS 16, Property, Plant and
Equipment

% IAS 32, Financial Instrument :
Presentation

% IAS 34, Interim Financial Re-
porting

% IFRS 39, Financial Instrument:
Reorganization and Measure-
ment

% IFRS 4, Insurance Contacts
% IFRS 7, Financial Instruments :

Disclosures
Exposure drafts of many con-

verged accounting standards have
already been prepared by ICAI and
is available on its website. Very soon
the accounting standards would be
notified for the companies which
have to prepare their financial
statements on that basis in the first
phase. Efforts are already going on
to converge Indian accounting with
IFRS. Now when the date is set,
time will come when all Indian com-
panies would be preparing their
financial statements as per the
accounting standards converged
with IFRS.

(Contd.)
IAS Title Corresponding
No.  Indian AS

Out of all the IFRS and IAS, there
are some which can be adopted
immediately, some have minor
differences from the correspond-
ing AS, some require technical
preparations, some have even
conceptual differences from the cor-
responding Indian Accounting
Standard, and some are there whose
adoption would require change in
law or regulations.

IFRS that can be adopted imme-
diately
% IAS 11    Construction Contracts
% IAS 23    Borrowing Costs
IFRSs having minor differences
% IAS 2 Inventories
% IAS 7, Cash Flow Payments
% IAS 17, Leases
% IAS 20, Accounting for Govern-

ment Grants and Disclosure of
Government Assistance
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Understanding IFRS 9
Shashikant Choubey*

FRS 9 (Financial Instruments)
declared by IASB in Novem-
ber 2009 with a view

to simplify IAS 39 (Financial In-
struments—Recognition and Mea-
surement) and replace it with IFRS
9 by end of 2010 in full. As of now
IFRS 9 reads with reference and
within preview to IAS 39. In this
course, IFRS 7 (Financial Instru-
ment—Disclosure) and IFRS 9
(Financial Instruments) will be the
accoun-ting guideline of all Finan-
cial Instruments (FI). The standard
(IFRS 9) is applicable with effect
from 1st January 2013, however,
early adoption is recommended and
permitted by the board. While
adopting IFRS 9 before 2013, the
entity must disclose the fact in the
notes to account. Date of adoption
is about four years from now. By
this period, Phase II (Financial
liabilities, and fair valuation part)
of this standard will also be ready
for adoption.

Chapters 4 and 5 of IFRS 9 is
focused on classification and
measurement of FI. In the first stage,
IFRS 9 recommends to classify and
measure all FIs, recognised and
measured on the basis of:
1. Business objective and model of

an entity for mana-ging FIs and
the contractual cash flow char-
acteristics of the FIs.

2. To be measured initially at fair
value plus, in the case of FIs
not at fair value through Profit

* Assistant Finance Controller, Ford
Motors, Riyadh

and Loss (FVTPL) and, if not,
then through transaction
costs, and

3. Further measured at amortised
cost or fair value.
Under IAS 39, Financial Assets

(FA) are classified under three
categories, Held-to-Maturity
Assets, Available-for-Sale Assets
and Loans and receivables. In order
to simplify the accounting, IFRS 9
has discarded such classification
and recommended to classify under
two models ‘Business Model Test-
ing’ and ‘Cash Flow Characteristics
Model’.

Business Model Testing
An entity’s business model is

determined by its management and
key managerial personnel (as per
IAS 24). The same business model
should be disclosed as notes to
accounts. The business model test
requires objective of business unit
about FA is to collect the contrac-
tual cash flows of the assets rather
than realise their fair value change
from sale before their contractual
maturity. This determination is
made at a business unit level under
asset portfolio and not an identical
financial instrument level. The
business model testing could be
explained with a simple example.
Housing Finance Company A with
an objective, that advances ex-
tended to customer (loan assets in
the books of A) will be to realise
the value as per the contract after
maturity of the agreement with
principal and interest in cash. Where

Recent Developments in Finance

another Housing Finance
Company B, whose objective is to
realise the fair value of such
advances before its maturity on
call or option. Thus, FA held in
the Company A, that give rise to
cash flows that are payments of
principal and interest qualify for
amortised cost measurement. But
the same FA in the Company B
does not require such treatment.
Temporary deviation in the activ-
ity from a prime business model
by the entity does not affect busi-
ness model. As in the above ex-
ample, Company A, though have
objective to keep the FA till maturity
but some the FAs realised before
the maturity with view to meet some
business contingencies, does not
deviate its business model and
objective.

Cash Flow Characteristics Model
The instruments which meet

the concept of principal and inter-
est under the contract and realises
after maturity fall under this model.
The interest may be fixed or
variable, or combination of both.
The standard describes interest as
consideration for the time value of
money and credit risk associated
with the principal outstanding
during the period of contract. Thus,
a quasi-debt instrument like con-
vertible bond does classify under
these categories.

Apart from above two classi-
fications of FAs, all FAs are required
to be measured at fair value in-
cluding equity investments assets,
derivative assets and other trading
assets.

Key changes made in IFRS 9
which differentiate from IAS 39
about the FAs can be summarised
as below :

I
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Phase II of IFRS 9 continues to
be amended and finalises its pro-
posals on accounting for financial
liabilities, hedging, impairment, de-
recognition and fair valuation.
These changes may be in line with
US GAAP which to be seen in the
near future. In order to make more

Financial IFRS 9 IAS 39
Assets

Embedded derivatives

Recourse and/or Securitiza-tion Receiv-
ables

Pure  Debt Securities (listed/unlisted)

Held-to-maturity investments

Quasi/Convertible Instruments

Liquid or available for sale debt in-
struments

Pure Equity instruments
( listed/unlisted)

Embedded derivatives are no longer
separated from hybrid contracts that
have a financial asset host. Instead, the
entire hybrid contract is assessed for
classification using the principles above

Measured through fair valuation
tools

Measured at amortised cost if ‘business
model’ and ‘cash flow characteristics’
tests are satisfied, otherwise mea-sured
at fair value through profit or loss

Same as above

To be classified and measured at fair
value with gains/losses in the profit
or loss

Measured at amortised cost if the
‘business model1 and ‘cash flow char-
acteristics’ tests are satisfied, otherwise
measured at fair value through profit
or loss

Initial recognition, to irrevocably
elect to present all fair value changes
from the investment in other compre-
hensive income. No amount recognised
in other comprehensive income is ever
reclassified to profit or loss at a later
date

Embedded derivative acts as a com-
ponent part of a ‘hybrid’ financial in-
strument which also includes a non-
derivative host contract with the effect
that some of the cash flows of the hybrid
instrument vary in a similar way to
a stand-alone derivative. A ‘hybrid’ in-
strument is a combination of both the
host contract and the embedded
derivative

To be measured at amortised cost

Measured at fair value (unless in the
held-to-maturity category)

Measured at amortised cost with a
‘tainting’ test

Some underlying debt instrument may
be measured at amortised cost

Recognised at fair value with gains/
losses deferred in other comprehensive
income.

Gains and losses deferred in other com-
prehensive income. Impairment losses
recognised in profit or loss. This is in
line with IAS 18 ‘Revenue’, provided
that they do not represent recovery of
the cost of the investment

clarity on accounting of Financial
Liabilities (for debt to equity swap
instruments), IFRC 19 has been
issued in November 2009.

It sure that IFRS 9 emerges as
a landmark standard, particularly
for financial and banking industry
in terms of simplicity and easy to

adopt the accounting practices. Full
impact of this standard could be
assessed only after completion of
Phase II.

Reference :
■ IFRS 9 (issued by IASB) IFRC

19
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Transition to Future
Indian GAAP-IFRS
Anupam  Karmakar*

IFRS stands for International Financial Reporting Standards and Inter-
pretations issued by IASB. IFRS is a set of international accounting standards
stating how particular types of transactions and other events should be
reported in financial statements. IFRS are considered a “principles based”
set of standards in that they establish broad rules as well as dictating
specific treatments. Convergence is aimed to design and maintain national
accounting standards in a way that financial statements prepared in ac-
cordance with national accounting standards draw unreserved statement
of compliance with IFRS.For convergence ICAI has adopted once at all
approach. More than 113 countries around the world, including all of Europe,
currently require or permit IFRS reporting. Global standards do not recognize
override by non-standard setters. Moreover the difference between IFRS
and Indian GAAP need to be understood, which is discussed in this paper.
This paper also highlights the progress so far in convergence, the impact,
grey areas of IFRS 1 and challenges of IFRS.

Introduction
nternational Financial Report-
ing Standards (IFRS) are Stan-
dards, Interpretations and the

Framework adopted by the Inter-
national Accounting Standards
Board (IASB). IFRS are considered
a “principles based” set of stan-
dards in that they establish broad
rules as well as dictating specific
treatments. India is one of over 100
countries that have or are moving
towards IFRS convergence with a
view to bringing about uniformity
in reporting systems globally, en-
abling businesses, finances and
funds to access more opportuni-
ties.

Indian companies are listed on
overseas stock exchanges and have
to recast their accounts to be com-
pliant with GAAP requirements of
those countries. Foreign companies
having subsidiaries in India are
having to recast their accounts to

meet Indian and overseas report-
ing requirements which are differ-
ent. Foreign Direct Investors (FDI),
overseas Financial Institutional In-
vestors (FII) are more comfortable
with compatible accounting stan-
dards and companies accessing
overseas funds feel the need for
recast of accounts in keeping with
globally accepted standards. ICAI
has decided to implement IFRS in
India. The Ministry of Corporate
Affairs has also announced its
commitment to convergence to IFRS
by 2011.

IFRS—On Whom Applicable?
Compliance with IFRS in India

is restricted to ‘Public Entities’
which include those companies and
entities listed on any stock exchange
or have raised money from the pub-
lic, or have a substantial public
interest, or public sector compa-
nies. IFRS in India would cover the
following public interest entities in
the first phase :
% Listed companies

* Assistant Professor, New Alipore
College,  Kolkata.

% Banks, insurance companies,
mutual funds, and financial
institutions

% Turnover in preceding year >
INR 1 billion

% Borrowing in preceding year >
INR 250 million

% Holding or subsidiary of the
above

% IFRS is not applicable to SMEs
as of now.

IAS vs IFRS
Prior to IFRS, International

Accounting Standards were used.
The term International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) has
both a narrow and a broad mean-
ing. Broadly, IFRS refers to the entire
body of IASB pronouncements,
including standards and interpre-
tations approved by the IASB.

However the IAS is still in use
until they are superseded by IFRS.
Currently 29 IAS and 8 IFRS are
effective.

What is convergence?
Convergence means to achieve

harmony with IFRS; in precise terms
convergence can be considered “to
design and maintain national ac-
counting standards in a way that
financial statements prepared in ac-
cordance with national accounting
standards draw unreserved state-
ment of compliance with IFRS”, i.e.,
when the national accounting stan-
dards will comply with all the re-
quirements of IFRS. But conver-
gence doesn’t mean that IFRS
should be adopted word by word,
e.g., replacing the term ‘true & fair’
for ‘present fairly’, in  IAS1 ‘Pre-
sentation of Financial Statements’.
Such changes do not lead to non-
convergence with IFRS.

Convergence of AS with IFRS
The ICAI has proposed two options
for convergence
1 — All at once
2 — Stagewise Approach.

I
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But since the stagewise approach leads to non-compliance with
either of IFRS or AS, hence the “all at once approach” has been adopted.

Timeline for IFRS Conversion Project — Required 2011
First Time adoption

For first time adoption, two key terms need to be understood  :
Reporting date — It is the end of latest period covered by financial

statements. Transition date—It is beginning of earliest period for which
an entity presents first full IFRS compliant financial statements.

For an Indian company, the first reporting date will be 31-03-2012
and transition date will be 01-04-2010. Hence, first set of financials
shall be for 01-04-2011 to 31-03-2012 with IFRS comparables also to
be provided for 01-04-2010 to 31-03-2011.

Issues Need to be Addressed
Right now accounting stan-

dards and other reporting require-
ments are governed by various
regulators e.g. RBI, SEBI, tax
authorities, Companies Act, High
Courts (for amalgamation etc).
Global standards do not recognize
such override by non-standard
setters. If the 2011 deadline is to
be met then all these hurdles will
have to be addressed by corre-
sponding amendments in respec-
tive laws. IFRS are largely fair value
driven which result in unrealized
gain/loss. How are these to be dealt
in Income Tax?

Further, in Fair Value account-
ing, fair values can bring a lot of
volatility and subjectivity to the
financial statements besides requir-
ing a lot of hard work and use of
valuation experts.

Differences Between IFRS vs
Indian GAAP

The differences between IFRS
and Indian GAAP are discussed
below :

Differences on
the basis of

Conceptual Content of Accounting
Accounting Financial Differences
Framework Statements

WHY IFRS?
Single set of accounting stan-

dards would enable internationally
to standardize and assure better
quality on a global screen, it would
also permit international capital to
flow more freely, enabling compa-
nies to develop consistent global
practices on accounting problems.
It would be beneficial to regulators
too, as a complexity associated with
needing to understand various
reporting regimes would be re-
duced.

For investors, it gives a better
understanding to the financial state-
ments and assess the investment
opportunities other than Home
Country. It also benefits the account-
ing professionals in a way that they
will be able to sell their services
in different parts of world.
IFRS Compliant Nations

IFRS are used in many parts of

the world, including the European
Union, Hong Kong, Australia, Ma-
laysia, Pakistan, GCC countries,
Russia, South Africa, Singapore and
Turkey. As of January 2010, more
than 113 countries around the
world, including all of Europe,
currently require or permit IFRS
reporting. A brief picture of adop-
tion of IFRS is given below :

IFRS
Comparatives

 (annual and interim)

 IFRS
First year of reporting
(annual and interim)

2009 2010 2011 2012!

! ! !

First IFRS year
1st IFRS

2012 Annual
Report

(+Mar 2011
Comparatives)

1st IFRS
Interim Report

(+ Jun 2010
Comparatives)

Transition
date

Opening IFRS
Balance Sheet
(1 April 2010)

India Converging to IFRS
Australia IFRS (adapted)

Switzerland IFRS or US GAAP
Spain IFRS for listed
Japan Converging to IFRS

Germany IFRS for listed
Canada Converging to IFRS

US Converging to IFRS
UK IFRS for listed

France IFRS for listed
Source:www.WorldGAAPInfo.com
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Subject IFRS IndianGAAP
First time adop-
tion

Components of
Financial
Statements

Balance Sheet

Income State-
ment

Cash Flow State-
ments
Depreciation

Dividends

Cost of major
repairs and over-
haul expenditure
on fixed  assets
Revaluation

Full retrospective
application of IFRS to
PL and BS.
Reconciliation of PL
and BS in respect of
last year reported
numbers under previ-
ous GAAP
Comprises of Balance
Sheet, Profit and Loss
A/c, Cash flow state-
ment, changes in
equity and accounting
policy and notes to
Accounts
No particular format,
a current/non-current
presentation of assets
and liabilities is used

No particular format
prescribed (IAS-1)

Mandatory for all
entities (IAS-7)
Over the useful life of
the asset (IAS-16)

Liability to be recog-
nized in the period
when dividend is
declared (IAS-10)

Recognized in carrying
amount of the assets
(IAS-16)

Revaluation (if done)
to be updated periodi-
cally so that carrying
amount does not dif-
fer from fair value at
the end period.
Revaluation to be done
for entire class of assets
(IAS-16)

No needs to prepare
reconciliation on first
time adoption.

Comprises of Balance
sheet, Profit and Loss
A/c. Cash Flow
Statement (if appli-
cable), and Notes to
Accounts

As per Format Pre-
scribed in Schedule VI
for Companies, adher-
ence to Banking Regu-
lation for Banks, etc.

As per Format Pre-
scribed in Schedule VI
(AS-1)
Level 3 entities are
exempted (AS-3)
Over the useful life of
the asset, or Schedule
XIV rates whichever is
higher (AS-10)
Recognized as an
appropriation against
the profit, and
recorded as liability  at
BS date even if de-
clared subsequent to
reporting period but
before the approval of
Financial Statements
(AS-4)
Expensed off. Only ex-
penses which increase
the FEB are to be capi-
talized (AS-10)
No specific require-
ment for revaluation.
Revaluation can be
done on systematic
basis like for one lo-
cation leaving aside
the assets of other
location (AS-10)

Change in the
method of depre-
ciation

Earnings Per
Share

Component
Accounting

Intangible Assets

Reporting Cur-
rency

Key Manage-
ment Personnel
(KMP)
Compensation to
KMP

Fringe Benefits
Tax

Uniform Ac-
counting Policies

Disclosure of ex-
tra-
ordinary items

Considered as a
change in accounting
estimate. To be ap-
plied prospec-tively.
(IAS-16 and IAS-8).

Disclosure to be made
in only consolidated
finan-cials of the par-
ent co. (IAS-33)
Required each major
part of PPE with a cost
that is significant in
relation to total cost,
should be depreciated
separately (IAS-16)
Intangible assets can
have indefinite useful
life and hence such
assets are tested for
impairment and not
amortized
Requires the measure-
ment of profit using the
functional currency.
Entities may, however,
present financial state-
ments in a different
currency
Includes executive as
well as non executive
directors (IAS-24)
Disclosure to be made
for total compensation
such as short term
employee benefits and
pos t -employment
benefits
Included as part of
related expense (fringe
benefit) which gives
rise to incurrence of
the tax
Prepared using uni-
form accounting
policies across all
entities in a group
(IAS-27)
Prohibits such disclo-
sure (IAS-1). No such
term in IFRS

Considered as change
in accounting policy,
retrospective computa-
tion and excess or deficit
is adjusted in same
period. Required to be
disclosed (AS-6)
Disclosure of EPS in
both consolidated and
separate financials
(AS-20)
No such requirement
(AS-10)

There is no concept of
Indefinite useful life.
Assets have definite
life. (usually 10years)

Schedule VI to the
Companies Act, 1956
specifies Indian Ru-
pees as the reporting
currency (AS-11)

Excludes non execu-
tive directors (AS-18)

AS-18 does not require
the break up of com-
pensation cost

Disclosed as a sepa-
rate item after profit
before tax on the face
of the income state-
ment
Policies may differ due
to Impracticability.
(AS-21)

Disclosure to be in
notes (AS-5)

Subject IFRS IndianGAAP
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Cash Flow State-
ments
Borrowing Costs
Depreciation
Methods

Areas Involving Choices

Current Status of Convergence
ICAI is under the process of issuing IFRS equivalent AS (the current

status is given in next slides). Constitution of a Core Group to liaison
with various Govt  and re-gulatory authorities to identify the incon-
sistencies in various laws and regulations and to make necessary amend-
ments/modifications to remove the differences.

Progress so far in Convergence Process

Sl. No. Position of IFRS No. of
equivalent AS Standards

1. ASs cleared by Council of ICAI and
NACAS for notification 2

2. Drafts considered by ASB and have
been circulated among specified

bodies for comments 20

3. ASs, which are to be issued pending
insignificant modifications 5

4. Drafts which are under preparation 8

5. Accounting Standards which are not
being revised as corresponding IFRSs 2

Subject IFRS Indian GAAP
Using direct or indirect methods

Expenses or capitalized
SLM, WDB, Units of Production
method

Only indirect method

To be capitalized
SLM, WDB

Identification of Inconsistencies
between various Laws and Regu-
lation

Constitution of a Group to
Liaison with Governmental and
Regulatory Authorities. Group has
constituted separate Core Groups
to identify inconsistencies between
IFRS and
● Companies Act
● SEBI Regulations
● Banking Laws & Regulations
● Insurance Laws & Regulations.
We can expect that this core group
will find out the various inconsis-
tencies and provide solution to
resolve them.

What has been done so far by the
Group?

The Group has identified incon-

sistencies between Companies Act
and IFRS. They have recommended
that Draft  Schedule VI consistent
with IFRS is to be  formulated which
should be made effective from
1-4-2011. Moreover, inconsistencies
between SEBI Mutual Fund Regu-
lations and IFRS has been
identified and Group has recom-
mended examantion of other SEBI
Regulations in progress.

The Impact of IFRS
IFRS implementation affects

several areas of the business entity,
such as presentation of accounts,
the accounting policies and pro-
cedures, the way legal documents
are drafted, the way the entity looks
at its assets and their usage, as well
as its communications with its stake

holders and also the way it con-
ducts its business.

This fundamental and pervasive
nature of impact of IFRS makes it
imperative that sufficient planning
and thought is given to this aspect
and choices made at the transition
stage itself, as they determine the
effect on the company and its
operations. A detailed analysis of
all aspects of impact and change
as well as all legal documentation
and communication becomes nec-
essary.

The Grey Areas of IFRS
While IFRS compliance date has

been declared by the ICAI, there
are several areas which are still not
in consonance with such implemen-
tation and several accounting stan-
dards and statutes will need amend-
ment. Full and unreserved compli-
ance with IFRS is the objective.
However, not many entities are
aware about the significance or
ramifications thereof, which may
lead to a rush for compliance later
with some undesirable conse-
quences. The Government may at
any point in time simply effect all
requisite changes for the implemen-
tation by saying ‘IFRS norms are
applicable w.e.f. a certain date’. The
onus will be on the management
to comply with the requirements
and the auditors will only have to
comment on whether the manage-
ment has properly complied with
the norms or not.

First-Time Adoption of IFRS
(IFRS-1)

The approach taken in IFRS1
is the “Opening IFRS Balance Sheet
Approach”. The main content of
IFRS 1 is summarized in the fol-
lowing points :
1. In the first IFRS financial state-

ments, an entity shall comply
with all the versions of IFRS
effective at the reporting date
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(the balance sheet date) and,
as a general principle, apply
them retrospectively—subject
to certain exemptions and
exceptions in IFRS1.

2. An opening balance sheet shall
be prepared in accordance with
IFRS at the date of transition.
The date of transition is the
beginning of the earliest finan-
cial year for which full com-
parative information under
IFRS is presented in its first
IFRS financial statements.

3. The entity shall recognize all
assets and liabilities in accor-
dance with the provisions of
IFRS, and derecognize assets
or liabilities not in compliance
with IFRS.

4. Assets and liabilities recog-
nized in the opening IFRS
balance sheet shall be mea-
sured in accordance with IFRS
including IFRS1.

5. All accounting estimates shall
be determined in accordance
with the guidance provided
under IFRS.

6. The effect of changes in ac-
counting policies shall be rec-
ognized in equity in the open-
ing IFRS balance sheet, except
for reclassification between
goodwill and intangible assets.

7. All the requirements in rela-
tion to presentation and dis-
closure under IFRS shall be
fulfilled, including any reclas-
sification to comply with IFRS.

8. Comparative Information for
the prior period (e.g. 2004 for
companies listed in the EU with
a calendar financial year) shall
be fully in accordance with
IFRS (with certain exceptions
e.g. on application of IAS 39
Financial Instruments : Recog-
nition and Measurement).The
IASB does not require more
than one year of comparative

information prepared under
IFRS.

9. Reconciliation between previ-
ous GAAP and IFRS of

(a) equity at the date of transition
and the end of the latest period
presented in the entity’s most
recent annual financial state-
ments under previous GAAP,
and (b) profit or loss for the
latest period in the entity’s most
recent annual financial state-
ments, with supplementary ex-
planations necessary for the
understanding of the transition
shall be presented.

10. There are certain optional
exemptions and mandatory ex-
ceptions to the general prin-
ciples in IFRS1 of retrospective
application. The exemptions
have been granted in areas in
which costs would be likely
to exceed the benefits to the
users of the financial instru-
ments and where it has, in
practice, proven difficult to
make changes retrospectively,
e.g. concerning business and
pension liabilities.

quires a multi-disciplinary
approach and is the responsi-
bility of the management.

● There are not many trained
resources to effect the requisite
change.

● There is a lack of awareness and
understanding of the require-
ments and implications of IFRS
transition and compliance.

● Communicating the change and
managing the transition prop-
erly attains importance in this
regard.

● IFRS requires aligning business
practices and policies to the
reporting requirements (includ-
ing retrospective ones).

● Training the organizational
components will be a huge
task.

Transition IFRS–GAPP Conver-
sion Methodology
The conversion methodology
suggested below puts a strong
emphasis on planning, study,
preparation for transition, evalu-
ation, training and embedding the
change :

Challenges in the Adoption of IFRS
● IFRS is itself a moving target,

with changes being introduced
continually, refining the provi-
sions and adding more areas for
disclosures.

● The IFRS implementation re-

Conclusion
IFRS compliance would require

changes right from the grassroots
level, beginning with academic
inputs and training. And this is not
going to be an easy task—given
the limited time frame before the

Phase 3
Integrate Change :
Go-live and
embedding

Phase 1
Preliminary
Study

Phase 2
– Project set-up
– Component evalua-

tion and issues reso-
lution

– Initial conversion

Embed IFRS as the
primary financial
language

GAAP IFRSProject management, Communication, knowledge
transfer

Establish IFRS
policies and pre-
pare initial IFRS
financial results

Assess impact
and determine
strategy
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new standards come into force.
There is a need to give accounting
staff appropriate training. Compa-
nies need to draw up detailed plans
for migrating to IFRS as early as
possible, to make the transition
smooth and flawless. Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India
(ICAI) and the government will
have to play a larger role in coun-
tering industry problems.

Adoption of IFRS is a necessary
step for the orderly development
of the global capital market.
Adoption of IFRS will substantially
reduce the administrative costs of
accessing the different capital
markets. IFRS will also enhance the
ability of investors to make in-

formed cross-border investment de-
cisions. It is true that there are still
some hurdles to overcome but the
pressure of globalization is so strong
that it should not take much time
to identify methods to overcome
the hurdles.
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MINISTRY OF CORPORATE AFFAIRS
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Annual Filing of Statutory Returns for the year 2010

Dear Corporates,

As you are aware the last date for filling of your company’s Annual Return &
Balance Sheet for the current year is round the corner. These documents have
to be filed in electronic form online into the MCA21 portal. Since the size of
each document is huge (2MB or more), the last minute rush creates a congestion
in the system which is then unable to process pending requests fast.

You are, therefore, requested to please file your E-Forms due for the coming
months of 2010 early, in order to avoid last minute system problems of heavy
traffic on the MCA Website/MCA21 Portal.
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CANCELLATION OF REGISTRATION
UNDER REGULATION 25(1) OF CWA ACT, 1959

REGISTRATION NUMBERS  CANCELLED
FOR  DECEMBER 2010 EXAMINATION

 UPTO

ERS/001320
NRS/001792, 1800-1803, 1851-1987, 2071-2200, 2411-2423, 2441-2447

SRS/004483, WRS/004079, RSW/076209, RAF/005837

RE-REGISTRATION

The students whose Registration Numbers have been cancelled (inclusive of the students
registered up to 30th  June 2003) as above but desire to take the Institute’s Examination in December
2010 must apply for DE-NOVO Registration and, on being Registered DE-NOVO, Exemption from
individual subject(s) at Intermediate/Final Examination of the Institute secured under their former
Registration, if any, shall remain valid as per prevalent Rules.

For DE-NOVO Registration, a candidate shall have to apply to the Director of Studies in prescri-
bed Form (which can be had either from the Institute’s H.Q. at Kolkata or from the concerned
Regional Offices on payment of Rs.5/-) along with a remittance of Rs. 2,000/- (Rupees Two Thousand)
only as Registration Fee through Demand Draft drawn in favour of  THE I C W A OF INDIA, payable
at KOLKATA.

Arnab Chakraborty,
Date : 21st  June 2010 Director of Studies

ANNOUNCEMENT

We at ICWAI are committed to encourage sustainable development policies for the future.
One such issue very dear to the Institute’s heart is environmental preservation. Towards
this end we propose to come out with a special edition of the Research Bulletin on ‘Climate
Change and Protection’. We request the active participation of all readers through sharing
of news, views and opinions on the abovementioned topic. The articles may cover a wide
canvas touching upon issues of the economic, social and physical impact of climate change;
variants of urban pollution and rural environmental damage; and steps for controlling the
damage with special emphasis on improvement of quality of human life, rehabilitation measures
and costs of preservation. Write-ups containing case studies and live examples will be preferred.
All interested can send their write-ups to Research & Journal Dept., ICWAI, 12 Sudder Street,
Kolkata-700016 or email to research@icwai.org.
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The Continuing Education Programme Directorate is Organising
Following Programmes. For Further Details and on-line registration
visit our website  http://mdp.icwai.org/ OR www.icwai.org (click the link
Management Development Programmes).
Contact Person
Mr. D Chandru
Additional Director (PD&P)
CEP Directorate,
ICWAI Bhawan, 3rd Floor
3 Institutional Area, Lodi Road
New Delhi-110 003
Tel – 011-2464 3273 (D), 24622156/157/158

Name of the Duration Venue Fee (Rs.)
Programme

Management of Taxation—Service  Tax, VAT,
Excise &  Customs, TDS and Proposed GST

Finance for Jr. Finance and Accounts Officers
and Non-Executives (F&A)

Converged Indian  Accounting Standards & 
IFRS Convergence

Converged Indian Accounting Standards &  IFRS
Convergence

Converged Indian  Accounting Standards & 
IFRS Convergence

Mergers & Acquisitions

Corporate Tax-Planning, Compiance & Man-
agement
Contract  Management
International Programme on Emerging Trends
in Financial Management
Advance Tax, TDS and Tax Planning
Internal Auditing for Effective Management
Control
Recent Trends in Financial Management
including IFRS Convergence
Management of Taxation — Service Tax, VAT,
Excise & Customs, TDS and proposed GST
Finance for Jr. Finance and Accounts Officers
and non Executives (F & A)
Financial Risk Management
Valuation Management

7-10 Sept. 2010

7-10 Sept. 2010
19-21 August 2010
25-27 August 2010
9-11 Sept. 2010
19-21 August.
2010

25-27 August.
2010

9-11 Sept.
2010

15-17 Sept. 2010

05-08  Oct, 2010

10-12 Nov, 2010
22 Nov-2 Dec, 2010

21-24 Dec, 2010
21-24 Dec, 2010

03-09 Jan, 2011

18-21 Jan, 2011

18-21 Jan, 2011

09-11 Feb, 2011
16-18 Feb, 2011

Thiruvananthapuram
Mascot Hotel, Mascot Square,
PMG Junction, Thiruva-
nanthapuram695 003
Thiruvananthapuram
Mascot Hotel, Mascot Square,
PMG Junction, Thiruva-
nanthapuram- 695 003
Hyderabad
Katriya Hotel and Towers, 8
Raj Bhawan Road, Somaji-
guda, Hyd 500 082
Mumbai
Hotel Ambassador,
VN Road, Churchgate,
Mumbai 400 020.
Chennai
Hotel Courtyard by Marriott
564 Anna Salai, Teyna-mpet,
Chennai 600 018.

Hyderabad

Goa

New Delhi
Singapore, Kuala Lumpur,
Bangkok
Shirdi
Shirdi

Dubai & Muscat

Mahabaleswar

Mahabaleswar

New Delhi
New Delhi

30,000 (Residential Basis)

30,000 (Residential Basis)

15,000/-

15,000/-

15,000/-

15,000/-
30,000/- (Residential Basis)
30,000/- (Residential Basis)

15,000/-
2,25,000/- (Residential Basis)

30,000/- (Residential Basis)
30,000/- (Residential Basis)

1,50,000/- (Residential Basis)

30,000/- (Residential Basis)

30,000/- (Residential Basis)

15,000/-
15,000/-

CEP Notice
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